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GLOBAL SERVICE LEARNING TECHNICAL PRESENTATION



797F LARGE OFF-HIGHWAY TRUCK With A High Altitude Engine PILOT TRAINING MATERIAL



New Product Introduction (Text Reference)



797F (LAJ) LARGE OFF-HIGHWAY TRUCK AUDIENCE Level II - Service personnel who understands the principles of machine system operation, diagnostic equipment, and procedures for testing and adjusting.



CONTENT This presentation provides information on engine operation for the 797F Off-Highway Truck



OBJECTIVES After learning the information in this presentation, the technician will be able to: 1. locate and identify the major components in the systems; 2. trace the flow of oil and coolant through the systems; and 3. explain the operation of the major components in the system.



REFERENCES STMG 763 "797B (JSM) Off-highway Truck STMG-1" STMG 764 "797B (JSM) Off-highway Truck STMG-2" STMG 546 "Graphic Fluid Power Symbols Caterpillar Machine Fluid Recommendations



Estimated Time: x Hour Illustrations: xx Handout: x Form: SERVxxxx Date: xx/xx © 2007 Caterpillar Inc.
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NOTE: The service training information for the 797B Off-Highway Truck is contained in two STMG’s. Refer to SERV1763 for maintenance, operation’s station, electronic systems and the engine for information that is not covered in this pilot service training material. Refer to SERV1764 for power train, steering, hoist, brake, and air systems that are not covered in this service training material.
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797F PILOT LARGE OFF-HIGHWAY TRUCK



© 2007 Caterpillar Inc.



1



The 797B Large Off-Highway Truck is changing to the new 797F truck. The power is supplied by the new C175-20 High Altitude engine. The engine will supply increased horsepower with more accurate fuel injection control. The fuel system will consist of a low pressure transfer pump and a high pressure fuel pump supplying fuel to a common rail. The fuel system will be controlled by a fuel control valve which receives its signal from a A4:E4 Electronic Control Module. The torque converter lockup clutch will be equipped with an additional plate and disc to compensate for the increase in horsepower. No other major changes will be adapted to the torque converter or housing. The transmission group will have the latching solenoids removed, a the next available gear is engaged through Transmission ECM software. The hydraulic system will be equipped with a new brake valve which controls service and parking brake, automatic retarding control (ARC), and accumulator purging control. The hoist and brake cooling system will have a new arrangement with shallow grade retarding. The shallow grade retarding has one less brake cooler for cooling the rear brakes. Also, suppling the brake cooling oil for the shallow grade is three gear pump sections. The monitoring system will have a complete change over from VIMS to VIMS 3G with Advisor. VIMS will be more of a messenger from the different ECMs on the truck than a controller. The VIMS with Advisor will have smart signal and CANip radio.
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When using Caterpillar ET for troubleshooting the 797F truck, refer to the following list of the appropriate MID numbers in the Diagnostic Codes. ECM



MID



VIMS Main module



161



VIMS Application module



162



Engine



36



Advisor panel



53



Transmission



81



Chassis



74



Brake



116
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797F MAINTENANCE e 797F Servic Procedure



WALK AROUND INSPECTION 2



MAINTENANCE Before maintaining or operating this truck, read the Operation and Maintenance Manual thoroughly for information on safety, maintenance, and operating techniques. Safety Precautions and Warnings are provided in the manual and on the truck. Be sure to identify and understand all symbols before starting the truck. The first step to perform when approaching the truck is to make a thorough walk around inspection. Look around and under the truck for loose or missing bolts, trash build-up, and for coolant, fuel, or oil leaks. Look for indications of cracks. Pay close attention to high stress areas.
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The 797F truck is equipped with various maintenance points that should be addressed. Some of the items shown, such as all fluid levels, should be checked daily (see next visual). Some of the items shown, such as engine air filters, should be checked when required. Maintenance intervals for these items depend mostly on the local conditions. Some locations have more dust, and some locations have loaded uphill hauls, while others have loaded downhill hauls. All of these factors must be considered for some of the maintenance operations. Most of the maintenance operations are performed at a specific time, or engine hour interval. The maintenance interval for each operation is normally found in the Operation and Maintenance Manual. Fuel consumption is the most accurate method for determining maintenance and overhaul intervals. When a machine is sitting stationary with the engine running, the hour meter is also running, but there is little wear and tear on the machine unless there is over cooling or overheating of the engine. Fuel consumption is almost zero during idling conditions. Fuel consumption increases significantly during load conditions and therefore is a good indication of actual machine usage.
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GENERAL MACHINE CHANGES 797B



797F



Serial No. Prefix



JSM



LAJ



Load Capacity



345 Metric tons (380 tons)



352-362 Metric tons (387-398 tons) *



Gross Weight



559090 kg (1,230,000 lbs)



623690 kg (1,375,000 lbs)



Empty Weight (no Body)



214,820 kg (473,000 lbs)



Body Weight



38,000-63,000 kg (84,000-140,000 lbs)



210,779-219,326 kg (465,822-484,711 lbs) * 42,700-44,200 kg (94,367-97,682 lbs) *



Length



14.53 meters (47.8 ft)



14.85 meters (48.7 ft)



Height



7.58 meters (24.9 ft)



7.71 meters (25.3 ft)



Body Up Height



15.29 meters (50.2 ft)



15.745 meters (51.7 ft)



3 797F changes include: General Machine: - Serial number prefix changed from JSM to LAJ - Increased load carrying capacity-- 345 Metric tons (380 tons) to 352-362 Metric tons (387-398 tons) This variable is dependent on the attachments. - Increased Gross Machine Weight (GMW)--from 559090 kg (1,230,000 lbs.) to 623690 kg (1,375,000 lbs) - Empty weight (no body)--214820 kg (473,600 lbs.) to 210,779-219,326 (465,822484,711 lbs) This variable is dependent on the attachments. - Body weight--38000-63000kg (84,000-140,000 lbs) to 42,700-44,200 kg (94,36797,682 lbs) No liner are included - Length--14.85 meters (48.7 ft) - Height--7.71 meters (25.3 ft) - Body Up Height--15.745 meters (51.7 ft) - Maximum ground speed at 1900 engine rpm--67.6 km/h (42 mph)
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MAINTENANCE POINTS Wash Windows, Cab Fresh Air Filters, Seat Belt, Indicators, Gauges, Brake Tests Secondary Steering And Back-up Alarm



Windshield Washer Level And A/c Filter



Fuses And Circuit Breakers



797



Tire Inflation Pressure Tire Inflation Pressure



Final Drive Oil Level Wheel Nuts



Wheel Nuts Front Wheel Bearing Oil Level



Transmission / Torque Converter Oil Level Air Dryers



Fuel Tank Breather



Primary Fuel Filters Fuel Level And Moisture Drain



Hoist Cylinder



4



Shown are the 797 pilot truck maintenance points that are viewed from the left side. Some of the items shown, such as all fluid levels, should be checked daily. Most of the maintenance operations are performed at a specific time or engine hour interval. The maintenance interval for each operation can be found in the Operation and Maintenance Manual. Fuel consumption is the most accurate method for determining maintenance and overhaul intervals. When a machine is sitting stationary with the engine running, the hour meter is also running, but there is little wear and tear on the machine unless there is over cooling or overheating of the engine. Fuel consumption is almost zero during idling conditions. Fuel consumption increases significantly during load conditions and therefore is a good indication of actual machine usage.
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MAINTENANCE POINTS Engine Oil Filters



Steering Accumulators And Oil Filter



Suspension Cylinder



Secondary Fuel Filters



Steering Pump Case Drain Right Brake Filter Cooling Filter Fan Pump Hoist Case Drain And Filter Brake Oil Levels



Hoist High Pressure Screens Pump Drive Return Screen



Converter Charge Filter



Coolant Levels Air Filters And Precleaners



Steering Oil Level



Starting Aid Ether Cylinders Suspension Cylinder Height



A/C Belt



Air Filters And Precleaners



B A T T E R I E S



Final Drive Oil Filter Rear Axle Oil Level Rear Axle Suction Screen Differential Oil Filter Suspension Cylinder Height Transmission Scavenge Screen Transmission Charge Filter



“Primary Fuel Filters



Auto Lube Tank



Suspension Cylinder



Fuses And Circuit Breakers



Left Brake Cooling Filter



Brake Charging Parking Brake Filter Accumulators



Converter Screens



Service Brake Accumulators



Windshield Washer Level And A/C Filter



5



Shown are the 797 pilot truck maintenance points that are viewed from the top. Some of the items shown, such as all fluid levels, should be checked daily. Some of the items shown, such as engine air filters, should be checked when required. Maintenance intervals for these items depend mostly on the local conditions. Some locations have more dust and some locations have loaded uphill hauls while others have loaded downhill hauls. All of these factors must be considered for the majority of the maintenance operations.
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7



Before service or training on the 797 truck where the body must be raised, ensure the cables (1) are properly installed. The illustration above shows the right side cable. There will be another cable for the left side. NOTE: Always read and follow the directions in the Operation and Maintenance Manual (OMM) for the truck that is being serviced.
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2



2



1



1



1



8



Check the air filters for dust and debris. Squeeze the drains (1) to remove the dust accumulation in the pre-filter housing Remove covers (2) to change dirty or damaged air filter elements.
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3 2



1 4



9



The front wheel bearing oil level is checked through a sight glass (1) that is located in the center of the wheel housing. The oil should be level with the bottom of the plug hole. If necessary, remove the plug (2) in the center of the front wheel bearing housing to check the fluid level. Also, this plug is used to fill the front wheel bearing housing. The oil is drained by removing the magnetic drain plug (3). When draining the oil from the front wheel bearing housing, rotate the wheel so the drain and fill plug is at the bottom. Inspect the plug periodically for metal particles. If any metal particles are found, remove the wheel cover and inspect the bearings for wear. Use only Final Drive and Axle Oil (FDAO) with a specification of (FD-1) or Transmission Drive Train Oil (TDTO) with a specification of (TO-4) or newer. FDAO and TDTO TO-4 provides increased lubrication capability for bearings. Check the tire inflation pressure with the valve (4). Operating the truck with the wrong tire inflation pressure can cause heat build-up in the tire and accelerate tire wear. NOTE: The front wheel oil level on the opposite side will be checked through the same type of sight glass in the center of the left wheel.
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1



10



11



2 3



Check the front suspension cylinders for leaks or structural damage. Check the charge condition of the front suspension cylinders when the truck is empty. Measure the charge height of the suspension cylinders and compare the dimension with the dimension that was recorded the last time the cylinders were charged. Recharge the cylinders if necessary. Two steering accumulators (2) are located behind the right front tire. The "F" Series has two accumulators compared to three accumulators in the "B" Series. The steering accumulators provide the supply oil during normal operation. The "F" Series is now equipped with a secondary steering pump to replace the third accumulator. Also shown is the steering filter (3).
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13



The upper illustration shows the two engine oil filters. These filters are located on the right side of the truck. Access the filters from behind the right front wheel. The lower illustration shows the three secondary fuel filters towards the right side. The fuel filter to the far left is the tertiary filter. The tertiary filter is in series with the three fuel filters which are in parallel. The fuel filters are located on the right side of the engine oil pan.
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15



The upper illustrations shows the location of the right wheel breather (1). This breather relieves any pressure in the wheel eliminating seal leaking. Also shown are the brake cooling return filter (2) and the fan pump case filter (3). The lower illustration shows the location of the torque converter housing breather (4) and the hydraulic tank breather (5).
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5



2



3 4



7



8 17



The upper illustration shows the new location of the fan pump case drain filter (1) and the right front brake oil cooler return filter (2). Check for any leads or damage to the front brake oil cooler (3) and and the rear brake oil cooler for the steep grade attachment. Also, check the torque converter charge filter (5) and the torque converter magnetic suction screen cover (6). The lower illustration showing the components on the right side of the truck pointing out the steering pump case drain filter (8) and the brake oil coolers (7) for the shallow grade attachment.
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4



5



7 6 18 2 8



1



9



19



Lower rear tank (1) is located within the large hydraulic tank and supplies oil to the steering system, the brake cooling drive (shallow grade arrangement), and the hydraulic fan system. The oil level for the lower rear tank is checked at the upper sight gauge (7) when the oil is cold and the engine is stopped. After the engine is started, the oil level will decrease as the oil fills the steering accumulators. After the steering accumulators are filled, the oil level should be checked again at the lower sight gauge (8). When the engine is running and the steering accumulators are fully charged, the oil level should not be below the ENGINE RUNNING marking of the lower sight gauge (8).
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Before removing the cap to add oil to the lower rear tank, be sure that the engine was shut off with the key start switch, and the steering oil has returned to the tank from the accumulators. Large lower front tank (2) supplies oil to the hoist pumps and the brake cooling pumps located in the tank. The lower sight gauge (6) on the hoist and brake cooling hydraulic tank can be used to fill the tank when the hoist cylinders are in the RAISED position. When the hoist cylinders are lowered, the hydraulic oil level will increase. After the hoist cylinders are lowered, check the hydraulic tank oil level with the upper sight gauges (5). When filling the hydraulic tanks after an oil change, fill the tanks with oil to the FULL COLD mark on the sight gauges. Turn on the engine manual shutdown switch so the engine will not start. Crank the engine for approximately 15 seconds. The oil level will decrease as oil fills the hydraulic systems. Add more oil to the tanks to raise the oil level to the FULL COLD mark. Crank the engine for an additional 15 seconds. Repeat this step as required until the oil level stabilizes at the FULL COLD mark. Small top tank (3) supplies oil to the brake actuation pump and the rear axle lubrication drive pump. There is a hole in the side of the small top tank that connects it to the large lower front tank. Oil is added to the small top tank at fill tube. When the small top tank is full, oil flows from the hole in the small top tank to fill the large lower front tank. The large lower front tank and the small top tank oil level is checked at the upper sight gauges (4) when the hoist cylinders are in the LOWER position. Check the breather (9) for the steering section of the hydraulic tank.
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20



The rear axle is equipped with double reduction planetary final drives. Rotate the final drive until the cover and plug are positioned as shown. The final drive oil level is checked and filled by removing the plug (1) in the final drive cover. The oil should be level with the bottom of the plug hole. Fill the rear axle housing with oil before filling the final drives with oil. Allow enough time for the oil to settle in all of the compartments. This could take as long as 20 minutes during adverse environmental conditions. The oil is drained by removing the drain plug (2). The drain plug and the fill plug are both magnetic plugs. The magnetic plugs should be removed from the final drives at regular intervals and checked for metal particles. If any metal particles are found, remove the axle cover and inspect the final drive for wear. Check the tire inflation pressure at fitting (3).
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22



4 5



6



7



Shallow Grade Retarding Attachment The upper illustration shows the front and rear brake oil coolers (1). The brake oil coolers are supplied oil through screen (8) by three gear pumps (5) shown in the lower illustration. Also shown is the steering pump case drain filter (2). Also shown in the lower illustration are the four hoist/brake cooling pumps (3), the steering/fan pump (4), the brake charge pump (6) and the rear axle lubrication pump (7).
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23



The suspension links (1) are connected to the rear axle and the main frame with pins and collets (2) that are filled with 90 weight oil. Check for leaks at the pin and collets. The truck is equipped with suspension links on both sides. The rear axle lubrication pump drive motor (3) is also shown. The drive motor rotates the rear axle lubrication pump (4), which consists of three pump sections. The two front pump sections pull oil from the rear axle housing through the banjo suction screen (5).
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2



1 24



25



4



Shown is the left side of the transmission. The transmission magnetic scavenge screens are located in the housing (1). The transmission control filter (2) is located at the front left side of the transmission. Transmission oil samples can be taken at the Scheduled Oil Sampling (S•O•S) tap located in the top center of the filter housing. Two oil pressure taps are also located on the top of the filter housing. These taps can be used to measure the transmissio control pressure. The tap on the left can be used to measure the unfiltered oil pressure. The tap on the right can be used to measure the filtered oil pressure. Together, these two taps can be used to determine the oil filter restriction.
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An oil filter bypass switch is also located on the filter housing. The bypass switch provides an input signal to the Transmission Electronic Control Module (ECM). The Transmission ECM relays the signal to the Advisor Panel, which informs the operator if the filter is restricted. The transmission lube relief valve (3) is also located on the left side of the transmission case. The transmission temperature sensor and the transmission lube pressure sensor are located on this valve. The two sensors provide input signals to the Transmission ECM. The Transmission ECM relays the signal to the Advisor Panel, which informs the operator of the transmission temperature and lube pressure. The pump drive is lubricated by transmission and torque converter oil. The pump drive lubrication oil returns to the transmission sump through the screen housing (4). Check the screen for plugging when required.
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1 2



3



4 5



26



Check the rear suspension cylinders (1) for leaks or structural damage. Check the charge condition of the rear suspension cylinders when the truck is empty and on level ground. Measure the charge height of the suspension cylinders and compare the dimension with the dimension that was recorded the last time the cylinders were charged. Recharge the cylinders with oil and nitrogen if necessary. Check each suspension cylinder for nitrogen leakage. It is difficult to detect a nitrogen leak. A solution that consists of soap and of water can be used to detect leaks. Make sure that there is no leakage around the valve cores and around the valve bodies. Make sure that the valve caps are in place. If the rear suspension cylinders must be recharged, they must first be drained of all nitrogen and oil. The collapsed suspension cylinder pin to pin dimension is 1120 mm (44.1 in). The normal suspension cylinder pin to pin charge height when sitting empty on level ground is approximately 1246 mm (49.1 in). The rear axle housing breather (2) is located on top of the axle housing. Inspect the condition of the breather at regular intervals. The breather prevents pressure from building up in the axle housing. Excessive pressure in the axle housing can cause brake cooling oil to leak through the Duo-Cone seals in the wheel brake assemblies. The final drive oil filter (3) is located on the left side of the rear axle housing. An oil filter bypass switch and an oil pressure switch are located on the filter housing.
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The differential oil filter (4) is located on the right side of the rear axle housing. An oil filter bypass switch and an oil pressure sensor are located on the filter housing. Located on the right side of the rear cover for the banjo housing is the oil level sight glass (5). The glass gives the technician access to the level of oil in the differential.
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The rear axle (left side) is equipped with double reduction planetary final drives. Rotate the final drive until the cover and plug are positioned as shown. The final drive oil level is checked and filled by removing the plug (1) in the final drive cover. The oil should be level with the bottom of the plug hole. Fill the rear axle housing with oil before filling the final drives with oil. Allow enough time for the oil to settle in all of the compartments. This could take as long as 20 minutes during adverse environmental conditions. The oil is drained by removing the drain plug (2). The drain plug and the fill plug are both magnetic plugs. The magnetic plugs should be removed from the final drives at regular intervals and checked for metal particles. If metal particles are found, remove the axle cover and inspect the final drive for damage or wear. Check the tire inflation pressure at fitting (3).
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Check the primary fuel filters which are located on the back side of the fuel tank on the left side of the truck. Also shown on the fuel tank are the fuel level switch (2) and the water in the fuel sensor (3).
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Coolers The upper illustration shows the location of the transmission oil cooler (1) and the steering oil cooler (2). These coolers are located on the inner truck frame on the left side and can be accessed from under the truck.
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31



4



Supply oil for the torque converter and the transmission is contained in the torque converter case. Sight gauges (1) are used to check the oil level for the torque converter and the transmission. NOTE: The FULL COLD oil level mark should only be used with the engine OFF. The FULL WARM oil level mark should only be used with the engine RUNNING. Torque converter and transmission oil is added at the fill tube (2). When filling the torque converter and transmission oil sump after an oil change, fill the sump with oil to the top of the upper sight gauge.
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The torque converter outlet screen (top) and the magnetic suction screen (bottom) are located behind the cover (3). Located on the cover is the torque converter oil temperature sensor and the torque converter outlet screen bypass switch. The temperature sensor and the bypass switch provide input signals to the Transmission ECM. Located on the right side of the torque converter housing is the torque converter charging filter (4). Torque Converter oil samples can be taken at the Scheduled Oil Sampling (S•O•S) tap (not shown) located in the top center of the filter housing.
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Check the front suspension cylinders (1) for leaks or structural damage. Check the charge condition of the front suspension cylinders when the truck is empty and on level ground. Measure the charge height of the suspension cylinders and compare the dimension with the dimension that was recorded the last time the cylinders were charged. Recharge the cylinders with oil and nitrogen if necessary. Approximately 224 ± 19 mm (8.8 ± 0.75 inch) between the frame and the suspension cylinder.. For the lower illustration, check the left wheel breather (2), the air tank (3) air release, the air dryers (4), and the left side brake oil return filter (5). The air dryer remove contaminents and moisture from the air system. The condition of the dryer should be checked every 250 hours and change periodically. The local environment determines the filter change schedule.
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The C175-20 Engine is equipped with a coolant over oil cooler (1) that is located on the left side of the truck. The coolers are behind the left front tire. Check the condition of the engine oil using the SOS tap (2). The level of the engine oil can be view through the sight glass (3) in the oil pan. Also, a low engine oil warning will be logged anytime the oil level goes below the engine oil level switch (4). The engine oil pan is equipped with an oil level dipstick (5).
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The left front wheel bearing oil level is checked through a sight glass (1) that is located in the center of the wheel housing and filled by removing the plug (2) in the wheel bearing cover. The oil is drained by removing the drain plug (2). The drain plug and the fill plug are both magnetic plugs. Inspect the plugs periodically for metal particles. If any metal particles are found, remove the wheel cover and inspect the bearings for wear. As with the other truck wheel bearing oil, use only Final Drive and Axle Oil (FDAO) with a specification of (FD-1) or Transmission Drive Train Oil (TDTO) with a specification of (TO-4) or newer. FDAO and TDTO TO-4 provides increased lubrication capability for bearings. Check the tire inflation pressure with the valve (3). Operating the truck with the wrong tire inflation pressure can cause heat build-up in the tire and accelerate tire wear.
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Check the air supply system. There are two relief valves (1), one on each tank at the top. The relief valves open at approximately 1033 kPa (150 psi). Each valve has a test pin installed. There is a hose that is common to both tanks (shown). From the larger tank, there is a hose which is connected to the frame with a manual drain valve (2). Also shown is the external air supply (3). The air start valve (4) is installed on the inside of the frame below the smaller air tank. The valve is electronically controlled by the Chassis ECM.
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Check the air filters for dust and debris. Remove covers (1) to change dirty or damaged air filter elements. Squeeze the dust valves (2) to remove the dust accumulation in the pre-filter housing
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Check the fill level of the lubrication tank (arrow) and also check the lubrication tank for proper operation during activation. The lubrication tank in the upper illustration consists of a air over grease pump, air relief valve, grease vent valve with a relief valve. The relief valve is set to approximately 27560 kPa (4000 psi). The lower illustration shows the autolube injector bank located above the differential with the autolube pressure sensor (arrow). Check the injector bank for lube leaks or damage to the bank or any of the hoses going to the individual lube points. If the autolube system has a problem, refer to the following page for the Events and Diagnostic Codes
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The sensor now signals the Chassis ECM when the lube pressure has not reached the cutoff pressure as the autolube timer expires. Event E334 will become active and logged The autolube pressure does not go below the reset pressure within a set interval after the lubing cycle is complete. Event E521 will become active and logged NOTE: The Event will be inhibited while there is an active CID 379 Diagnostic Code. Diagnostic Code for the Autolube pressure sensor is MID 057 - CID 379 - FMI 03 Autolube pressure sensor - Voltage above normal MID 057 - CID 379 - FMI 04 Autolube pressure sensor - Voltage below normal MID 057 - CID 379 - FMI 08 Autolube pressure sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period Diagnostic Code for the Autolube relay (located in the cab) is MID 057 - CID 558 - FMI 03 Autolube relay - Voltage above normal MID 057 - CID 558 - FMI 05 Autolube relay - Current below normal MID 057 - CID 558 - FMI 06 Autolube relay - Current above normal
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The upper illustration shows the battery box with the cover in the LOWER position. The battery box (1) has been redesigned to be installed on the center of the front bumper (not shown). In order to access the batteries (not installed yet), the locks (2) must pulled upward and out to release the cover. The lower illustration shows the battery box with the cover in the RAISED position. The cover will be held up with the cylinder (3). The radiator guard has been changed to allow the cover to be fully raised with out restriction.
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On the left side of the front bumper (looking at the bumper from the front of the truck) there is a switch panel for the truck control. The upper illustration shows the control with the glass cover down and the blue light (1) on the housing. The blue light will be illuminated whenever an Active Diagnostic Code or an Active Event (Warning Level 2 or higher) from ANY of the ECMs on the truck is recognized by the VIMS module. The lower illustration shows the components on the remote switch panel.
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The following is an operation list for each component in the control group. - Switch (Main disconnect) (2) - Service connector (VIMS Payload) (3) - Switch (Transmission lockout) (4) - Lamp (Transmission lockout) (5) - Lamp (Starter lockout) (6) - Switch (Starter lockout) (7) - Switch (Engine shutdown) (8) - Switch (Engine work lamp) (9) - Switch (Ladder lamp) (10)



Text Reference
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The cooling system on the 797F truck is now one coolant system which is different from the "B" Series truck. The separate circuit aftercooler has been replaced with the Air To Air Aftercooler. The coolant level for the radiator is checked at the shunt tank (1). The gauge on the right is used to check the jacket water coolant level. The gauge on the left is used to check the aftercooler coolant level. The cooling systems are protected by relief valve (2). If a cooling system overheats or if coolant is leaking from a relief valve, clean or replace the relief valve.
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The "F" Series truck will be filled with Extended Life Coolant (ELC) at the factory. If ELC is maintained in the radiator, it is not necessary to use a supplemental coolant additive. If more than 10% of conventional coolant is mixed with the ELC, a supplemental coolant additive is required. NOTE: Never use water alone. All water is corrosive at engine operating temperatures without coolant additives. Also, water alone has none of the lubrication properties which are required for water pump seals. Engine coolant change valve (3) is located in the bottom tank assembly. Follow all rules in the disassembly and assembly when draining the coolant.
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Check the high pressure screens (1) and (2) for the hoist hydraulic system for leaks. Also, check the hoses and fittings for damage or leaks. These screens are located on the upper right side frame adjacent to the transmission. Access the screens with the body raise and the safety cables properly installed. NOTE: Best viewed from the top with the body in the UP position and the cables installed.
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Check service brake accumulators (1) and parking (secondary) brake accumulators (2) for leaks and charge. To precharge the accumulators, follow the procedures that were developed for the steering accumulators. The brake accumulators are located on the inside of the frame on the left side adjacent to the transmission. NOTE: Best viewed from the top with the body in the UP position and the cables installed.
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The air conditioning filter is located on the left side of the cab behind the door. Rotate the thumb screw in order to open the cover (1). The air conditioning filter is located behind the cover. Check and clean as necessary. Also shown is the location of the filler spout (2) for the windshield washer fluid.
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CAB The 797F pilot truck will be equipped with a new cab. The cab changes include improvements made for operator comfort and improved access for the technician. The new cab gives the operator increased leg room with a cutout in the hoist control tower and moving the accelerator and primary brake pedal to the left. The cab also has more interior air movement, with additional louvers for increased air flow. The machine ECMs will be accessible through a cover located on the front of the cab. Also, the fuse and relay panel will be easily accessible from behind the buddy seat without removal of the trim, as in the current production.
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The new cab has the wiper location changed to increase the coverage on the windshield. The new cab has a 9.5 L (2.5 Gal) washer fluid bottle with a 25.4 mm (1 inch) diameter remote fill spout. The current production cab has a 5 L (1.3 Gal) washer fluid reservoir located under a removable cover, which equates to twice as many fillings. Also, a removable wiper motor mount has increased the servicabilty for the technician. An additional foot rest was added on the left side for the operator’s foot during operation of the truck. The air conditioning filter is accessible by removing thumb screw on the left side exterior panel. No tools will be required for service.
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This illustration shows the location of the major components in the cab shown from the left side of the cab. - Right and left side overhead cab lights (1) - Steering wheel (2) - Dash panel and VIMS Advisor panel (3) - Service connectors (4) - Fuse and relay panels (5) - Air conditioning unit (6) - VIMS modules (7) - Chassis, Transmission, and Braking ECMs (8) - Accelerator and braking pedals (9) - Hand Metering Unit (HMU) (10)
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Cab Interior The following are the components that are located in the top area of the new cab. - Left side light and switch (1) - Center rear interior cab light (2) - Left side Speaker (3) - Right side light and switch (4) - Switch panel on the top left side of the cab interior (5). For the identification of the switches in the panel, refer to the next page.
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Switch positions on the top left side of the cab interior; left to right on the switch panel as pointed out in callout 5 in the previous page. - Traction Control test switch (1) - Secondary steering test switch (2) - Brake retract switch (3) - Spare (4) - Spare (5) - Engine idle SD switch (6) - Engine shutdown feature engagement (ON/OFF) The optional engine idle shutdown feature allows the engine to conveniently cool down after operation. The cool down period is intended to extend the life of components operating at elevated temperatures. The timer feature allows the operator to exit the truck with the engine running (activated). After a 5 minute period, the engine will automatically shut off.
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The upper illustration shows the location of the service brake pedal (1). This brake pedal is used to modulate engagement of the service brakes on all four wheels. For more precise modulation of the service brakes, use the manual retarder lever (not shown) on the right side of the steering column. A throttle position sensor is attached to the throttle pedal (2). The throttle position sensor provides the throttle position input signals to the Engine ECM. The following is the Diagnostic Code for the throttle position sensor. CID - 91 - FMI 08 Throttle position sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period Also shown is the steering column lock release lever (3). Pushing this lever down, the operator can move the column forward for clearance.
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The lower illustration shows the secondary brake pedal (4) with the pedal sensor (5). The truck is now equipped with a position sensor which sends a PWM position signal to the Brake ECM. The secondary brake pedal is used to modulate the disengagement of the parking brakes. Depressing the pedal inputs changes the current output of Brake ECM to the parking brake solenoid. The following are the Diagnostic Codes for the secondary brake pedal position sensor. CID - 2683 - FMI 03 Secondary brake pedal position sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 2683 - FMI 04 Secondary brake pedal position sensor - Voltage below normal CID - 2683- FMI 08 Secondary brake pedal position sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period Also a new feature on the cab is the foot rest (6). This foot rest was installed for comfort of the operator.
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Located on the right side of the steering column is the manual retarder lever (arrow). The manual retarder lever is used to modulate engagement of the service brakes on all four wheels. The retarder lever can control the modulation of the service brakes more precisely than the service brake pedal located on the cab floor. The retarder will not apply all of the normal braking capacity. When ENGAGED, the manual retarder lever sensor sends a PWM signal to the Brake ECM. The further the lever is moved, the higher the PM signal. The following are the Diagnostic Codes for the manual retarder lever sensor. CID - 1227 - FMI 03 Manual retarder lever sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 1227 - FMI 04 Manual retarder lever sensor - Voltage below normal CID - 1227- FMI 08 Manual retarder lever sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period
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Shown is the front dash panel. The Instrument Cluster (1), the Advisor Panel (2), and the following switches and controls. - Hazard lamps switch (3) - Head lamps switch (4) - Fog lamps switch (5) - Key start switch (6) - Ladder lamps switch (7) - Dimmer switch (8) NOTE: The Instrument Cluster and the Advisor Panel are discussed in the VIMS section of the presentation.
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This illustration shows the HVAC controllers and the cab power plugs. The HVAC controllers are the fan speed control (1). This switch controls the fans speed with an OFF position and three positions to the maximum speed position. This switch allows for more flexible control of air movement. To the right is rotary temperature control switch (2). This switch sends an input to the Brake ECM. Then, the ECM sends an output to the water valve attached to the HVAC unit located behind the back cover of the cab. The following is the approximate resistance at pin 10 of the switch connector and pin 11 (the wiper). Full clockwise - 11k Ohm Full counterclockwise - 1k Ohm The following is the approximate resistance at pin 12 of the switch connector and pin 11 Full clockwise - 1k Ohm Full counterclockwise - 11k Ohm The following are the Diagnostic Codes for the temperature control switch. CID - 2661 - FMI 03 Cab air temperature dial - Voltage above normal CID - 2661 - FMI 04 Cab air temperature dial - Voltage below normal The next switch to the right is the HVAC Mode switch (3). This is a rocker switch with three positions. When the top section of the switch is pushed, the cab air will be cooled. When the switch is in the middle position, the cab air will be heated. When the lower section of the switch is pushed, the cab air temperature is controlled automatically. The temperature in the cab will be somewhere between 10° C (50° F) and 32° C (90° F). This variable temperature will be controlled by rotation of the temperature control switch (2).
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The following are the Diagnostic Codes for the HVAC Mode switch. CID - 2659 - FMI 03 Cab air temperature control switch - Voltage above normal CID - 2659 - FMI 04 Cab air temperature control switch - Voltage below normal



Also shown next to the HVAC controls are the cigarette lighter (4) and the 12 VDC supply (5).
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Relay and Fuse Panels The following are the components that are located in the rear interior area of the new cab. The fuse/relay panel is located behind the buddy seat. Ref 310-4769 Fuse panel upper right side (top to bottom, left half) (1). F2- 15 Amp WAVS F3 - 15 Amp Cigar lighter F5 - 15 Amp Entertainment radio F6 - 15 Amp Power port F8 - 10 Amp Communication Radio (Unswitched Power) (top to bottom, right half) (1). F11 - 15 Amp HVAC fan motor F12 - 15 Amp Power port F13 - 20 Amp Communication Radio (Switched power) F18 - 15 Amp Mine Star (if equipped)
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Fuse and relay panel (upper middle) (2) The following is a list of the relays on panel (2). - Transmission lamp relay - Stop lamp relay - Head lamps relay - Auto lube relay - Engine idle shutdown timer relay The following is a list of the fuses top to bottom on panel (2). - 20 Amp Wipers - 15 Amp System air dryers (located on the left side of the truck frame) - 20 Amp Start air relay - 20 Amp HVAC control - Manual breaker (power for HVAC Operator panel and A/C High low pressure switch on compressor) - 15 Amp Operator's seat - 24 volt supply fuse - 20 Amp Aux lamp - 20 Amp Heated mirrors (Attachment-not available on pilot trucks) - 20 Amp Power windows (left power window) - 15 Amp Buddy seat - 24 volt supply fuse - 20 Amp Power window (right power window) Fuse and relay panel (left side) (3) The following is a list of the relays on panel (3). - VIMS green light relay - VIMS red light relay - Head lamp relay - Front camera lights - Air Start relay The following is a list of the fuses top to bottom on panel (3). - 20 Amp Air precleaner (attachment) - Cab air - 20 Amp Heated mirror (Attachment-not available on pilot trucks) - 20 Amp Autolube relay fuse
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- 10 Amp Secondary steering - 10 Amp Chassis ECM power - 20 Amp Fog lamp - 15 Amp Electronic Thermostat (radiator) - 15 Amp Spare - 15 Amp Spare - 20 Amp HVAC condenser motor 15 Amp High speed blower breaker (4) 15 Amp Brake retract motor breaker (5) Fuse and relay panel (lower right side) (6) The following is a list of the relays on this panel (6). - Left window relay 1 - Left window relay 2 - Right window relay 1 - Right window relay 2 - Rear camera lights The following is a list of the fuses top to bottom on this panel (6). - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare
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Fuse and relay panel (lower middle) (7) The following is a list of the relays on panel (7). - VIMS blue light relay - Prelube pump relay - Fuel priming pump relay - Secondary steering relay - Air cleaner relay The following is a list of the fuses top to bottom on panel (7). - 20 Amp Reverse circuit (backup lights and backup alarm) - 10 Amp Key switch - 20 Amp Engine ECM - 20 Amp Brake ECM - 20 Amp Product Link - 15 Amp VIMS module and VIMS analysis module - 20 Amp Spare - 20 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare Fuse and relay panel (lower left side) (8) The following is a list of the relays on panel (8). - Backup relay - Air conditioning clutch relay - Condenser relay - Start lock lamp relay - Wiper relay The following is a list of the fuses top to bottom on panel (8). - 15 Amp Fuel system (HPC power module- engine) - 15 Amp Interior lights - 10 Amp Dash monitor
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- 20 Amp Transmission ECM - 20 Amp 24 to 12 VDC converter - 20 Amp Chassis ECM - 10 Amp Horn - 20 Amp Spare - 20 Amp Spare - 10 Amp Spare
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Middle Connectors that are between the operator’s seat and the buddy seat on the rear panel. - +12 VDC cab power supply (1) - Service connector (2) - This connector is for the embedded com adapter which used with the new VIMS 3G cable. - Service connector (3) - This connector should be used with the com II adapter.
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The following are the components that are located on the center control stand of the new cab. - Transmission shift lever (1) - Hoist control lever (2) - Increment button switch (3). Switch to increase the top requested drive gear - Shifting control release button (4) - Decrement button switch (5). Switch to decrease the top requested drive gear - Auto retarding Up/Down rocker switch (6). Increments or decrements set ARC speed - Auto retarding rocker switch (7). Disables the ARC control (manual braking control only) - Throttle lock rocker switch (8). The throttle lock switch disengages the throttle lock software. - Left hand window rocker switch (9) - Right hand window rocker switch (10) - WAVS rocker switch (11). The Working Area Viewing System (WAVS) rocker switch overrides the front and rear cameras. The right side camera will be initiated for right side vision for the operator. NOTE: The top drive gear set by the increment and decrement switches will be displayed in the Advisor Panel.
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The following are the components that are located at the right rear of the new cab. This graphic shows the following components within a transparent cab. - Flasher relay control (1) - 24 to 12 VDC converter (2) - AUTO mirror lower timer relay (3) (not available for pilot trucks) - Heated mirror relay (4) (not available for pilot trucks) - High speed relay (5) (HVAC blower motor) - Medium/high speed relay (6) (HVAC blower motor) - HVAC condenser relay (7) NOTE: At this time, to service these components the interior of the cab behind the operator and buddy seat must be removed.
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The illustration above shows the location of the individual Machine ECMs. To access the ECMs, loosen the thumb screws and lower the door at the front of the cab. The Machine ECMs will lower with the opening door. - VIMS Main ECM (1) - VIMS Analysis ECM (2) - Smart signal ECM (3) (if equipped) - Brake ECM (4) - Chassis ECM (5) -Transmission ECM (6)
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The upper illustration shows the back cover with a lifting device attached. Remove the large bolt in the center and install a swivel Eye-Bolt for the lifting device. Remove the four bolts to remove the cover and access the components in the back of the cab.. The lower illustration shows the following components - Blower motor and fan (1) - Windshield washer reservoir/pump (pump is located on the side next to the cab (2) - Heat/Air conditioning control valve (3) - HVAC fan blower motor connector (4). This connection goes through the plate and is connected to the blower motor (not shown) under the HVAC unit.
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The upper illustration shows the following components - Optional recirculating fan and motor (1). This fan through rotation removes larger particulates out of the air before entering the cab filter. - HVAC recirculating air temperature sensor (2) The lower illustration show the location of the electronic actuator (3). This actuator uses a PWM signal between 5% and 95% to control the amount of warm engine coolant into the cab HVAC unit. The plug for the actuator has 4 pins shown below. (1) Voltage in 9-32 VDT (2) PM Signal J2-21 Brake ECM- Duty Cycle of between 5%-95% (3) Feedback voltage at 5% - 3.30 V and at 95% - 4.79V (feedback voltages are references) (4) Ground
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This electronic actuator is being used along with the A/C compressor to maintain an operator desired temperature. The automatic temperature control will maintain the operator's desired temperature. The cab will be cooled down or heated up depending on operator's demand. In the absence of an automatic temperature control configuration, the open loop temperature control feature will open loop control the position of the water valve actuator based on the position of the temperature control switch on the front dash panel.
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Cab Air Temperature Sensors The cab has a louver temperature sensor (1). This sensor along with the recirculating air temperature sensor (2) to ensure that the temperature with in the cab is at the desired temperature of the operator's. Diagnostic codes for the the louver temperature sensor that report to the Brake ECM. CID - 2663 - FMI 03 Louver temperature sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 2663 - FMI 04 Louver temperature sensor - Voltage below normal Diagnostic codes for the the recirculating air temperature sensor that report to the Brake ECM. CID - 779 - FMI 03 Recirculating air temperature sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 779 - FMI 04 Recirculating air temperature sensor - Voltage below normal If there is a problem with either temperature sensor, the system will go to the open loop system where the operator has control of the temperature by manually adjusting the air temperature control switch.
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ELECTRIC WINDOW CONTROL LEFT SIDE
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The electric window control is new on the 797F trucks. The system relies on a switch to control the current to the motor to raise and lower the window as required. Troubleshooting the electric window Raise and Lowering - Check the fuse on the panel at the rear of the cab interior - Check for the proper battery voltage - Check the switch in the NEUTRAL position. There should be no voltage across the terminals on the motor connector. If any voltage is read, there is a probable shorted switch. Repair the problem and allow 10 minutes for cooling before a retry.
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- Depress the rocker switch in the Lower position and verify system voltage. Then, depress the rocker switch in the raise position. If either position fails to produce system voltage, check the switch for failure and replace the switch if necessary. - If both switch position movements produce system voltage, remove the screws that mounts the window to the frame. Raise and lower the window. If the glass moves up and down freely, try the motor for operation. If the motor shaft rotates, reconnect the screws but leave the screws loose so the glass is free to move side to side within the mounting channels. If the motor moves freely, loosen the regulator mounting hardware. Adjust the mounting hardware if necessary and retry to operate the windows. If the windows and regulator are working properly, tighten up the mounting screws and retry. If the window regulator fails to move with the windows loose, let the motor cool for 10 minutes and retry. - At this time, if the window still doesn’t operate correctly, remove and replace the window regulator. NOTE: The regulator assembly is equipped with a thermal protection circuit to protect the motor from damage. Depending on air temperature, window load, and usage, the motor may trip after several cycles. Consider this normal and not to be a defective regulator. Allow to cool for 10 minutes to reset the thermal protection between testing.
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Operator Seat New Cat comfort seat: Comfort over Fatigue The upper illustration shows the operator's seat (1) in the cab. The seat is a self contained unit using 24 volts to power the seat heater and the seat air compressor. The lower illustration shows the location of the seat heater control switch (2). The switch is a round two position rocker switch. The upper section of the switch has an LED which illuminates when the temperature for the seat is being increased. Pressing the lower half of the switch lowers the temperature of the seat.
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The seat control lever (3) is used for adjustment of the seat back. If you pull up the lever, the operator can move the seat back cushion back or forward approximately 0 to 30 degrees. The seat control lever (4) is used for forward and aft movement of the seat. If you pull up the lever, the operator can adjust the seat for optimum comfort. The button on the lower left side of the seat controls the electrically driven air compressor. The compressor supplies the air to raise the seat (increase the load on the seat). Pushing the knob IN will instruct the air compressor to increase the air supply to the seat. pulling the know OUT will relieve the air pressure in the seat. A small hissing sound will occur when the switch is pulled out. Adjust the seat until the white line is in the green for the ride zone indicator (6). This is based on the operator's weight The seat cushion tilt (7) can change the angle of the cushion approximately 8 degrees with the two position slots. The shock absorber adjustment lever (8) allows the operator to set the firmness of the seat. Pushing the lever down will increase the firmness which will be demanded by the conditions of truck travel. Raising the lever reduces the firmness of the seat. The seat is equipped with a bright orange three-point shoulder belt for improved operator constraint.
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The ABL control module controlling the chassis, brake and transmission functions has been replaced by the A4:M1 ECM. The A4:M1 Electronic Control Modules (ECM) are located at the front of the cab. The A4:M1 ECM is equipped with two 70 pin connectors. The ECM makes decisions based on switch-type and sensor input signals and memory information. Input signals to the ECM come from the truck sensors (analog and speed) and switches. The ECMs computes the data sent over the Cat Data Link and CAN Data Link. The ECM input component examples are the axle speed sensors, the service/parking brake pressure sensors, and the torque converter temperature sensors. The ECM output component examples are the lockup clutch modulating valve, the traction control directional valve, and the transmission modulating valves. The ECMs responds to various truck system inputs by sending a signal to the appropriate output component to initiate an appropriate action. For example, the Brake ECM receives a coolant pump outlet temperature data over the Cat Data Link from the Engine ECM. The Brake ECM interprets the input signal, evaluates the temperature and decides if there is a definite temperature rise to direct a change in the the hydraulic fan system strategy.
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The A4:M1 ECMs receives three different types of input signals: 1. Switch input: Provides the signal line to battery, ground, or open. 2. PWM input: Provides the signal line with a square wave of a specific frequency and a varying positive duty cycle. 3. Speed signal: Provides the signal line with either a repeating, fixed voltage level pattern signal or a sine wave of varying level and frequency. The A4:M1 ECMs has three types of output drivers: 1. ON/OFF driver: Provides the output device with a signal level of +Battery voltage (ON) or less than one Volt (OFF). 2. PWM driver: Provides the output device with a square wave of fixed frequency and a varying positive duty cycle. 3. Controlled current output driver: The ECM will energize the solenoid with pull-up current for a specific duration and then decrease the level to hold-in current for a specific duration of the on time. The initial higher amperage gives the actuator rapid response and the decreased level is sufficient to hold the solenoid in the correct position. An added benefit is an increase in the life of the solenoid. The A4:M1 ECM has built-in diagnostic capabilities. As the ECMs detects fault conditions in the power train system (for example), the ECM logs events in memory and diagnostic codes for troubleshooting and displays them through Caterpillar Electronic Technician (ET).
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM A4:M1 Transmission ECM Cat Data Link



CAN Data Link



OUTPUT COMPONENTS



INPUT COMPONENTS Requested Gear Command Engine Speed Sensor Transmission Input Speed Sensor



ECM Location 0 (Ground) ECM Location 1 (Ground) ECM Location 2 (Open) ECM Enable (Ground)



Transmission Output Speed Sensor No. 1



Transmission Lube Temperature Sensor



Transmission Output Speed Sensor No. 2



Transmission Control Inlet Temperature Sensor



Torque Conveter Inlet Filter Bypass Switch



Torque Converter Outlet Oil Temperature Sensor



Transmission Lube Oil Pressure Sensor



Keystart Switch



Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 1 Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 2 Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 3 Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 4 Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 5 Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 6



Transmission Charge Filter Bypass Switch



Proportional Return Feedback #1



Torque Converter Screen Bypass Switch



Proportional Return Feedback #2



Modulating Valve Solenoid No. 7



Transmission Oil Level Switch



Proportional Return Feedback #3



Torque Converter Lockup Clutch Solenoid
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This illustration shows the input components which provide power or signals to the A4:M1 Transmission ECM. Transmission ECM Inputs: Requested gear command



Transmission lube temperature sensor



Machine operation state



Transmission control inlet temperature sensor



Engine speed sensor



Torque converter outlet oil temperature sensor



Transmission Input speed sensor



Keyswitch switch



Transmission input speed sensor No. 1



Proportional return feedback #1



Transmission input speed sensor No. 2



Proportional return feedback #2



Torque converter inlet filter bypass switch



Proportional return feedback #3



Transmission lube oil pressure sensor



ECM location 0 (Ground)



Transmission Charge filter bypass Switch



ECM location 1 (Ground)



Torque converter screen bypass switch



ECM location 2 (Open)



Transmission oil level switch



ECM Enable (Ground)
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In order to enable the Transmission ECM, All Three of the appropriate location code inputs must be grounded to run. When the ECM has J1-26, J1-27 and J1-32 pins grounded, the monitoring system recognizes the ECM as the transmission control. With any problems with the inputs for the location codes, the transmission ECM will activate the following Diagnostic Code. MID 051 - CID - 1326 - FMI 02 ECM Location Code - Incorrect, invalid, or erratic signal The proportional return feedback inputs to the Transmission ECM are used by to warn the ECM of a problem with the solenoid coil or a harness problem. If one of the solenoids return loses its path to the Transmission ECM, the ECM will receive a PWM input to the ECM. If a return to ECM for one of the solenoid (modulating) valves is open, the ECM has no way to determine an OPEN. With an open to one of the solenoid valve return, the transmission shift strategy will not allow the transmission control to engage any gear that is related a solenoid valve with a lost solenoid return. Solenoid proportional return feedback Modulating valve (1), (4), and the T/C lockup clutch - Diagnostic Code for return wire H801 - MID - 81 CID - 1674 FMI - 03 - Solenoid Return #1 - Voltage above normal Solenoid proportional return feedback Modulating valve (2), (5), and (7) - Diagnostic Code for return wire H802 - MID - 81 CID - 1675 FMI - 03 - Solenoid Return #2 - Voltage above normal Solenoid proportional return feedback Modulating valve (3), and (6) - Diagnostic Code for return wire H803 - MID - 81 CID - 1676 FMI - 03 - Solenoid Return #3 - Voltage above normal Transmission ECM Outputs: Modulating Valve No. 1 Modulating Valve No. 2 Modulating Valve No. 3 Modulating Valve No. 4 Modulating Valve No. 5 Modulating Valve No. 6 Modulating Valve No. 7 Torque Converter lockup clutch solenoid
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BRAKE ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM A4 :M1 Brake ECM CAN DATA LINK ( FOR FUTURE USE)



CAT DATA LINK



INPUT COMPONENTS Machine Operat ion St at e Engine Speed Sensor Brake Cooling Pump Speed Sensor Engine Fan Speed Sensor



OUTPUT COMPONENTS Request ed Gear Command Ret arder Lever Posit ion Sensor Brake Pump Pressure Sensor



Left Rear Wheel Speed Sensor



Key St art Swit ch



Right Rear Wheel Speed Sensor



Rear Different ial Temperat ure Sensor



St eer Cylinder Posit ion Sensor Service Brake Accumulat or Pressure Sensor Second Brake Accumulat or Pressure Sensor Tcs Test Swit ch Arc On/ off Swit ch Service Brake Pedal Pressure Swit ch Secondary Brake Pressure Swit ch Different ial Lube Pressure Sensor



Brake Oil Temperat ure Sensors



TCS Proport ional Solenoid Final Drive Oil Bypass Solenoid Front Brake Solenoid Brake Cooling Divert er Solenoid RAXL Cooler Solenoid Park Brake Solenoid



Parking Brake On/ off Swit ch Ret arding Speed Set +/ Different ial Filt er Bypass Swit ch Brake Filt er Swit ch Brake Cooling Filt er Swit ch Final Drive Filt er Bypass Swit ch Fan Drive Oil Filt er Swit ch Final Drive Lube Oil Pressure Swit ch



Service Brake Pedal Posit ion Sensor



TCS Left And Right Brake Solenoids



Secondary Brake Pedal Posit ion Sensor



ARC Arc Cont rol Solenoid



Brake Unloader Solenoid Rear Axle Pump Drive Oil Divert er Solenoid Brake Cooling Pump Drive Solenoid Engine Cooling Fan Solenoid Final Drive Oil Bypass Solenoid Brake Light Relay
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This illustration shows the input components which provide power or signals to the A4:M1 Brake ECM. Brake ECM Inputs: Requested gear command



Differential filter bypass switch



Machine operation state



Brake pump pressure sensor



Engine speed sensor



Differential lube pressure sensor



Brake cooling speed sensor



Differential lube pressure sensor



Engine fan speed sensor



Brake pump pressure sensor



Left rear wheel speed sensor



Final drive lube oil pressure switch



Right rear wheel speed sensor



A/C low pressure switch



Service brake accumulator pressure sensor



ARC speed switch



Parking brake accumulator pressure sensor



TCS test Switch



Service brake pressure switch



ARC ON/OFF switch



Parking brake pressure switch



A/C mode switch
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Parking brake ON/OFF switch



Keystart switch



Retarding speed +/-



Brake oil temperature sensors



Secondary brake pedal position sensor



Cab air temperature sensor



Retarder lever position sensor



Cab ventilation temperature sensor



Brake filter bypass switch



Rear differential temperature sensor



Final drive filter bypass switch



Brake cooling filter switch RH



Fan drive oil filter switch



Brake cooling filter switch LH



ECM Location Mode 0 (Open) ECM Location Mode 1 (Ground) ECM Location Mode 2 (Open) ECM Enable (Open)



In order to enable the Brake ECM, Both of the appropriate location code inputs must be grounded to run. When the ECM has J1-27 and J132 pins grounded, the monitoring system recognizes this ECM as the brake control. With any problems with the inputs for the location codes, the Brake ECM will activate the following Diagnostic Code. MID 074 - CID - 1326 - FMI 02 ECM Location Code - Incorrect, invalid, or erratic signal Brake ECM Outputs: TCS left and right brake solenoids



Brake unloader solenoid



TCS proportional solenoid



Rear axle pump drive oil diverter solenoid



Final drive oil bypass solenoid



Brake cooling pump drive solenoid



ARC front control solenoid



Engine cooling fan solenoid



Brake cooling diverter solenoid



Final drive oil bypass solenoid



RAXL cooler solenoid



Park brake solenoid



ARC Rear control solenoid A/C compressor clutch relay A/C Condenser relay Brake light relay
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CHASSIS ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM A4 :M1 Chassis ECM



CAN Dat a Link



Cat Dat a Link



INPUT COMPONENTS



INPUT COMPONENTS



Request ed Gear Command



Key St art Swit ch



Machine Lockout Swit ch



Hoist Lever Posit ion Sensor



St art er Lockout Swit ch



Shift Lever Posit ion Sensor



Fuel Level Sensor



Increment Gear Push But t on Swit ch Decrement Gear Push But t on Swit ch



St eering Tank Level Sensor



Body Posit ion Sensor



ECM Location Mode 0 (Ground) ECM Location Mode 1 (Open)



Engine Idle Shut down Swit ch



ECM Location Mode 2 (Open) ECM Enable (Ground)
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St eering Oil Temperat ure Sensor



St eering Accumulat or Oil Pressure Sensor St eering Pump Oil Pressure Sensor



Head Lamp Swit ch



Aut o-Lube Pressure Sensor Syst em air Pressure Sensor



Hoist Screen Bypass Swit ch



Primary St eering Pressure Sensor Alt ernat or No.2 R-t erminal
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This illustration shows the input components which provide power or signals to the A4:M1 Chassis ECM. Chassis ECM Inputs: Requested gear command



Starter lockout switch



Hoist lever position sensor



Fuel level sensor



Shift lever position sensor



Steering tank level sensor



Incremental gear push button switch



Steering oil temperature sensor



Decremental gear push button switch



Head lamp switch



Body position sensor



System air pressure sensor



Engine idle shutdown switch



Primary steering pressure sensor



Secondary steering test switch



Secondary steering pump pressure sensor



Hoist screen bypass switch



Case drain hydraulic filter switch



Machine lockout switch
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Alternator No. 2 R-terminal



Steering accumulator low pressure switch



Incremental switch (back lighting)



Powered ladder proximity switch



ECM Location Mode 0 (Ground) ECM Location Mode 1 (Open) ECM Location Mode 2 (Open) ECM Enable (Open) In order to enable the Chassis ECM, Both of the appropriate location code inputs must be grounded to run. When the ECM has J1-26, and J1-32 pins grounded, the monitoring system recognizes the ECM as the chassis control. With any problems with the inputs for the location codes, the Chassis ECM will activate the following Diagnostic Code. MID 057 - CID - 1326 - FMI 02 ECM Location Code - Incorrect, invalid, or erratic signal
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CHASSIS ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM A4 :M1 Chassis ECM CAN Dat a Link



Cat Dat a Link



Out put Component s



Out put Component s



St eering Accumulat or Charge Solenoid



St art er Relay



St eering Accumulat or Purge Solenoid



Aut o-Lube Relay Backup Alarm Relay



Hoist CT Head Proport ional Solenoid



Brake Accumulat or Purge Relay



Hoist PC Head Proport ional Solenoid



St eering Accumulat or Purge Relay



Hoist CT Rod Proport ional Solenoid



Secondary St eer Relay



Hoist PC Rod Proport ional Solenoid



Idle Shut down Timer Relay



Hoist Pump Bypass Solenoid 1



Camera Cont rol Relay



Hoist Pump Bypass Solenoid 2



Machine Lockout Lamp ( Service)



Hoist Pilot ON/ OFF Solenoid



St art er Lockout Lamp ( Service)



Brake Accumulat or Purge Solenoid



Front WAVS Cont rol



Int ensit y Cont rol ( Backlight ing %)



Rear WAVS Cont rol
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Chassis ECM Outputs: Steering accumulator charge solenoid



Hoist pilot enable solenoid



Steering accumulator purge solenoid



Brake accumulator purge solenoid



Hoist CT head proportional solenoid



Hoist pump bypass solenoid 1



Hoist PC head proportional solenoid



Hoist pump bypass solenoid 2



Hoist CT rod proportional solenoid



Machine lockout lamp (service)



Hoist PC rod proportional solenoid



Starter lockout lamp (service)



Starter relay (air start valve)



Front WAVES control



Auto-lube relay



Rear WAVES control



Backup relay



Steering accumulator purge relay



Brake accumulator purge relay



Idle shutdown time relay



Camera control relay



Intensity control (backlighting %)
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7 9 7 B ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS



MONITORING



VIMS



VIMS-PC



MPH



1 2 km/ h 3 F VIMS ABL2 M



ET SERVICE TOOL



RS2 3 2 LINK ADEM II MASTER



ADEM II SLAVE 1



CAN SAE J1 9 3 9 DATALINK ATA DATA LINK ADEM II SLAVE 2



CAT DATA LINK



-



MASTER



ENGINE



THROTTLE POSITION THROTTLE BYPASS ENGINE SPEED MANUAL START AID PRE-LUBRICATION



-



-



GAUGES MONITORING PROGNOSTICS WARNINGS TELEMETRY PAYLOAD MEASUREMENT CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION MACHINE ID AUTO-LUBE



SLAVES



EMISSION CONTROL ENGINE SHUTDOWNS FUEL INJECTION ETHER INJECTION ENGINE SPEED DIAGNOSTICS



TRANSMISSION



ABL2 C



ABL2 C -



CHASSIS -



ABL2 C -



NEUTRAL START BACK-UP ALARM LOAD COUNTER BODY UP GEAR LIMIT



-



STARTER PROTECTION HOIST CONTROL REVERSE NEUTRALIZER ACCUMULATOR BLEED



BRAKE/ COOLING AUTO RETARDER CONTROL ( ARC) TRACTION CONTROL SYSTEM ( TCS) PARKING BRAKES ENGINE FAN SPEED CONTROL BRAKE COOLING PUMP SPEED CONTROL BRAKE TEMP MONITORING REAR AXLE COOLING AND PRESSURE CONTROL



ELECTRONIC CLUTCH PRESSURE CONTROL ( ECPC) FAIL IN GEAR PROTECTION NEUTRAL COAST INHIBIT CONTROL THROTTLE SHIFTING ( CTS) DIRECTIONAL SHIFT MANAGEMENT OVERSPEED PROTECTION - TORQUE LIMITING SPEED LIMITER - TOP GEAR LIMIT - TIRE MONITOR ( FUTURE)



- ROAD ANALYSIS CONTROL ( RAC)
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The illustration above shows a diagram of the 797B electronic system integration.
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VIMS MAIN MODULE ABL2 M



MONITORING ( VIMS)



INPUT COMPONENTS



OUTPUT COMPONENTS



STEERING PRESSURE ( HIGH) SWITCH STEERING PRESSURE ( LOW) SWITCH AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE SENSOR AIR SYSTEM PRESSURE SENSOR



AUTO LUBE PRESSURE SENSOR



TPMS LAMP ( RED)



ECM LOCATION CODE



VIMS SERVICE LAMP ( BLUE)



CAN DATA LINK ( FOR FUTURE USE)



JACKET WATER COOLANT LEVEL SWITCH



RAC/ CLIM



RIGHT FRONT STRUT PRESSURE SENSOR



VIMS ACTION LAMP



ALTERNATOR R-TERMINAL DASH DIMMER SWITCH



STEERING OIL TEMPERATURE SENSOR



TPMS LAMP ( GREEN)



FUEL LEVEL SENSOR



AFTERCOOLER COOLANT LEVEL SWITCH



STEERING OIL LEVEL SENSOR



Text Reference



TIRE MONITOR ( FUTURE) VIMS KEYPAD



LEFT FRONT STRUT PRESSURE SENSOR



DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR ( ECAP, ET, FLASH)



RIGHT REAR STRUT PRESSURE SENSOR LEFT REAR STRUT PRESSURE SENSOR



TELEMETRY DOWNLOAD PORT CAB SERIAL DOWNLOAD PORT



VIMS ACTION ALARM FOUR GAUGE CLUSTER WITH 2 LIGHTS



12



MPH km/h



3F



SPEED/ TACH CLUSTER WITH 2 LIGHTS VIMS MESSAGE CENTER WITH 2 LIGHTS AUTOLUBE SOLENOID ( GREASE)
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Shown is a diagram of the VIMS electronic system for the 797B Series truck. Shown on the left are the components on the machine that provide inputs directly to the ABL2M VIMS Main Module. The VIMS Main Module analyzes these inputs along with the inputs from the other ECMs and sends output signals to the components shown on the right side of the diagram.
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VIMS MONITORING SYSTEM RS-232



Cab VIMS 3G Connector



Ethernet CANip Radio



VIMS Main Module (A4:N2)



CAN Data Link



VIMS Service Lamp



RS-485 Harness Connection



+B Voltage



120 Ohms



Alternator "R" Terminal CAT ET Service Tool Connector Cat Data Link R H Red Lamp +B Voltage L H Red Lamp



Relay



120 Ohms



To Machine and Engine ECMs



CAN Data Link VIMS Application Module (A4:N2)



Twisted Pair



FEATURES



120 Ohms



R H Green Lamp +B Voltage L H Green Lamp



Twisted Pair



FEATURES - Event System - Histograms, Totals Trends - Datalogger - Snapshot - Telemetry Radio - CANip Radio



120 Ohms



Relay Left Rear Strut Pressure Sensor Right Rear Strut Pressure Sensor Left Front Strut Pressure Sensor



Ethernet



Right Front Strut Pressure Sensor



RS-232



Road Analysis and Control Torque Estimator (TPMS) Truck Payload Measurement System Truck Scoreboard Display TKPH



Bumper VIMS 3G Connector
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VIMS Monitoring System And Advisor Display System NOTE: The CANip radio will not be available on the pilot trucks. The following pages cover the new VIMS 3G monitoring system. This section of the document discusses the VIMS Monitoring System features and the Advisor Monitoring System menu navigation for the 797F Large Off-Highway Truck. The (VIMS) is a state-of-the-art onboard system with the following features: Machine systems are monitored for the operator/technician. The productivity information for the Payload is measured by the system and stored in onboard memory. This information can be downloaded later for analysis.
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Abnormal machine conditions and/or incorrect operation of the truck are identified. The diagnosis of these abnormal conditions will allow the operator to modify the operation of the machine in order to correct the problem. The service technician is able to schedule maintenance for the machine if the condition is not related to the operation of the machine. Prognostic information that can help predict potential problems before failures can be identified. This allows the maintenance of the machine to be scheduled during the preventive maintenance servicing interval. VIMS modules use the following Links to transfer data to and from the VIMS Main module. - Cat Data Link - This two wire data link allows communication between VIMS and the other Machine ECMs. - CAN Data Link (J1939) - This is also a two wire data link allows communication between the VIMS Main module and other Machine ECMs. The Vital Information Management System uses three types of data. The three types of data are listed here: - Internal - The data is generated within the VIMS Main module. The date and time are examples of internal data. - Communicated - The data is received through the Cat Data Link and/or the CAN Data Link from other machine systems. For example, the engine speed is received through the Cat Data Link from the electronic engine control. - Calculated - Data that is mathematically determined by VIMS internally. The VIMS Main module sends and receives information over the Cat Data Link and CAN Data Link supporting list events, snapshot, data logger, histogram, trends, totals, and payload functionality. VIMS no longer is responsible for generating all events within the system. Two snapshots can be generated by VIMS 3G. These will now be generated by the various ECM's on the machine. VIMS will simply record a list of the occurrences as reported by the other ECM's. The communications between the VIMS Main module and the VIMS Application module flows over the RS-485. This information path is equipped with 120 Ohm resistors at each end.
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TThe VIMS Application Module receives data from the left front, left rear, right front, and right rear strut pressure sensors. This sensor data assists the VIMS module with configuring the Payload calculations. The Application module sends current to the individual relays in order to illuminate the lamps. After the first load is loaded into the body, the green light will illuminate. When the VIMS module realizes that the truck is one load away from the total payload, the red light will flash. After the truck is at full payload, the red light will stay illuminated. Flashing and downloads are accomplished by using either the cab and bumper service connector. No Communications Adapter is required, rather than an adapter harness that connects directly between the service tool (laptop) and the machine service connector. Cat Data Link and CAN Data Link are both accessible using this service connection. The monitoring system on the 797F Large Off-highway Trucks monitors various Machine and Engine ECMs and delivers the machine status data to the Advisor panel and/or the instrument cluster. The 797F is equipped with the standard VIMS and Advisor as the main monitoring system. The instrument cluster is a cab display that shows the operator status of the various machine parameters and alerts the operator of specific machine conditions. The ECMs and Advisor display modules communicate over the Cat Data Link. The display modules communicate with the instrument cluster over the Can Data Link. The VIMS monitoring system receives information from machine switches and sensors via the Machine ECMs.
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INSTRUMENT CLUSTER Park Brake Engaged Brake System Check



Power Train System Check



Action Lamp



Engine RPM



Electrical System Body Up Transmission in Reverse Machine Lockout Active



Check Engine



High Beam Secondary Steering Engaged



Retarder Engaged



Primary Steering Loss
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Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge



5



Traction Control System Engaged
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Transmission Oil Temperature Gauge



R 30



Machine Immobilizer



Throttle Lock
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0



Right Turn Signal



Left Turn Signal Truck Speed
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Active Gear and Direction kPa psi



Brake Oil Temperature Gauge



Fuel Level Gauge



LCD Display Window



Service Hour Meter



Active Event\Diagnostic Indicator
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Instrument Cluster Shown is the Instrument Cluster located in the center of the front dash panel. The Instrument Cluster includes 18 dash indicators, five analog gauges, and a LCD digital display (below the tachometer). The LCD display window includes the truck speed, gear, and direction on the top of the display and the service hour meter on the bottom of the display. The five parameters monitored by the analog gauges are: - Engine coolant temperature (upper left) - Brake oil temperature (lower left) - Engine speed (middle) - Torque converter oil temperature (upper right) - Fuel level (lower right)
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The Instrument Cluster also contains a backlit LCD display. The LCD display indicates ground speed at the upper left of the LCD display. The transmission gear and direction is displayed at the upper right of the LCD display. The Service Hour Meter, indicating total engine hours, is shown at the bottom of the LCD display. Also, the LCD display is equipped with an "Active Event/ Diagnostic Indicator". This indicator (shape of a book, next to the service hours) illuminates if any Event or Diagnostic Code is active. Up to eighteen mode/alert indicators are contained in the Instrument Cluster. Depending on how the truck is equipped, some of the indicators may not be active. These indicators are activated by Advisor through the CAN Data Link, depending on the mode of operation or status Indicators will be illuminated when the associated machine modes are activated or when abnormal machine conditions exist. The illustration shows the following mode/alert indicators: - Left turn (GREEN) - Throttle lock (YELLOW) - Primary steering (loss) (Red) - Secondary steering (engaged) (GREEN) - Engine system - check ((RED) - Parking brake engaged (RED) - Brake system- check (RED) - Power train - check (RED) - Action lamp (RED) - Charging system (RED) - Body up (RED) - Machine lockout (active) (GREEN) - Transmission reverse - desired (YELLOW) - High beam (BLUE) - Retarder engaged (YELLOW) - Traction control system (YELLOW) - Machine immobilizer (RED) - Not supported at this time - Right turn (GREEN) In addition, if a Level 3 Shutdown warning is activated, the Advisor Panel will drive the Instrument Cluster to activate the Action Alarm (not shown), in association with the Action Lamps.
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A second Action Lamp is installed towards the right rear of the operator compartment (behind the right arm rest) to alert the operator of a warning condition. Advisor provides three Level Warnings, utilizing a "pop-up" warning message on Advisor's screen. The front Action Lamp (contained in the instrument cluster), the rear Action Light, and an Action Alarm are used in different combinations to signal the operator. The four warning category indicators are: - Level 1 Warning : A warning appears on the Advisor screen, describing the event or diagnostic failure. The forward Action Lamp will illuminate to solid amber. The warning can be acknowledged (snoozed) by pressing the OK button, and will not re-appear for several hours, depending on the failure or event (or if the event or failure does not reoccur). The Level 1 Warning will result in the Active Event/Diagnostic Indicator will be illuminated. - Level 2 Warning: A warning appears on the Advisor screen, describing the event or diagnostic failure. The Action Light and Lamp will flash red, alerting the operator to change the machine operation mode. The warning can be acknowledged (snoozed) by pressing the OK button, and will not re-appear for one hour, depending on the event or failure (or if the event or failure does not re-occur) and the Action Light and Lamp will stop flashing. Level 2S Warning: A warning appears on the Advisor screen, describing the event or diagnostic failure. The Action Light and Lamp will flash red and the Action Alarm sounds continuously, alerting the operator to change the machine operation mode. The warning can be acknowledged (snoozed) by pressing the OK button - Level 3 Warning: A warning appears on the Advisor screen, describing the event or diagnostic failure. The Action Light and Lamp will flash red, and the Action Alarm will pulse to alert the operator to shut down the machine. The Action Light and Lamp will continue to flash red and the Action Alarm will continue to pulse after the operator acknowledges the warning. If applicable, the appropriate system check light will illuminate. NOTE: A Level 3 indicates that a serious failure has occurred in the specified machine system. Machine damage is most likely imminent and/or the safe operation of the truck may be compromised. The operator should immediately shut down the machine and service personnel should investigate the problem before continuing machine operation. NOTE: At machine start-up (key ON), the LCD display in the Instrument Cluster will briefly display the Instrument Cluster's part number. The Advisor ECM software is model specific also, reflecting the differences between Instrument Clusters. The Instrument Cluster and the Advisor software must match for the Instrument Cluster to operate properly.
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8
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The Advisor panel located in the front dash, supports the instrument cluster (not shown) in manipulating data from the VIMS Modules, the Engine, and the Machine ECMs. Data shared between the Instrument Cluster and the Advisor panel travels over the CAN Data Link. Data flowing between the Advisor panel and the ECMs travels over the Cat Data Link at machine start-up (key ON), an introduction screen appears as shown in the top illustration and Advisor performs a self-test routine. After a few seconds the main screen will appear as shown in the lower illustration. At the right of the display screen is a column of five User Interface buttons. These buttons are used to navigate through the numerous Advisor screens, to make menu selections, or to enter data.
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Switches (1) function as presets. The operator can navigate to any screen, then return to the desired screen by presetting that button. Initially, no function is available until programmed and saved with a profile. NOTE: The column of five buttons at the left of the display screen currently have no function. LEFT/UP Arrow Button (2) - This button is used for screen navigation or data entry. It can be used: - to scroll up a vertical list or scroll left across a horizontal list - to decrease a setting value, such as decreasing brightness/contrast. DOWN/RIGHT Arrow Button (3) - This button is also used for screen navigation or data entry. It can be used: - to scroll down a vertical list or scroll right across a horizontal list; - to increase a setting value, such as increasing brightness/contrast. BACK Button (4) - This button is used: - to go up one level in a stair-step (hierarchical) menu structure, or to return to the previous screen, much the same as the BACK Button is used in Windows Internet Explorer™; - as a backspace, or cancel key when the operator or serviceman wishes to delete entered characters. HOME Button (5) - This button is used to return to the home menu screen, regardless of what screen is currently displayed. OK Button (6) - This button is used: - to make selections from a screen; - to confirm an entry, such as a password, or for saving an operator profile entry. Navigation through the menus and sub-menus on screen (7) is accomplished by using the ARROW Buttons (8) to highlight the desired selection, then pressing the OK Button. The ARROW Buttons are also used to highlight a mode or to set a parameter. Pressing the OK Button selects that option.
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Main Menu



Text Reference Cab



Operator
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Payload



Service



Settings



Service Mode



36 #



Advisor’s menu structure is arranged in a stair-step, or hierarchical list format. When the operator or technician selects an option from a menu or list, the resulting screen is one level down from that selection. More selections, or options, may be available from that screen as well. There may also be more than one page of information or options to be displayed from any level. This is indicated by the "More Options" icon, which may point left, right, up, or down, depending upon how the data or list is arranged. The illustration above shows the options that are available from Advisor's Home Menu screen. The Home Menu screen and its options will be displayed upon pressing the HOME button from any screen within Advisor.
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OK
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The Operator menu allows the user to perform the following: - Select a profile - Edit/save current profile - Create a profile - Delete a profile - Factory Set (recalls default settings)
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The profile of an operator is a saved set of preferences that is identified by a name. Once the profile is created, the operator may associate various display settings and settings for the power train to that profile. After all of the parameters have been adjusted to the operator's preference, the operator may then save the parameters for future use. NOTE: If the Advisor panel display receives a power disconnect before 6 minutes of saving the profile, the profile will not be saved. However, if the Advisor panel display receives a key switch cycle the profile will be saved.
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OPERATOR MENU SELECTION Save Profile



Units Profile Name Selection Screen (Up to 10 Names)



Select Profile



Language
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Operator
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The "Operator" option allows the operator or serviceman to access the Operator Profile Menu. From the Operator Profile Menu, the operator may select, edit, create, delete, or save changes to an operator profile. The operator may also reset a profile back to factory settings or recall the immediately previous settings used, regardless of what profile was last used. An Operator Profile is a personalized set of preferences (file) identified by a name. Once created, the operator may associate various parameters for implement modes and settings, display settings, and power train settings to that profile. These parameters are set using the "Settings" option (discussed earlier).
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Monitor Payload Service
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Monitor: Parameter Screen Ambient Air Temperature



System Air Pressure



26 C
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41 # Engine Speed



System Voltage 1800 rpm



23 V
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The Monitor menu option allows the user to view four parameters. The navigation button is used to select the parameter or to view a different parameter. Press the OK button to obtain a list of available parameters. The operator can use the buttons on the right side to pick and choose the desired parameters to be monitored. The highlighted section of the quad will be the section that will be changed if it is necessary to monitor the status of another parameter. NOTE: If the engine is equipped with electric starting, the System Air Pressure monitoring default screen envelop will have asterisks in place of the air pressure.
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MONITOR MENU
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The illustration above shows the parameters that can be monitored within the quad of the Advisor panel. * Default Parameter - Brake oil temperature LH - Ambient air temperature* - Payload - Atmospheric prs - Air filter restriction - Body up status - Req'd. gear command - Boost pressure - Brake oil temperature RH - Desired engine speed - Brake oil temperature RR - Differential axle oil temperature - Shift lever position - Engine oil pressure (abs) - Steering accumulator. oil pressure - Engine coolant temperature - Steering tank oil level - Engine oil pressure - System air pressure* - Engine oil temperature - System voltage* - Engine speed* - TC outlet oil temperature - Fuel level - Transmission oil temperature - Fuel temperature - Transmission output speed - Ground speed/direction - Turbo inlet pressure # 1 - Inlet air temperature - Turbo inlet pressure # 2 - Intake manifold #2 air temperature - Turbo inlet pressure # 3 - Brake oil temperature LF - Turbo inlet pressure # 4 - Low steering oil pressure
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The Payload menu option is entered by selecting Payload from the Main menu. The Payload menu option allows the user to view the information for the payload. The payload state will change to these States as the truck gets loaded [Loading, Loading - Last Pass, Fully Loaded, Traveling Loaded, Stopped Loaded, and Dumping]. The payload gauge indicates the current payload. The maximum value of the gauge shall represent the payload over load limit. The beginning of the red line shall represent the target payload.
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The Service menu contains six submenus. The following is a list of the submenus: - Diagnostics (not shown) - Service Parameters - Calibrations - System Tests - System Information - Tattle Tale (not available yet)
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The Trigger Snapshot menu option allows the user to manually initiate a snapshot of the system in addition to the snapshots that are already programmed. The snapshot will remain active until the time has elapsed. The Data Logger Start menu option allows the user to initiate the data logger. If the information for the data logger is being downloaded from the machine, the data logger cannot be started. The operator can initiate and stop the data logger numerous times until the total of thirty minutes of data logging has elapsed. The Data Logger Reset menu option allows the user to reset the data logger, which clears all of the logged information. Thirty minutes will be available after the data logger has been reset. NOTE: The Data Logger is the only onboard file that can be reset through the Advisor display. The Advisor must be either in the Service Mode or Cat ET must be connected to the data link to reset the data logger.
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This illustration shows the diagnostics submenu within the service menu. NOTE: All but Active Events will come up as "Not Available" for the time being. The Active Events menu option shows the ECM and the service hours for each event. The following is a list of information that is displayed for the active event: - Electronic Control Module - Event Code - Date of occurrence - Time of occurrence - Warning Level - Number of occurrences The Logged Events menu option shows the list of events and diagnostic codes that have been recorded. Logged events can only be cleared by downloading and resetting the VIMS ECM with Caterpillar ET.
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The Screen Shot above shows the top level menu of the Service: Diagnostics menu The menu items available from this screen are - Active Events - Logged Events - Trigger Snapshots - Data Logger Start/Stop - Data Logger Reset Active Events Use the Up/Down arrow buttons on Advisor to highlight "Active Events." Press the OK button to view a list of all the Events that are currently active on the truck.
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The Active Events list displays a list of all the events that are currently active on the truck. Use the Up/Down Arrow button on Advisor to highlight a specific event you wish to view more information about and then press the OK button.
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The screen shot above shows the Active Event Information screen for a specific event (High Engine Coolant Temperature in this case). The Active Event Information screen shows the Event Error Code, the associated ECM (MID), the Warning Level, date and time of the event occurrence, and other information about the specific event Press the Back button on Advisor twice to Return to the Top Level menu of the Service: Diagnostics screen.
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Logged Events At the Service:Diagnostics Top Level menu use the Up/Down arrow buttons on Advisor to highlight Logged Events. Press the OK button on Advisor to view a list of all the events that were logged on the truck.
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The Logged Events list shows a list of all the events that have been logged on the Truck. Events whose status has been shifted from Active to Inactive feature on the list of Logged events. Use the Up/Down Arrow buttons on Advisor to highlight a specific event you wish to view more information about and press the OK button.
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The screen shot above shows the Logged Event Information screen for a specific event (High Rear Right Brake Oil Temperature in this case). The Logged Event Information screen shows the Event Error Code, the associated ECM (MID), the Warning Level, the date and time of the event occurrence, and other information about the specific event Press the Back button on Advisor twice to return to the Top Level menu of the Service: Diagnostics screen.
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Trigger Snapshot Use the Up/Down arrow buttons on Advisor to highlight the "Trigger Snapshot" option. The snapshot status on the right should initially be "####." Press the OK button on Advisor to Trigger a Snapshot.
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Trigger Snapshot Once the Snapshot has been triggered the Snapshot status the should change to Performed. A snapshot records data from all the available parameters on the truck from 5 minutes before the Snapshot was triggered to one minute after the snapshot was triggered. NOTE: The Snapshot Status does not currently update in Real Time. It only responds when the OK button in Advisor is pressed. The current VIMS configuration file allows for 2 Snapshots to be captured. So after the first Snapshot has been triggered from Advisor the Snapshot status will still remain as "Performed" even after the snapshot data has been fully captured. To trigger another snapshot simply highlight the "Trigger Snapshot" item in Advisor and press the OK button again. Event though the Snapshot status will still remain as "Performed" a second snapshot will be triggered. If a user attempts to trigger a snapshot after two snapshots have already been triggered, the Snapshot status will change to "Full" and the Snapshot will not be recorded. Once the Snapshot Status is Full, the Snapshot data should be Downloaded and Reset from VIMSpc 3G, so that more snapshots can be recorded in the future. It is also possible for a Snapshot to be triggered based on event that occurred on the machine. The specific event/events that triggers the snapshot is user configurable and has to be included in the VIMS configuration file.
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Standard Data Logger Start Use the Up/Down Arrow buttons on Advisor to highlight the "Data Logger Start" option in the Service: Diagnostics top level menu. If the Data Logger has not been triggered from Advisor before, the Data Logger Status on the right will appear as "****." Press the OK button to activate the Standard Data Logger.
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Standard Datalogger Start Once the Standard Data Logger has been activated the Data Logger Status will change to "Active." This means that the Standard Data Logger is currently recording data on the truck. The Standard Data Logger can record up to 30 minutes of data. The Data Logger will run for a full 30 minutes unless the user manually stops the data logger. The Standard Data logger can be manually started and stopped using Advisor multiple times until 30 minutes of data have been recorded NOTE: If a user attempts to start the Standard Data Logger when it is Full (30 minutes of data have been recorded), the Data Logger Status will change to Full and no more data will be recorded. The data from the Standard Data Logger must either be Downloaded and Reset using VIMSpc 3G or Reset from Advisor before the Standard Data Logger can record any more data.
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Standard Data Logger Stop The Standard Data Logger can be manually stopped using Advisor by using the Datalogger Stop option. When the Standard Data Logger has been activated the screen on Advisor will match that of the screen shot on the previous page. In order to Stop the Standard Data Logger first press the Up arrow button on Advisor to Scroll away from the "Data Logger Start option." If the Standard Data Logger is currently active, the "Data Logger Stop" option should appear in its place. Use the Down arrow button Advisor to highlight the Data Logger Stop option. The Advisor screen should now match the screen shot above. Press the OK button to Stop the Standard DataLogger.
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Standard Data Logger Stop Once the Standard Data Logger has been manually stopped, the Data Logger Status should change to "Inactive" and the advisor screen should match the screen shot above. If 30 minutes of data have not been recorded as yet, the user may manually activate the standard data logger again at any time he/she chooses. This can be accomplished by first pressing the Up arrow button on Advisor to scroll away from the "Data Logger Stop" option. If the Data Logger has actually been stopped then the "Data Logger Start" option should appear in its place. The user may now use the Down arrow button on Advisor to scroll back to the "Data Logger Start" option and activate it if he/she wishers.
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Standard Data Logger Reset The data recorded in the Standard Data Logger can be cleared using Advisor. The Data Logger reset option erases all the data in the current 30 minute standard data logger file. Once the standard data logger has been reset its data cannot be recovered, so it is recommended that the user download the Standard Data Logger data using VISMpc 3G before resetting the Standard Data Logger NOTE: The Time Left option on the right of the Data Logger Reset screen and the progress bar below it are currently not functional in Advisor. If a user wishes to view the amount of recording time left in the standard data logger file he/she must use VISMpc 3G for now.
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61 # These illustrations show four of the five submenus within the service menu. The Diagnostic submenu is shown in the previous two visuals. This illustration shows the Service Parameters submenu within the service menu. The following Service Parameters options will be displayed: - Sort By ECM - Sort By Type - All parameters The Sort By ECM menu option allows the user to view the parameters that are associated with each ECM. All of the parameters for the specific ECM are listed. The following ECMs can be selected: - Advisor - Engine - Chassis - Brake - Transmission - VIMS
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The Sort By Type menu option allows the user to view the parameters that are associated with different components. The following types of parameters can be chosen: - Temperatures - Pressures - Speeds - Machine Status - Operator Inputs - Totals The All Parameters menu option allows the user to view the entire list of parameters. The Calibration submode option consists of the Truck Payload calibration. The instrument cluster will initiate a self-test when the key start switch is moved to the START position. The gauge needles will move to the maximum right position for 0.5 seconds and then return to the minimum left position. This action prevents the gauge needles from circling to the bottom side of the gauge if the display is inverted. The System Information menu option allows the user to view the information for the following machine ECMs: - Advisor - Engine - Chassis - Transmission - Brake - VIMS Main - VIMS Application
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In order to calibrate Truck Payload, select the Truck Payload option and press the "OK" button. Advisor will not allow any calibration unless the Service Mode is enabled, first. Refer to pages 33 and 34.
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The illustration shows the steps for payload calibration through the Advisor Panel. Follow the directions in the illustration. When the calibration is complete, press the "NEXT" button.
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to enter the display setup menu.



OK



The Settings menu allows the user to view the Machine ECM parameters: - Display Setup - Machine - Chassis - Brake - Transmission - VIMS - Engine
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The Display Setup parameters relate to the operator’s preferences for the Advisor display. The following parameters may be adjusted: - Language - Units - Contrast - Lights On - Lights Off - Date format: - Time format: The Machine setting allows the user to set the machine serial number. The following parameters may be adjusted: - Product ID The Chassis setting allows the following parameters to be adjusted: - Body Up Gear Limit The Transmission allows the following parameters to be adjusted: - Top Gear Limit - Machine Speed Limit - Machine Overload Speed Limit - Fuel economy mode - Load Count - The Brake setting allows parameter to be adjusted - Max Desired Engine Retarding Speed The VIMS/Payload menu allows the configuration of the Payload settings and is password protected. - Target Payload - Overload Limit - Last Pass Enabled
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Press OK to Enable



OK



The Service Mode menu option allows the user to enable and disable the service mode. The password entry screen will appear if the password has been entered in Cat ET. The Advisor will enter the service mode after the password has been entered correctly. The Advisor system has a means to inhibit the user from altering or performing certain service related functions. This is to be accomplished via a password protected service mode which, when enabled, will allow the user more functionality via the Advisor. The password is maintained through ET and will default to no password established. The user still will need to enable the service mode when no password is assigned. Once enabled, service mode will remain enabled until the user commands it to be disabled or the next system power down. The user shall be able to disable service mode by pressing the OK button with service mode enabled while in the "Service Mode" menu.
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The following list is a summary of the service mode functions that can be password protected: - Product ID Change - Equipment ID Change - Top Gear Limit Change - Body Up Gear Limit Change - Machine Overload Speed Limit Change - Machine Speed Limit Change - Fuel Economy Mode Change (not supported at this time) - Desired Engine Retarding Speed Change - Target Payload Change (if payload is installed) - Payload Overload Limit Change (if payload is installed) - Last Pass Enabling (if payload is installed) - Diagnostic\Event Clear Capability - Payload Calibration - Data Logger Reset - Snapshot – Configure - Tattle tale – Clear
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ENGINE The 797F Truck has the C175-20 HAA (High Altitude Arangement) with the high altitude application. The C175-20 HAA engine replaces the 3524 Series engine that is currently used in the production 797B Large Off-Highway Trucks. This section of the presentation will show the differences between the C175-20 HAA the current production 3524 engine. The High Altitude engine will be equipped with six turbos. Two turbos will be high pressure and four turbos will be low pressure. The following items are key features on the C175 engine: - High Pressure Rail Fuel System with the four element high pressure pump - Air-to-Air Aftercooler (ATAAC) - Increased Horsepower - Two Piece Single Camshaft - Electronic Unit Injector (EUI)
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Power Derate The power derate is a percentage of reduction under load with the highest rated torque map at a given engine speed and the default torque map at the same rpm. The derated power is what has changed, not the actual power in all situations. The actual power rating lost during a derate is calculated as: Power Output = Rated Power - (Rated Power - Default Power) * Percentage of Derate For example, if the engine has a maximum rated power of 1864 Kw (2500 hp) and a 373 Kw (500 hp) default torque map with a 50% derate, the engine will have 1118 Kw (1500 hp) output power. If 932 Kw (1250 hp) was needed, then the operator will not notice any change. If however, 1491 Kw (2000 hp) was needed, there would be only 1118 Kw (1500 hp) available due to derating.
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Engine Control System- 2524 797B Shown is the electronic control system component diagram for the 3524B engine used in the current production 797B truck. Fuel injection is controlled by three second generation Advanced Diesel Engine Management (ADEM II) engine Electronic Control Modules (ECMs); one master and two slaves. The Slave ECMs receive most of the input signals from the sensors, switches and senders located on each engine module. The Slave ECMs also receive information from the Master ECM and energize the injector solenoids to control engine timing and speed. The Slave ECMs send the fuel limit information to the Master ECM and the Master ECM makes sure that both Slave ECMs have the same fuel position (rack). The Master ECM sends governing information to the Slave ECMs through the Controller Area Network (CAN) Data Link which is capable of faster transmission rates than the CAT Data Link. For example, if the front Slave ECM calculates an air filter restriction in the front engine module, the front Slave ECM will transmit the derate information to the Master ECM and the Master ECM will make sure that both engine modules are derated to the same limits. Therefore, the Master ECM sets the maximum fuel limits.
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The Master ECM physically receives the input signals that must be sent to both engine modules. Master ECM inputs are: - Coolant flow - User defined shutdowns - Throttle back-up - Manual ether injection (auto ether injection is controlled by the Slave ECMs) - Throttle position - Two engine speed timing sensors, one for each Slave Engine Control Module
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The C17-20 HAA engine is equipped with one A4:E4 ECM. The A4:E4 has a 120 pin connector and a 70 pin connector. The C175 HAA engine consists of inputs, controller, and outputs in order to control the quality and the amount of fuel to efficiently operate the engine within the emission requirements. The engine is equipped with both active and passive sensors which take pressure and temperature data from the engine systems and relays that information to the Engine ECM. Also, the Engine ECM takes the data from the speed/timing sensors along with the PWM sensors and computes that data. Engine position or timing sensing is the function that determines the actual crankshaft and camshaft positions versus time. From this measurement, engine speed can be calculated. Engine position sensing also allows for the delivery of synchronous outputs including fuel injection timing and ignition timing. Engine position sensing is a critical process for accurate fuel delivery, reliability of operation and emission control performance.
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Based on the input signals, the Engine ECM analyzes the input information and energizes the electronic unit injector to control fuel delivery to the engine by sending current to the coils on each unit injector. The Engine ECM sends a PWM signal to the motor on the fuel control valve (FCV) assembly. The FCV controls the output of the high pressure common rail pump. The Engine ECM sends voltage signals to the following component relays. - Ether aid relay - Fuel priming pump relay - Prelube pump relay The following output voltages are directed to separate sensors on the engine. - +12 VDC - +8VDC - +5 VDC
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The Controller Area Network (CAN) Data Link can be recognized by the shielded cable and the connectors that are also shielded. Inside is a twisted pair of copper wires. The CAN Data Link is used for high speed transmission of data between the Engine ECM. CAN troubleshooting will be explained later in this presentation. Also, the Cat Data Link can be used as a troubleshooting tool. Connect a multimeter in using spoons in parallel (DC voltage range) to the pin of the (-) wire and the (+) wire. Turn the key switch to the ON position (do not start the engine). Check the voltage on the meter. The voltage should be between 0.8 and 2.8 volts. The voltage amplitude should vary but range between these voltages. When the range of voltage stays between these tolerances, the Cat Data Link is communicating with the ECM.
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Signal paths for the Controller Area Network (CAN) for the "F" Series trucks, are a common set of signal wires connected to multiple controllers. This allow many different types of information to be shared between different devices over a few signal wires. The paths are physical media of two twisted shielded wires with a 120 Ohm resistor at each end of the network. The designation of the CAN wires are CAN + and CAN - with a third connection denoted as CAN_SHLD (shield). On the truck, the terminal resistor is located in the Engine ECM compartment and the other is installed on the front of the machine near the Electronic Thermostat (E-Stat). The E-Stat is located between the engine and the radiator. The truck chassis has one data link. The Engine ECM has two data links Global CAN which has paths with the Machine ECMs and external components (Advisor Panel, Temperature Control Module, and the Service Connector). Also, the Local CAN Data Link communicates Engine ECM and the fuel control valve (FCV). The 120 pin connector for the Engine ECM carries the Local CAN Data Link. The 70 pin connector for the Engine ECM carries the Global CAN Data Link. Diagnostic Codes similiar to the following MID (Specific ECM) CID 639 FMI 09 indicate which ECM is not comunicating.
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The chart above shows the location of the Global and Local CAN Data Links. Remove pins 50, 42, and 34 for both VIMS Main Module and the VIMS Applications Module connectors. After removing the pins from the connectors, insulate each individual pin from any other pins and all metalic surfaces. The key start switch should be in the OFF position. Verify that each of the terminal resistors in each of the data links are approximately 120 Ohms. With the resistors removed from the network, test for a short between the CAN + and the CAN - anywhere along the network. Test CAN + to the shield. Test CAN - to the shield. The resistance readings should all show an OPEN circuit. With the resistors removed from the network, test for a short between the CAN + and ground along the network. The circuit should read OPEN. Then, test for a short between CAN - and ground along the network. The circuit should read OPEN. Install the terminal resistors. At each node, check the resistance between CAN + and CAN -. At each node, the resistance should read approximately 60 Ohms.
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NOTE: The CAN Data Link is equipped with two 120 Ohm terminating resistors. These resistors are set-up in parallel supplying 60 Ohms of resistance anywhere in the CAN Data Link. To test communications over the CAN Data Link, install ALL BUT ONE ECM connectors, terminal resistors, and follow the instructions below. The CAN Data Link is wired to the J-2 Connector of the Transmission, Chassis, and Brake ECM. Also, the CAN Data Link can be used as a data transfer troubleshooting tool. Remove the CAN positive (+) and the CAN negative (-) pins for the CAN Data Link from one ECM connector. The appropriate pins can be found in the chart. Remove the ECM connector with the CAN signal for a single ECM that is to be tested. Connect the red (positive) lead of a multimeter (DC voltage range) to the pin of the (CAN - ) wire (harness) and ground lead to ground. Turn the key switch to the ON position (do not start the engine). Check the voltage on the meter. The voltage should be between 0.8 and 1.8 volts. The voltage amplitude should vary but range between these voltages. When the range of voltage stays between these tolerances, the CAN Data Link is communicating with the ECM Connect a red (positive) lead of a multimeter (DC voltage range) to the pin of the (CAN + ) wire (harness) and the ground lead to ground. Turn the key switch to the ON position (do not start the engine). Check the voltage on the meter. The voltage should be between 1.2 volts and 2.8 volts. The voltage amplitude should vary but range between these voltages. When the range of voltage stays between these tolerances, the CAN Data Link is communicating with the ECM Install the removed pins and remove the pins from the next ECM to test data flow using the procedures above. NOTE: When troubleshooting a CAN Data Link System, the voltage test must be setup at the ECM connector. Also, Caterpillar ET communications cable must NOT be plugged in to the service connector while testing the CAN Data Link.
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110 Engine ECM (1). The terminating resistors (2) and (3) are attached to the wire harness below the ECM. One resistor is for the Global CAN and the Local CAN. When determining which is the global terminal resistor and which is the local terminating resistor always check the wiring numbers. The upper right illustration shows the location of the global CAN terminating resistor located near the E-stat on the left side of radiator group. The lower left illustration shows the location of the other local CAN terminating resistor (4). The resistor is located behind the right intake manifold above the Fuel Control Valve (FCV). The lower right illustration shows a schematic of the terminating resistors at the Engine ECM.
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Right Side Of The Engine Components located on the right side of the C175-20 HAA Engine. - Intake manifold temperature sensor (1) - High pressure fuel pump, monoblock block, and high fuel temperature sensor (2) - Camshaft speed/timing sensors (3) - Pump drive (PTO) (4) - Block oil pressure and temperature sensors (5) - Engine oil filters and pressure sensor (6) - Crankcase pressure sensor (7) - Fuel transfer pump and pressure sensor (8) - Secondary fuel filters and two pressure sensors (9) - Fuel priming pump (10) - Air conditioning compressor (11)
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Left Side Of The Engine Components located on the left side of the C175-20 HAA Engine. - Low pressure turbochargers (1) - High pressure turbocharger (2) - Air intake manifold pressure (boost) and temperature sensors (3) - Air intake manifold (4) - Engine oil cooler bypass valve (5) - Fuel rail pressure sensor (6) - Coolant pump temperature sensor (reports to the temperature control module) (7) - Engine oil level (sightglass) (8) - Engine oil pump with relief and reducing valve (9) - Engine oil low level switch (10) - Engine oil high level switch (for Caterpillar fast fill application) (11) - Engine oil cooler cores (12) - Crankshaft speed/timing sensor (13)
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Front Of The Engine Components located on the front of the C175-20 HAA Engine. - Low pressure turbochargers (1) - Engine ECM (2) - Atmospheric pressure sensor (3) - Coolant pressure sensor (4) - Auxiliary coolant pump location (with steep grade application) (5) - Coolant pump (6)
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Shown are the three ADEM II Engine ECMs that control the 3524B engine used in the 797B truck. The Master ECM (1) is located above the engine coupling housing between the front and rear 3512B engine modules. The Master ECM is not cooled by fuel because it does not use the injector drivers which create most of the heat in an ECM. The front Slave ECM (2) is mounted on the front engine module and the rear Slave ECM (3) is mounted on the rear engine module. The Slave ECMs are cooled by fuel because they use the injector drivers to energize the injector solenoids, which create heat.
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C175 Engine Management System The Engine Management System for the C175-20 HAA uses Integrated Electronics combined with the latest in ACERT™ control strategies with enhanced monitoring, software, and diagnostics to that directs the operation of the engine and is responsible for delivering and maintaining performance. The following components make-up the EMS: - A4E4 Version III Electronic Control Module (ECM) - Temperature Control Module (TCM) for the Electronic Thermostat - High Pressure Controller (part of the Flow Control Valve (FCV) assembly) - Integrated J1939 Data Link (Local and Global) - Input sensors (temperature, pressure, and speed/timing, etc) The C175-20 HAA EMS effectively employs redundant systems to provide fail safe performance in demanding environments. For example, the high-pressure fuel control system employs a continuously running, data link back up for rail pressure control. Should the primary hard wired signal fail, the control system will not only control the rail pressure seamlessly over the Data Link, it will also announce the primary signal failure so the operator can take corrective action.
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C175-20 HAA Engine ECM The one master and two slaves ECM circuitry for the 3524 engine have been replaced by the single A4:E4 ECM on the C175. The Engine Electronic Control Module (ECM) (1) is the central component in the Engine Management System. The A4:E4 Electronic Control Module (ECM) is located at the upper front of the engine. The A4:E4 ECM is equipped with a 120 pin connector (J-2) and a 70 pin connector (J-1). The Engine ECM makes decisions based on switch-type and sensor input signals and memory information. Input signals to the Engine ECM come from the control station and the sensors on the engine and engine support systems. The Engine ECM computes the data sent over the J1939 CAN Data Link. The Engine ECM input components are the crankshaft and cam speed/timing sensors, the pressure sensors, and the temperature sensors. The Engine ECM output components are the twenty electronic unit injector and the Fuel Control Valve
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The Engine ECM responds to engine inputs by sending a signal to the appropriate output component to initiate an appropriate action. For example, the Engine ECM receives a high coolant temperature signal. The Engine ECM interprets the input signal, evaluates the current operating status, and derates the fuel supply under load. The Engine ECM receives three different types of input signals: 1. Switch input: Provides the signal line to battery, ground, or open. 2. PM input: Provides the signal line with a square wave of a specific frequency and a varying positive duty cycle. 3. Speed signal: Provides the signal line with either a repeating, fixed voltage level pattern signal or a sine wave of varying level and frequency. The Engine ECM has three types of output drivers: 1. ON/OFF driver: Provides the output device with a signal level of +battery voltage (ON) or less than one volt (OFF). 2. PM driver: Provides the output device with a square wave of fixed frequency and a varying positive duty cycle. 3. Controlled current output driver: The Engine ECM will energize the solenoid with a current for a specific duration and then decrease the level to hold-in current for a specific duration of the ON time. The initial higher amperage gives the actuator rapid response and the decreased level is sufficient to hold the solenoid in the correct position. An added benefit is an increase in the life of the solenoid. Engine ECM has built-in diagnostic capabilities. As the Engine ECM detects fault conditions in the power train system, the ECM logs events in memory and diagnostic codes for troubleshooting and displays them through Caterpillar Electronic Technician (ET). The engine control uses the power of modern control technology to improve reliability, and accommodate future requirements. C175-20 HAA engine controls use the latest version of the A4:E4ECM to deliver 50 times the computing power compared to the A:3 ECM. The overwhelming hardware advantage monitors over 30 points on the engine, drive 20 Injectors, protects the engine, communicate over 100 engine parameters, diagnose and report problems with the engine. The C175 Engine has three Data Links that are reporting to the Engine ECM. The current Cat Data Link, the global CAN Data Link, and the CAN Local Data Link. CAN is an acrynom for Controller Area Network which refers to the physical equipment used for automatic transfer of information. CAN is a set of parallel wires with 120 Ohm resistors at each end of the parallel connectors called the backbone. The nodes (connections like ECMs, and E-Stat) are wired directly to the backbone for the Global CAN. The Local CAN transfers information from components (FCV) which is attached to the engine, while the Global CAN transfers information from components (ECMs) that are installed on the truck but not attached to the engine.
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The atmospheric pressure sensor (2) is located on the control panel next to the Engine ECM. The function of the atmospheric pressure sensor is to supply the altitude level back to the Engine ECM in order to calculate gauge pressure for all the pressure sensors to the ECM. Losing the signal from the atmospheric pressure sensor will initiate a 10% derate. The atmospheric pressure sensor is one of the many analog sensors that receive a regulated 5.0 ± 0.5 volts from the Engine ECM. The atmospheric pressure sensor output signal is a DC Voltage output signal that varies between 0.2 and 4.8 Volts DC with an operating pressure range between 0 and 111 kPa (0 and 16.1 psi). The following diagnostic codes are logged when the atmospheric pressure sensor is damaged or malfunctioning. - CID 274 - FMI 3 - Atmos. Press. Voltage above normal - CID 274 - FMI 4 - Atmos. Press. Voltage below normal When troubleshooting an analog pressure sensor, check the output signal of the sensors, by connecting a multimeter between the B and C pins of the sensor connector. Set the meter to read DC Volts. The DC Voltage output of the atmospheric pressure sensor should be between 0.2 and 4.8 Volts DC. Pressure Sensor Calibration: Normally, at 0 rpm and 2 seconds after start, the Engine ECM goes out to each pressure sensor to ensure the pressure is within tolerance of a specified value. If the value is within tolerance, the Engine ECM compares the value of the pressure sensor with the atmospheric sensor and assigns a specific offset value to that sensor for calibration.



NOTE: The signal from the atmospheric pressure sensor is used by the Engine ECM to calculate a number of pressure measurements in most electronic engines. The signal from the atmospheric pressure sensor is compared to the signal from the other engine pressure sensors to calibrate the pressure sensors. When the Engine ECM is powered up, the ECM uses the signal from the atmospheric pressure sensor as a reference point for calibration of the other pressure sensors on the engine.
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797B Engine Timing Sensors Two engine speed/timing sensors (1) are positioned near the rear of the left camshaft on both engine modules for a total of four engine speed timing sensors. Two of the sensors, one on each engine module, provide engine speed input to the Master ECM. The Master ECM does not use timing information. The other two sensors, one on each engine module, provide input to the Slave ECMs, which control the engine speed and timing. The engine speed/timing sensor is one of the most important inputs to the engine Slave ECMs. If the engine Slave ECM does not receive an input signal from the engine speed/timing sensors, the engine will not run. The engine speed/timing sensor receives a regulated 12.5 ± 1.0 Volts from the Engine ECM. To check the output signal of the speed/timing sensor, connect a multimeter between the B and C pins of the speed/timing sensor connector. Set the meter to read frequency. The frequency output of the speed/timing sensor should be approximately: • Cranking--23 to 40 Hz • Low Idle--140 Hz • High Idle--385 Hz
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When viewing engine speed in the ET status screen, cranking speed should be between 100 and 250 rpm. A passive (two wire) engine speed sensor (2) is positioned on top of the rear engine module flywheel housing. The passive speed sensor uses the passing teeth of the flywheel to provide a frequency output. The passive speed sensor sends the engine speed signal to the Transmission and Brake/Cooling ECMs. The signal from the passive speed sensor is used for several purposes. - Torque converter lockup clutch slippage monitoring - Shift time calculations - Transmission Output Speed (TOS) ratification - Transmission clutch slippage monitoring - Automatic Retarder Control (ARC) engine control speed - Engine running signal for hoist operation The output signal of the passive speed sensor can also be checked by connecting a multimeter between the two pins of the speed sensor connector and setting the meter to read frequency. NOTE: Turn ON the engine shutdown switch during the cranking test to prevent the engine from starting. The cranking speed and frequency output will vary depending on weather and machine conditions. When viewing engine speed in the ET status screen, cranking speed should be between 100 and 250 rpm.
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C175 Engine Crankshaft Speed/Timing Sensor The crankshaft speed/timing sensor (arrow) is located on the rear left side of the engine, behind the starters (not shown). The speed/timing sensor sends a fixed voltage level signal to the Engine ECM in order to determine the engine speed, direction, and timing. The crankshaft sensor is the primary speed/timing sensor reporting to the Engine ECM with the engine speed and position of the crankshaft. A cover must be removed in order to access the primary engine speed timing sensor. The speed sensor detects the reference for engine speed and timing from a unique pattern on the respective gear. Normally the crankshaft speed/timing sensor identifies the timing during starting and determines when the No. 1 cylinder is at the top of the stroke. Once the timing is established, the crankshaft timing sensor is used to relay the engine speed and the camshaft sensor is ignored. If the engine is running and the signal from the crankshaft is lost, a slight change in performance is noticed during change over to the camshaft speed/ timing sensor. Engine position sensing is a critical process for accurate fuel delivery, reliability of operation and emission control performance. In case of a crankshaft speed/timing sensor failure, the Engine ECM follows the following process: - A crankshaft sensor diagnostic code - The Engine ECM switches to the primary camshaft speed/timing sensor (secondary speed/timing sensor) - Use the stored rotation as the engine rotation if the sensor fails during a pattern lock.
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The crankshaft speed/timing sensor serves four functions: - Engine speed measurement - Engine timing measurement - TDC location and cylinder number identification - Reverse rotation protection There is no adjustment made by the technician. The sensor adjustment is preset. If the engine is running for three seconds and the pattern from the timing ring is lost for two seconds, the Engine ECM will log the following Diagnostic Code for the crankshaft speed/ timing sensor: - CID 190 - FMI 8 Engine speed signal abnormal - Check the crankshaft speed/timing sensor and the wiring.
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C175-20 HAA Engine Camshaft Speed/Timing Sensors The C175 has two speed/timing sensors that read off the camshaft gear and are located at the rear of the engine. Access the speed/timing sensors with the body up. Sensor (1) is the primary camshaft speed/timing sensor. Primary camshaft speed/timing sensor is used to synchronize fuel delivery with engine cycle. The sensor provides a backup in the event of failure of the Crankshaft Position Sensor or its power supply. In the failure event of the crankshaft speed/ timing sensor, the engine will function using the primary camshaft speed/timing sensor with reduced fuel delivery accuracy. The rotation of the camshaft target gear is a 1:2 ratio compared to the crankshaft gear. Sensor (2) is the secondary camshaft speed/timing sensor. The function of the secondary camshaft speed/timing sensor is a backup to the primary camshaft speed/timing sensor when the primary sensor is lost. The sensor adjustment is preset. There is no adjustment made by the technician. The primary camshaft speed/timing sensor has two diagnostic codes CID342- FMI 8 and CID 342- FMI 11. The CID 342- FMI 8 code is active when the engine has been running for five seconds and the Engine ECM detects an abnormal signal frequency. The CID 342- FMI 11 diagnostic code is active when the engine is running for five seconds, the position of the primary speed/timing sensor in relation to the position of the secondary speed/timing sensor is out of specifications or the polarity of the sensor wires may be reversed.
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The secondary camshaft speed/timing sensor (tertiary) has two diagnostic codes: CID 2710 - FMI 8 Tertiary engine speed/timing sensor and CID 2710 - FMI 11 Tertiary engine speed/timing sensor. The CID 2710 - FMI 8 code is active when the engine has been running for five seconds and the Engine ECM detects an abnormal signal frequency. The CID 2710 - FMI 11 diagnostic code is active when the engine is running for five seconds, the position of the primary speed/timing sensor in relation to the position of the secondary speed/timing sensor is out of specifications or the polarity of the sensor wires may be reversed.
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At engine start-up, the crankshaft speed/timing sensor synchronizes with the camshaft speed/ timing sensors. Direct measurement of the engine position using the crankshaft provides increased accuracy for the fuel delivery. The timing gear train has a 2 to 1 ratio. The crankshaft gear rotates two times for every one rotation of the camshaft gear. The crankshaft gear and the camshaft gear are the same size with an equal amount of teeth. The idler gear is a combination gear with the larger gear having twice as many teeth as the smaller the smaller gear. The larger gear is driven by the crankshaft and the smaller idler gear drives the camshaft gear. When the crankshaft is rotated, the gear drives the large idler gear, while the smaller idler gear then drives the camshaft gear and cam. When the engine is cranked, the crankshaft sensor looks for the missing crankshaft gear tooth to determine position. When the Engine ECM locates the signal from the crankshaft speed/timing sensor sensing the missing tooth (272°), the Engine ECM then looks for a signal from the cam sensors (secondary camshaft speed/timing sensor). When camshaft speed/timing sensor locates a missing cam tooth position (283°) immediately after the crankshaft sensor locates a missing tooth, the Engine ECM then waits for a second missing tooth to verify the pattern. The engine is in time. With the crankshaft timed, the Engine ECM sends the signal for a more accurate injection cycle, when rail pressure is present.
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3524 Timing Tool Connector A timing calibration connector (arrow) is located on the right front corner of each engine module. The timing of both engine modules must be performed separately. If the engine requires timing calibration, a timing calibration sensor (magnetic pickup) is installed in the flywheel housing and connected to the timing calibration connector.Using the Caterpillar ET service tool, timing calibration is performed automatically for the speed/timing sensors. The desired engine speed is set to 800 rpm. This step is performed to avoid instability and ensures that no backlash is present in the timing gears during the calibration. Timing calibration improves fuel injection accuracy by correcting for any slight tolerances between the crankshaft, timing gears, and timing wheel. Timing calibration is normally performed after the following procedures: 1. ECM replacement 2. Speed/timing sensor replacement 3 Timing wheel replacement
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C175-20 Engine Timing Calibration The upper illustration shows the location of the following timing gear train. - Camshaft speed/timing sensors (1) - Camshaft gear (2) - Idler gear (3) - Crankshaft gear (4) - Crankshaft speed/timing sensors (5) - Camshaft timing tooth cutaway (6)
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The lower illustration shows the camshaft gear with a missing tooth. The crankshaft gear has a similar missing tooth. The production 3524 engine used the timing calibration probe for speed/timing calibrations. The C175 engines are electronically timed. The Engine ECM uses inputs from the engine speed/timing sensors to assist in calculating more accurate timing within the software. The timing probe was replaced by a software application, that compares missing tooth angle between the crank and cam gears. The Engine ECM looks for a stable rpm above 850 rpm. The revolutions per minute must be ± 5 rpm for one second in order to be considered stable. The Engine ECM takes fifty samples of the leading edge of the camshaft tooth angle position and compares each to the nearest crankshaft tooth. The ECM compares the measured difference to the theoretical tooth differences of each sample and averages the tooth errors. This average difference between the camshaft actual position and the camshaft theoretical position determines the offset angle. The offset angle is the calibration factor that is used by the Engine ECM for calibration. Timing calibration is performed at each engine start after an Engine ECM power cycle.
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3524 Engine Crankcase Pressure Sensor A crankcase pressure sensor (arrow) is located on the left side of both engine modules. The crankcase pressure sensors provide input signals to the Slave ECMs. The Slave ECMs provides the signal to the VIMS, which informs the operator of the crankcase pressure. High crankcase pressure may be caused by worn piston rings or cylinder liners. If crankcase pressure exceeds 3.6 kPa (.5 psi) or 14.4 inches of water, a high crankcase pressure event will be logged. No factory password is required to clear this event.
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C175-20 HAA Engine Crankcase Pressure Sensor The crankcase pressure sensor (arrow) is used to measure the pressure in the crankcase. The sensor is located on the right side of the engine. The purpose of the crankcase pressure sensor is to detect impending piston seizures, and supplies an indication of cylinder blow-by. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a sensor fault. - CID 101- FMI 3 - Crankcase Air Pressure Sensor voltage above normal - CID 101 - FMI I - Crankcase Air Pressure Sensor voltage below normal The crankcase pressure sensor will initiate one of the following warnings when the pressure rises in the crankcase. - Level 1 Warning - The pressure rises to 4 kPa - Level 2 Warning - The pressure rises to 6 kPa - Level 3 Shutdown - The pressure rises to 8 kPa When the Engine ECM initiates a Level 3 Shutdown, the following conditions must be met for an automatic shutdown. - The parking brake must be engaged - The transmission shifting lever must be in the PARK position - The ground speed must be zero - The engine speed must be less than 1300 rpm
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COOLING SYSTEM Shown is the jacket water cooling system circuit for the 3524 engine. Coolant flows from the jacket water pump through the coolers to the engine blocks. Coolant flows through the engine blocks and the cylinder heads. From the cylinder heads, the coolant flows to the temperature regulators (thermostats) and either goes directly to the water pump through the bypass tube or to the radiator (depending on coolant temperature). The shunt tank increases the cooling capacity and provides a positive pressure at the coolant pump inlet to prevent cavitation during high flow conditions.
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C175 Engine Jacket Water Cooling System Shown is the cooling system for the jacket water cooling system on the C175-20 with the steep grade arrangement. Coolant is drawn from the radiator by the coolant pump and then flows to the two engine oil coolers. From the coolers the coolant is sent through the block. After leaving the block the coolant is sent through the transmission and steering/fan oil coolers and two rear brake oil coolers. Coolant flows through the temperature control module. Depending on the temperature of the coolant, the coolant is either sent to the radiator or diverted through the bypass and back to the inlet of the coolant pump. Coolant is also used to cool the turbos. Coolant is tapped off of the tube going into the engine and directed to the turbos. From the turbos, all the return coolant is flowing into one return line that is connected to the shunt tank of the radiator. NOTE: The illustration shows the majority of the coolant flowing through the radiator with minimal bypass.
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The auxiliary pump draws coolant from the radiator and sends the coolant to the front brake oil cooler. The coolant flows through the cooler and back to the radiator.
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C175-20 HAA Engine Jacket Water Cooling System Coolant is drawn from the radiator by the coolant pump and then flows to the two engine oil coolers. From the coolers the coolant is sent through the block. After leaving the block the coolant is sent through the transmission and steering/fan oil cooler and then through the front and rear brake oil coolers. Coolant flows through the temperature control module. Depending on the temperature of the coolant, the coolant is either sent to the radiator or diverted through the bypass and back to the inlet of the coolant pump. Coolant is also used to cool the turbos. Coolant is tapped off of the tube going into the engine and directed to the turbos. From the turbos, all the coolant is flowing into one return line that is connected to the shunt tank of the radiator. NOTE: The illustration shows the majority of the coolant flowing through the radiator with minimal bypass.
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The Electronic Thermostat (E-Stat) monitors the flow of coolant between the bypass tube and the radiator with a piston and a stepper motor. The E-Stat is set to regulate coolant pump outlet temperature to 85° C (185° F). The coolant pump outlet temperature sensor measures the temperature of the coolant that is flowing into the coolers and reports the temperature to the temperature control module. As the coolant temperature increases, the temperature control module sends current to the stepper motor to move the piston, closing the coolant bypass and allowing more flow through the radiator. As the coolant temperature decreases, the temperature control module sends a current to the stepper motor to move the piston, closing down the flow to the left through the radiator and allowing more coolant to flow through the bypass. Located in the outlet of the coolant pump is coolant pump outlet temperature sensor. The sensor is connected directly to the E-stat control. From the E-Stat control coolant temperature is sent over the Global CAN data link (J1939) to the Engine ECM. The engine coolant block inlet pressure sensor and the engine coolant block outlet temperatue sensor are connected directly to the Engine ECM. At power-up of the engine, the stepper motor/piston position needs to be reset. The stepper motor is commanded to move to full stroke plus a configured overshoot to insure the reset position is reached. The stepper motor drives the piston to the configured stop, typically the 100% bypass position. As the piston reaches the stop, a ratcheting sound is heard. The piston has hit the stop. The stepper motor/piston may ratchet as many as 80 times to reach the default position. Also, the output temperature for the coolant pump will be sent over the CAN Data Link to the Engine ECM. From the Engine ECM, the coolant temperature will then be sent over the Cat Data Link to the Brake ECM to assist the fan system strategy for the requested fan speed. The coolant pump outlet temperature sensor is used a one of the key target temperatures for the hydraulic fan system. When the coolant pump outlet temperature sensor reads a temperature below 79° C (174° F), the hydraulic fan system will not be affected by the temperature of the coolant. If the temperature increases over the key target temperature, the fan speed will increase above the 325 rpm. If the coolant temperature increases over 84° C (183° F) to 525 rpm for the shallow grade and 575 rpm for the steep grade. The coolant pump outlet temperature is not the only temperature used as key target temperatures for the hydraulic fan system. The highest of any of these two intake manifold temperature, the transmission lube temperature, the torque converter oil temperature, and/or the brake temperature are used in the fan system strategy which is similar to the "B" Series truck.
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129 Steep Grade Component Locations The upper left illustration show the coolant pump (1) which is located on the left front of the engine. Also shown are the pump outlet temperature sensor (2) and the coolant SOS tap (3). The upper right illustration shows the temperature control module. The controller module (4) and the stepping motor (5). The lower left illustration shows the transmission cooler (6) and the steering cooler (7). The lower right illustration shows the front brake oil cooler (8) and the rear brake oil coolers (9). NOTE: The lower right illustration shows the steep grade application with two rear brake oil coolers.
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The Engine coolant pump outlet temperature sensor (1) is a two-wire passive sensor that is located at the inlet of the left front water pump. Engine coolant pump inlet temperature sensor is wired directly to the Temperature Control Module (TCM) on the E-stat. The TCM uses this sensor input to adjust the E-stat to maintain a coolant pump inlet temperature of at least 85° C (185° F). The sensor sends coolant temperature data to the TCM. The TCM sends the temperature data to the Engine ECM over the CAN Data Link and transfers the data over the Cat Data Link to the Brake ECM. The Brake ECM uses the temperature data as one of the key target temperatures in the hydraulic fan system control strategy. Diagnostic Codes: - CID 2349 - FMI 19 - Engine coolant pump outlet temp sensor - Received Network Data In Error (Probably a short or an open circuit in the CAN Data Link) - CID 2854 - FMI 19 - Engine coolant pump outlet temp sensor - Data link no communication CAN Data Link is operating, with no data flow) Also shown is the atmospheric pressure sensor (2) which is located at the front of the engine.
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The block inlet coolant pressure sensor (2) is located on the front of the engine in the pipe (3) between the coolant pump and the water inlets. The pressure sensor is used to monitor the pressure of the coolant flowing into the engine block. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a sensor fault. - CID 2302 - FMI 3 - Engine coolant pump outlet pressure sensor voltage high - CID 2302 - FMI 4 - Engine coolant pump outlet pressure sensor voltage low The block outlet coolant temperature sensor (1) is located on the right front side of the engine. The block outlet coolant temperature sensor (1) is used to monitor the coolant temperature exiting the engine block. The temperature sensor is an input to the engine ECM and is used for various control and protection strategies (i.e. engine overheating, engine damage due to cylinder overpressure, and engine wear due to over cooling). The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a temperature sensor fault. - CID 110 - FMI 3 - Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor voltage above normal - CID 110 - FMI 4 - Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor voltage below normal
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Also, the block outlet coolant temperature sensor initiates the following warning levels. - E361 Level 1 Warning - E361 Level 2 Derate - E361 Level 3 Shutdown
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Engine Coolant Temperature Derate The block outlet coolant temperature sensor measures the temperature of the coolant. When the temperature of the coolant exceeds 100° C (212° F), the Engine ECM will initiate a Level 1 Warning. When the temperature of the coolant exceeds 101° C (213° F), the Engine ECM will initiate a Level 2 Derate. Also, at 101° C (213° F) the Engine ECM will initiate a 25% derate. - 104° C (219° F) will derate 50% - 107° C (224° F) will derate 75% - 110° C (230° F) will derate 100%
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Separate Circuit Aftercooler Shown is the aftercooler cooling system circuit for the 797B truck. Aftercooler coolant flows from the radiator and the shunt tank to the aftercooler water pump. Coolant flows from the aftercooler pump through the front and rear engine module aftercoolers and the spring coupling oil cooler to the rear brake oil coolers. Coolant flows through the rear brake oil coolers and returns to the radiator top tank. There are no temperature regulators (thermostats) in the aftercooler cooling system circuit. The shunt tank increases the cooling capacity and provides a positive pressure at the pump inlet to prevent cavitation during high flow conditions. The air compressor is also cooled by the aftercooler cooling system circuit.
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134 Shown is the aftercooler (1) on the front engine module for the 3524 engine. Aftercooler coolant flows from the pump through the front engine module aftercooler and through the tube (2) to the rear engine module. Coolant flows from the front of the aftercooler and exits out the rear of the aftercooler. Also shown is the front engine module aftercooler coolant temperature sensor (3). The sensor is located in a tube at the rear of the aftercooler. Coolant flows past the sensor after it exits the front aftercooler. There is another aftercooler coolant temperature sensor at the rear of the rear engine module. Shown is the engine coupling oil cooler (4). Aftercooler coolant is used to cool the oil that flows to the engine coupling.
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Shown is the aftercooler (5) on the rear engine module. Aftercooler coolant flows from the aftercooler pump through the rear engine module aftercooler and through the tube (6) to the rear brake oil coolers. Coolant flows from the front of the aftercooler and exits out the rear of the aftercooler. Shown is the rear engine module aftercooler coolant temperature sensor (7). The sensor is located in a tube at the rear of the aftercooler. Coolant flows past the sensor after it exits the rear aftercooler and before it enters the rear brake oil coolers. There is another aftercooler coolant temperature sensor at the rear of the front engine module. Also shown is the rear engine module jacket water coolant temperature sensor (8). The sensor is located in a manifold at the right rear corner of the engine. Typically, the right rear corner of an engine runs the hottest because it is at the end of the oil and coolant flow path. The auxiliary (aftercooler) water pump (9) for the aftercooler cooling system is located on the left side of the front engine module. Coolant enters the aftercooler water pump from the radiator or the shunt tank supply tube (10). Coolant flows from the pump to the aftercooler cores through the large tube (11). Aftercooler coolant flows from the rear engine module through the rear brake oil coolers (12). Coolant flows from the top of the coolers and exits out the bottom. Aftercooler coolant then flows through the tube (13) and returns to the radiator top tank. An S•O•S coolant analysis tap (14) for the aftercooler cooling system is located in the oil cooler bottom tank.
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AIR SYSTEM The turbo compressor inlet pressure sensor (arrow) for the rear engine module is located in a tube between the air filters and the turbochargers. The engine Slave ECMs use the turbo compressor inlet pressure sensor in combination with the atmospheric pressure sensor to determine air filter restriction. The Slave ECMs provide the input signals to the VIMS, which informs the operator of the air filter restriction. If air filter restriction exceeds 6.25 kPa (25 in. of water), an air filter restriction event will be logged, and the ECMs will derate the fuel delivery (maximum derating of 21%) to prevent excessive exhaust temperatures. A factory password is required to clear this event. If the Engine ECMs detect a turbocharger inlet pressure sensor fault, the ECMs will derate the engine to the maximum rate of 21%. If the Engine ECMs detect a turbocharger inlet and atmospheric pressure sensor fault at the same time, the ECMs will derate the engine to the maximum rate of 34%.
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Air inlet and Exhaust Schematic The above illustration shows the air flow on one side of the engine. The C175-20 HAA Engine has two separate sides. Each side has its own air inlet ane exhaust system. The 797FF truck is equipped with a C175 engine using an Air-To-Air Aftercooler (ATAAC) in place of the Separate Circuit Aftercooler (SCAC). The ATAAC system uses air to air rather than Coolant-To-Air ion order to cool the intake air. The C175-20 HAA Engine is equipped with four turbochargers (front) that are located on the front of the engine and two turbos located at the rear of the engine. This schematic shows the air flow through the air induction and exhaust system. Clean air flows through the air filters and enters the inlet of the compressor section (front four turbos). The compressed air of the compressor section of the front turbos is directed to the compressor inlet of the high pressure turbo section. From the high pressure turbo compressor section, air is directed to the ATAAC where the air is cooled and then directed to the intake manifold. From the intake manifold, the air is dispursed to the separate ten cylinders where the air combines with the fuel for combustion. From the cylinders exhaust flows through the exhaust mainfold to the turbo turbine inlet and the wastegate. With the wastegate closed, exhaust flow through the wastegate is blocked
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The exhaust drives the high pressure rotating turbine (as in a motor) and the exhaust from the rotating turbine directs exhaust to the low pressure turbine section inlet which drives the turbine section in the front turbos. From the low presssure turbine section outlet, exhaust is directed to the muffflers. From the intake manifold, a hose is connected to the wastegate control. The wastegate is in the CLOSED position while the "boost pressure" is below 220 kPa (32 psi). The wastegate is connected to the wastegate on the opposite side. The hose which is connected to the intake manifold connects to the wastegate on the opposite side of the engine equalizes the exhaust pressure. When one intake manifold has high boost, both wastegates are signaled to open to allow exhaust bypass. The inlet and and exhaust system is monitored by pressure and temperature sensors which report directly with the Engine ECM. The sensors supply inputs to the ECM which are used to initiate Warnings, Derates, or Shutdowns if and when any of the key parameters are outside of the software limits.
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The illustration above shows the equalized "boost pressure" above 220 kPa (32 psi). At any time the equalized "boost pressure" goes over the the key pressure, the pressure on the bottom side of the cylinder induces a force larger than the return spring. The force moves the piston upward against the spring force and as the piston moves upward, the wastegate shifts and the lower envelope will allow exhaust to bypass the high pressure turbo and reduce the flow of exhaust to the low pressure turbo.
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The 797F Truck has an Air-To-Air Aftercooler (ATAAC) which replaces the Separate Circuit Aftercooler (SCAC) on the "B" Series truck. The main objective of the ATAAC system is to draw in clean fresh air into the system, cool the air, and send the air into the intake manifold. The air is then directed to the combustion chamber for each cylinder. Air is drawn into the system through four air cleaner tubes (2), and into the compressor side of the four low pressure turbos (1). From the discharge of the compressor section, the air is sent through tube (3) to the two high pressure turbos (4). From the discharge of the two high pressure turbos, the air is sent to the top of the ATAACs. The air is transferred through the ATAACs where the air is cooled.
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From the ATAAC (1), the cooled air flows through the tube (2) and into the air intake manifold (3). The air flow for the left side of the engine will be identical to the right side that is shown.
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Exhaust from each cylinder head is directed out through the exhaust manifolds (3) and into the inlet of the turbine section of the high pressure turbos (2) and exhaust flow through tubes (4) into the inlet of the four low pressure turbos (1). Exhaust from the turbine section flows out of the turbos, through the transparent tubes (5) and into the mufflers (not shown).
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4 The compressor inlet pressure sensors (1) thru (4) are installed in the tubing between the air filters and the turbochargers measure the air pressure at each individual turbo compressor inlet. The compressor inlet pressure sensor, formally known as the turbocharger inlet pressure sensor reads the highest inlet restriction and initiates a warning and/or a derates the engine. The derates will increase as the restriction of the air through the filters increases. The software looks at the pressure at the air pressure sensors. The Engine ECM initiates a warning when/if the first pressure sensor restriction goes above 10 kPa (1.44 psi). The table on the next page shows the power derate in comparison to the pressure restriction.
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The following diagnostic codes are logged with a sensor fault. Pressure Sensors No. 1 CID 2738 - FMI 3 - Turbo #1 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Above Normal CID 2738 - FMI 4 - Turbo #1 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Below Normal No. 2 CID 2739 - FMI 3 - Turbo #2 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Above Normal CID 2739 - FMI 4 - Turbo #2 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage below Normal No. 3 CID 2740 - FMI 3 - Turbo #3 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Above Normal CID 2740 - FMI 4 - Turbo #3 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Below Normal No.4 CID 2341 - FMI 3 - Turbo #4 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Above Normal CID 2741 - FMI 4 - Turbo #4 Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor: Voltage Below Normal
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Compressor Inlet Pressure Sensor Derate Each compressor inlet pressure sensor measures the restriction of the particular air filter. The Engine ECM will initiate a Level 2 Derate of 2% when one of the sensors read a pressure greater than 10 kPa. Then, the Engine ECM will send a signal to the VIMS module with the derate information. For every 1 kPa (.145 psi) of additional restriction, the derate map will increase by 2% up to 10%.



20
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Shown is the turbo outlet pressure sensor (arrow) for the front engine module of the 3524. The turbo outlet pressure sensors send input signals to the Slave ECMs. The Slave ECMs compare the value of the turbo outlet pressure sensors with the value of the atmospheric pressure sensors and calculate boost pressures.
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The intake manifold temperature sensor (1) for the C175-20 HAA Engine is located in the intake tube on the left side of the engine. The air intake manifold temperature sensor (3) is located in the intake tube on the right side of the engine. The Engine ECM monitors intake manifold temperature to prevent potential damaging conditions from high intake air temperatures, which can cause over fueling and high exhaust temperatures. An E539 high intake temperature Level 1 Warning can be logged if the air temperature is at 65° C (149 ° F). An E539 high intake temperature Level 2 Derate will be initiated if the air temperature in the intake manifold continues to rise above 75° C (167° F). The intake manifold pressure sensor (2) is located in the intake tube on the left side of the engine. The input data from the pressure sensor is used by the Engine ECM to electronically control the air fuel ratio. The Engine ECM can log two events associated with the intake manifold pressure.
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E1044 is high intake manifold pressure E1045 is low intake manifold pressure. Diagnostic Codes: Left Side - CID 1785 - FMI 3 Intake Manifold Air Pressure Sensor voltage above normal - CID 1785 - FMI 4 Intake Manifold Air Pressure Sensor voltage below normal - CID 1785 - FMI 10 Intake Manifold Air Pressure Sensor abnormal rate of change Diagnostic Codes: Left Side - CID 1796 - FMI 3 Intake Manifold Air Temp Sensor voltage above normal - CID 1796 - FMI 4 Intake Manifold Air Temp Sensor short below normal Diagnostic Codes: Right Side - CID 172 - FMI 3 Intake Manifold Air Temp Sensor voltage above normal - CID 172 - FMI 4 Intake Manifold Air Temp Sensor short below normal At this time, the intake manifold pressure sensor (4) that is located on the right side tube is used by the technician to evaluate the boost pressure for the engine. The Diagnositic Codes and Event will be supported at production. Check boost The best way to check for a power problem is to compare the truck performance with the rimpull charts in the performance handbook. The truck should be able to climb a grade in the same gear as specified in this publication. If an engine power problem is suspected, check the boost pressure, and the fuel rack position at full load rpm. If the boost pressure and the fuel rack position is within specification at full load rpm, the engine is not the problem and other systems such as the torque converter should be checked. To check the boost pressure and the fuel rack position at full load rpm, the truck must be operated in FIRST GEAR with the throttle at MAXIMUM and the retarder gradually engaged. Traveling up a grade is best as long as the engine rpm does not fall below the full load rpm specification during the test. Gradually engage the retarder until the full load rpm is displayed. When the full load rpm is displayed, record the boost pressure and the fuel rack position. If the measurements are within the specifications at full load rpm, the engine is operating correctly. Generally, torque converter stall speed (in gear, full throttle, 0 ground speed) is used to determine if there is an engine power or a torque converter problem. For example, if engine power is known to be within specification and the stall speed is high, the torque converter may have a problem (low internal oil pressure, poor internal tolerances, or damaged components).
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Intake Manifold Air Temperature Sensor Derate The intake manifold air temperature sensor measures the temperature of the air that is flowing through the intake manifold. The Engine ECM will initiate a Level 1 Warning if the intake manifold air temperature reaches 65° C (149° F). The Engine ECM will initiate a Level 2 Derate if the intake manifold air temperature reaches 75° C (167° F). At this temperature, the Engine ECM will initiate a 10% derate. The Engine ECM will continue to add an additional 10% derate for every 2° C increase in intake temperature above 75° C (167° F). The maximum derate the Engine ECM for high intake air temperature is 60%.
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This illustration shows the exhaust temperature sensor for the 797B on the 3524 engine. An exhaust temperature sensor (arrow) is located in each exhaust manifold before the turbochargers. The four exhaust temperature sensors provide input signals to the engine Slave ECMs. The Slave ECMs provide the input signals to the VIMS, which informs the operator of the exhaust temperature. Some causes of high exhaust temperature may be faulty injector, plugged air filters, or a restriction in the turbochargers or the muffler.
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The left turbine inlet (exhaust) temperature sensor (1) is located in the exhaust tube to the left turbochargers. The right turbine inlet (exhaust) temperature sensor (2) is located in the exhaust tube to the right turbochargers. These sensors measure the temperature of the exhaust flowing to the turbine side of the turbochargers. The Engine ECM receives the data from both sensors and initiates a warning, derate, or a shutdown using the sensor with the highest temperature. Event Codes: - E245 High Right Turbo Turbine Inlet Temperature Level 1 Warning, Level 2 Derate, and Level 3 Shutdown. - E246 High Left Turbo Turbine Inlet Temperature Level 1 Warning, Level 2 Derate, and Level 3 Shutdown.
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If either exhaust temperature sensor reads 845° C (1553° F) or above, the Engine ECM sends a Level 3 Shutdown to the VIMS module alarming the operator to SAFELY shutdown the engine. If a failure is detected in either the left or right exhaust temperature sensor circuits, the Engine ECM will default to the maximum derate value of 20%. An exhaust temperature derate occurrence will log an Engine Event in the Engine ECM. Right turbine inlet temperature Diagnostic Codes: - CID 1491 - FMI 3 Right turbine inlet temperature voltage above normal - CID 1491 - FMI 4 Right turbine inlet temperature voltage below normal - CID 1491 - FMI8 Right turbine inlet temperature sensor abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period Left turbine inlet temperature Diagnostic Codes: - CID 1492 - FMI 3 Left turbine inlet temperature voltage above normal - CID 1492 - FMI 4 Left turbine inlet temperature voltage below normal - CID 1492 - FMI 8 Left turbine inlet temperature sensor abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period
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Turbine Inlet Exhaust Temperature Derate The engine power will be derated when the turbine inlet sensor temperatures reach a critical level that may cause engine damage. 0% engine derate equates to a temperature of 750º C (1382º F) for less than 15 seconds. When the highest temperature of either the right or left turbine inlet exhaust sensor temperature rises above 750º C (1382º F) for a period of 15 seconds, the percentage of power derate will increase by 2%. This will continue in 2% steps with each step lasting 15 seconds until the temperature drops below 750º C (1382º F) or the maximum derate of 20% is reached. If the condition reoccurs and the Engine ECM has not been powered down, the percentage of derate will be latched to the level of the last derate.
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FUEL SYSTEM The upper illustration shows the schematic for the 797B truck fuel system. Fuel is drawn from the fuel tank through the primary fuel screen by the fuel transfer pumps on the front and the rear engine modules. On the rear engine module, fuel flows from the transfer pump through the rear Slave ECM to the secondary fuel filters. On the front engine module, fuel flows from the transfer pump through the secondary fuel filters to the front Slave ECM. Fuel then flows through the fuel Injector in the cylinder heads. Return fuel from the Injector flows through the bottom of the fuel pressure regulators and returns to the fuel tank through the top of the pressure regulators. The fuel pressure regulators maintain 372 to 737 kPa (54 to 107 psi) in the fuel lines at Full Load rpm.
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If equipped with the attachment engine oil renewal system, engine oil flows from the engine block through an oil filter to the engine oil renewal solenoid valve. When the solenoid is energized and de-energized, a small amount of oil flows from the engine oil renewal solenoid valve into the fuel line that returns to the fuel tank. The engine oil returns to the fuel tank with the return fuel. The engine oil mixes with the fuel in the tank and flows with the fuel to the EUI Injector to be burned. Two secondary fuel filters are located above the engine oil filters on the left side of the front and the rear engine modules. Located above the fuel filters is a switch that controls the electrical fuel priming pump. A 10 amp circuit breaker protects the fuel priming pump electrical circuit. During operation of the electrical fuel priming system, fuel flows from the fuel transfer pump through the fuel priming filter and the check valve to the secondary fuel filters and the rest of the fuel system. The check valve prevents fuel from flowing backwards through the fuel priming system during normal operation. The main function of the fuel priming system is to fill the secondary fuel filters after a fuel filter change.
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153 797B Fuel System Components The fuel tank is located on the left side of the truck. Fuel is pulled from the tank through the primary fuel screen (1) by the fuel transfer pumps located on the right side of both engine modules behind the engine oil pumps. The fuel shutoff valve (2) is shown to the left of the primary fuel screen. The valve is shown in the ON position. Open the drain valve (3) to remove condensation from the fuel tank. A fuel level sensor (4) is also located on the fuel tank. The fuel level sensor emits an ultrasonic signal that bounces off a metal disk on the bottom of a float. The time it takes for the ultrasonic signal to return is converted to a Pulse Width Modulated (PM) signal. The PM signal changes as the fuel level changes.
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There are two fuel transfer pumps, one on each engine module. The fuel transfer pumps (5) are located behind the engine oil pumps. The fuel transfer pumps contain a bypass valve (6) to protect the fuel system components from excessive pressure. Also shown is the fuel priming filter (7) and the electrical fuel priming pump (8). During operation of the electrical fuel priming system, fuel flows from the fuel transfer pump through the hose (9), the fuel priming filter, the check valve (10), and the hose (11) to the secondary fuel filters and the rest of the fuel system. The check valve prevents fuel from flowing backwards through the fuel priming system during normal operation. The main function of the fuel priming system is to fill the secondary fuel filters after a fuel filter change. The fuel priming system can also be used to fill the fuel system with fuel if the engine has run out of fuel. If the engine has run out of fuel, the fuel return line must be blocked during priming in order to force fuel into the Injector. Fuel only flows through the fuel priming filters when the electrical fuel priming pump is running. Generally, the fuel priming filters do not need to be changed through the life of the engine. Service these filters only as needed. NOTE: If the engine has run out of fuel and the fuel system requires priming, it may be necessary to block the fuel return line during priming to force the fuel into the Injector. Two secondary fuel filters are located above the engine oil filters on the left side of the front and the rear engine modules. Fuel filter restriction is monitored with a fuel filter bypass switch (14) located on the fuel filter base. The fuel filter bypass switches provide input signals to the engine Slave ECMs. Fuel flows from the fuel filter base through the Electronic Unit Injection (EUI) fuel Injector and the fuel pressure regulator and then returns to the fuel tank. The Injector receive 4 1/2 times the amount of fuel needed for injection. The extra fuel is used for cooling. Return fuel from the Injector flows through the fuel pressure regulator (16) before returning to the fuel tank. Fuel pressure is controlled by the fuel pressure regulator. Fuel pressure should be 372 to 737 kPa (54 to 107 psi) at Full Load rpm.
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C175-20 HAA Engine, Fuel Delivery System For the low pressure fuel system, fuel is drawn from the fuel tank through the three primary filters/water separators by the fuel transfer pump (during startup, the fuel priming pump is activated). Fuel then flows into the monoblock of the high pressure fuel pump. From the monoblock, fuel flows to the three secondary and one tertiary fuel filters and back into the monoblock to the high pressure fuel pump. The secondary fuel filter group is equipped with a air purge line which is installed on a orificed fitting at the output of the first filter. This line is connected to the monoblock block and allows minimal fuel flow back to the fuel tank. The purpose of this line is for purging air from the low pressure fuel supply. The secondary fuel filter base is equipped with a filtered and unfiltered pressure sensor. These sensors are used to determine the restriction in the secondary fuel filters. The tertiary fuel filter air purge is equipped with an orifice to purge the air from the system when priming. The fuel and air mixture meets the air purge line from the secondary filters. The low pressure fuel pressure is regulated by the fuel pressure regulating valve. At approximately 480 kPa (70 psi), the fuel pressure regulator moves off its seat and allows low pressure fuel to flow through the return line to the fuel tank.
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For the high pressure fuel system, fuel flows from the monoblock to the Fuel Control Valve (FCV) where the fuel flow is limited and controls the output of the high pressure fuel pump. The high pressure fuel pump generates fuel flow to the injector in head No.1. The fuel flows through the common rail flowing to head No. 19. Fuel flows through the crossover tube to head No. 20 and eventually to head No. 2. From the injectors, the unused fuel flows back to the monoblock block. As the return pressure builds to approximately 34 kPa (5 psi), the injector return check valve opens and the fuel flows through the monoblock block back to the fuel tank. Between head No. 4 and head No. 2 there is high pressure common rail pressure sensor. This sensor sends the fuel pressure to the Engine ECM Fuel that may leak between the walls of the high pressure tubing flows back through the outer wall vent and back to the fuel tank. The high pressure fuel pump is lubricated by engine oil from the engine galley. From the galley, oil flows through the lower end of the pump and returns to the engine oil sump. This engine is equipped with an electric fuel priming pump. The pump is initiated by the Engine ECM and/or the fuel priming pump switch. When the fuel system has been serviced, the fuel priming pump is used to prime the fuel system. The fuel priming pump is enabled through with the manual switch installed on the engine. NOTE: At start up and until the engine is at 100 rpm less than low idle, the fuel priming pump runs to supply fuel to the low pressure fuel system. The engine is equipped with a fuel transfer pressure sensor. This sensor is used to determine the restriction in the primary fuel filters. The engine fuel system is also equipped with low fuel temperature sensor and a high fuel temperature sensor. The primary fuel filters are equipped with a water in the fuel sensor. This sensor is an input to the Engine ECM alarming the operator of excessive water in the fuel. NOTE: The green line coming out ot the red (high pressure fuel rail) is a drain from the outer wall of the high pressure fuel rail.
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The primary fuel filter/water separators (1) are is located between the fuel tank, the fuel transfer pump, and the fuel priming pump. These filters are located on the back side of the fuel tank. Located in the bottom left filter is the water in the fuel sensor (2). This sensor send a signal to the Engine ECM when water is detected in the filter. The filter is transparent to show the location of the sensor. This sensor consists of two stainless steel pins that are captured in a plastic housing. The pins are connected electrically by a resistor. The probe functions by providing an output resistance, which is a parallel combination of the fuel resistance and the internal sensing resistor. With an applied signal and the probes exposed to fuel, the probe will provide a resistance for that type of fluid (fuel). When water enters the fuel in the filter, the pins are exposed to the water and the probe will output a parallel resistance for the fluid (fuel with water). The module uses these resistance values in order to determine the presence of water in the fuel and provides electrical signals to the Engine ECM. NOTE: For additional information about troubleshooting the water in the fuel sensor, refer to the Service Magazine Article "Troubleshooting the Water-in-Fuel Sensor" 1400-0079-2006 If a high amount of water in the fuel is detected, the water in the fuel sensor initiates and logs a E232 Event with a Level 1 Warning. The Engine ECM will send the Level 1 Warning to the VIMS module to inform the operator of the water level in the fuel. The Level 1 Warning will be displayed in the Advisor Panel.
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Fuel Level Sensor A fuel level sensor is also located on the bottom of the fuel tank. The fuel level sensor emits an ultrasonic signal that bounces off a metal disk on the bottom of a float. The time it takes for the ultrasonic signal to return is converted to a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal. The PWM signal changes as the fuel level changes. The fuel level sensor is directly monitored by the Chassis ECM which has an output to the Advisor Panel. The Advisor Panel then provides a signal to the analog type fuel level gauge in the instrument cluster. The performance screen in the Advisor Panel also displays a digital readout showing the percentage of fuel remaining. The Advisor Panel will alert the operator with a E119 Level 1 Warning when the fuel level reaches 15% fuel level (18.5% duty cycle) of the fuel tank capacity for 120 seconds. An E119 Level 2S Warning will be generated when the fuel level reaches 10% fuel level (14% duty cycle) of the fuel tank capacity for 120 seconds. The fuel tank should be filled if the Level 2S Warning is generated. The injectors can be damaged if they are starved of fuel, due to lack of injector cooling and injector lubrication that are provided by the fuel. At 100% fuel level, an output of 95% duty cycle will be sent to the Chassis ECM.
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The following is a list of the Diagnostic Codes for the fuel level sensor. MID 116 - Chassis ECM CID 096 - FMI 03 - Fuel Level Sensor- voltage above normal CID 096 - FMI 04 - Fuel Level Sensor- voltage below normal CID 096 - FMI 08 - Fuel Level Sensor- abnormal frequency, pulse width or period The fuel level sensor receives 24 Volts from chassis power. To check the supply voltage of the sensor, connect a multimeter between Pins 1 and 2 of the sensor connector. Set the meter to read “DC Volts.” The fuel level sensor output signal is a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) signal that varies with the fuel level. To check the output signal of the fuel level sensor, connect a multimeter between Pins 2 and 4 of the fuel level sensor connector. Set the meter to read “Duty Cycle.” The duty cycle output of the fuel level sensor should be approximately 5% at 0 mm (0 in.) of fuel depth and 95% at a full fuel depth.
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The upper illustration shows the location of the the monoblock (1), the High Pressure Fuel Pump (2), fuel transfer pump (3) and the secondary fuel filter group (4). These components are located on the right front side of the engine. With the primary fuel filters/water separators (located on the fuel tank), these components comprise the supply section of the low and high pressure fuel system. This upper illustration shows the location of the high pressure fuel temperature sensor (5), fuel transfer pump (6), low pressure fuel pressure sensor (7), and the fuel priming pump switch (8). Located on the secondary fuel filter group are the filtered fuel pressure sensor (9) and the unfiltered fuel pressure sensor (10).
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The lower illustration shows the location of the fuel control valve (FCV) (11), the suppression module (12), the fuel regulating valve (mono block) (13), and the low fuel pressure system temperature sensor (14). The High Pressure fuel pump suppression module (8) is an inline power module that is located on the front right side of the engine. The module is used to keep battery voltage at a steady state and eliminate voltage spikes. The suppression module takes an input voltage between 18 and 32 VDC at 1.5 Amps and converts the voltage to 14 ± 1 VDC. Also, the suppression module is equipped with reverse polarity protection. If the power to the FCV is not in specification, ensure the suppression module is connected. This module acts as a buffer for the power supply between FCV and Engine ECM. The high pressure fuel temperature sensor is located in the cylinder head attached to the top of the high pressure fuel pump. The fuel temperature is measured to ensure that the high temperature does not exceed the maximum allowable temperature for injector cooling and lubrication. The Engine ECM can predict the fuel temperature at each fuel injector by using the high pressure fuel temperature sensor measurements along with the fuel rail pressure sensor and the engine coolant temperature sensor. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a sensor fault. - CID 2323 - FMI 3 - Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor High - voltage above normal - CID 2323 - FMI 4 - Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor Low - voltage below normal The temperature sensor can also trip a 770 Event initiating a high fuel rail temperature Level 2 Derate. When the fuel temperature in the common rail is at 100 ° C (212° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration. The Engine ECM will initiate a Level 2 Derate. The engine will derate 20% under load. When the fuel temperature goes above 101 ° C (214° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration, the engine will derate 40% under load. When the fuel temperature goes above 102 ° C (215° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration, the engine will derate 60% under load. When the fuel temperature goes above 103 ° C (217° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration, the engine will derate 80% under load. When the fuel temperature goes above 104 ° C (219° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration, the engine will derate 100% under load. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a fuel pressure sensor (unfiltered) fault. - CID 0289 - FMI 3 - Unfiltered fuel pressure sensor - open/short to +batt - CID 0289 - FMI 4 - Unfiltered fuel pressure sensor - short to ground The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a fuel pressure sensor (filtered) fault. - CID 0460 - FMI 3 - Filtered fuel pressure sensor - open/short to +batt - CID 0460 - FMI 4 - Filtered fuel pressure sensor - short to ground
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The low pressure fuel temperature sensor measures the fuel temperature leaving the fuel transfer pump. This sensor is located in the monoblock. Engine ECM uses the fuel temperature sensor to protect the High Pressure fuel pump from high fuel supply temperatures which could lead to pump damage due to low fuel viscosity. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a fuel pressure sensor (unfiltered) fault. - CID 174 - FMI 3 - Low pressure fuel temperature - open/short to +batt - CID 174 - FMI 4 - Low pressure fuel temperature - short to ground The Engine ECM may also log a high temperure E363 Event for the low presssure fuel supply. The E363 Event and derate information is explained later in the presentation.
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High Pressure Fuel Pump (HPFP) The fuel flows from the monoblock block through passage (1) to the Fuel Control Valve (FCV). When no current is sent to the Fuel Control Valve (FCV) all fuel flow to the HPFP is blocked. As current is sent to the FCV a passage opens up and flow through the center for the FCV to passage (2). Fuel flows to the four pistons (7) (The callout is showing one piston). The pistons are driven by the lobes on the pump drive shaft (5). The pump drive shaft is equipped with two lobes for each piston, so the pistons have two compression strokes for each revolution of the pump drive shaft. As the pistons move down they draw fuel into the barrels. As the drive shaft rotates, the roller which follows the lobes on the drive shaft the piston move up and downward. When the lobes rotates to the top of the stroke, the fuel is pushed out to the common fuel passage. Fuel exits the pump at outlet (4) and then flows to the common fuel rail. If the pressure in the high pressure fuel system rises to 205,000 kPa (29,733 psi), relief valve (4) will open. All excess fuel then flows back through the monoblock block and to tank. When the fuel is in the common fuel passage, the fuel temperature is monitored by the high pressure fuel temperature sensor (6). The temperature data from the high pressure fuel temperature sensor is directed to the Engine ECM.
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Fuel from the fuel filter/water separators enters the monoblock through port (1). The fuel flows across pressure regulator (3) and on to the secondary fuel filters through port (2) The fuel returns to the monoblock through port (4), across the pressure regulator and on to the FCV valve through port (5) (port is below the pin hole). If the supply pressure to the FCV valve increases to 480 kPa (70 psi), the fuel will act on the top of the pressure regulator. This will shift the pressure regulator down, allowing the fuel flow out port (2) to the fuel filter to flow across the pressure regulator through passage (6). From passage (6) the fuel flows to passage (7) and out port (8) to tank. Fuel that leaks accross the two O-rings and through the FCV valve returns to monoblock through port (9). This fuel flows through passage (10) and across check valve (11). From the check valve the fuel flows to passage (7) and out port (8) to tank. Fuel from the relief valve in the high pressure pump returns to the monoblock through port (12). The fuel flow through passage (7) and out port (8) to tank. Excess fuel from the Injectors returns to the monoblock through port (13). The fuel opens check valve (14) and flows to passage (7), out port (8) to tank. Next to the port (8) on the monoblock is a fitting (not shown) which is for purging air from the system during system priming.
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The fuel Control Valve consists of tow sections: the control motor (3) and the fuel valve (1). Callout 2 points out pin 1 in the connector. Following the pins downward are 1 thru 6 and starting upward on the other side are 7 through 12. The lower illustration shows the valve section in the OPEN position. During the operation in the high pressure common rail pump, the control fuel flows to the land with the square opening (left side) (4). When the FCV is commanded to increase the precise flow of the high pressure pump, the inner spool rotates upward. The triangle shaped throttling valve (opening) rotates upward. As the inner spool moves upward, more opening shows within the square directing additional flow signal to the high pressure pump. The fuel then flows through the center section to port (5).
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Fuel flows through the throttling valve and metered fuel flow passes into the center hole (not shown) of the inner spool and out of the valve through the round hole (4) to the high pressure common rail pump. When the Engine ECM commands no flow to the high pressure pump the valve is in the CLOSED position. The inner spool rotates downward until the throttling valve is closed. The fuel used to signal the high pressure pump is trapped at the square hole that is between the Orings (left side). NOTE: The FCV assembly is not serviceable and the assembly is calibration is performed directly by the manufacturer. The following are the pins along with the description used on the C175 pilot engine. Pin 1 - Supply voltage Pin 2 - Throttle position Pin 4 - J1939 Local Can High Pin 5 - Ground Pin 6 - J1939 Local Can Low Pin 8 - Keyswitch input Pin 11 - PM + Voltage signal General troubleshooting guide for the FCV. Following these checks will help you quickly and accurately diagnose any problems without technical assistance. - Is the command FCV percentage in Cat ET close to the actual percentage? - Is the wiring correct? - Is the voltage suppressor voltage correct? The newest version of Caterpillar ET 2007B will support the FCV using J1939 Local Can Data Link with the following Diagnostic Codes. - 18-7 Fuel Control Valve Not responding properly - Percentage error between the desired position and actual pressure is greater than the calibrated threshold - 18-8 Fuel Control Valve Abnormal frequency, Pulse Width - FCV has lost the PM signal from the Engine ECM - 18-9 Abnormal Update Rate - Engine ECM is not receiving data from the FCV over the Local CAN data link.
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- 18-11 Other failure mode - Battery supply voltage fault to the FCV - 18-12 Failure - Internal sensor or memory failure in the FCV When troubleshooting the FCV Power or the PM Signal Not Working, check battery power across pin 1 and pin 5 at FCV connector. When using a suppression module, the voltage should read 14 V +/- 1 V. Check across pins 5 and 8 on FCV connector for keyswitch power. This should have 24V nominal. Check PM signal on pin 11 it should read 10% duty cycle at 0% throttle position and 90% duty cycle at 100% throttle position. If power supply and pm signal check out ok, verify that fcv is actually working by hooking up service tool. If service tool is not available, check feedback voltage across pins 2 and 5 on the FCV connector to verify actual FCV position based on approximate voltages shown below. Approximate. Feedback Voltage



FCV Throttle %



1.08 V



100
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The following visuals in the next couple of pages, show the different screen shots comparing the different parameters required to operate the engine fuel system efffeciently.
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The high pressure fuel temperature sensor (1) is located in the cylinder head attached to the top of the high pressure fuel pump. The temperature sensor is located on the outside of the pump head. The high pressure fuel temperature is measured to ensure that the high temperature does not exceed the maximum allowable temperature for proper injector cooling and lubrication. Also, the high pressure fuel temperature sensor measurement along with the fuel rail pressure sensor and the engine coolant temperature sensor the Engine ECM can predict the fuel temperature at each fuel injector. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is a sensor fault. 2323-3 - Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor voltage high 2323-4 - Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor voltage low The sensor also trips a E770 Event initiating a high fuel rail temperature Level 2 Derate when the fuel temperature in the common passage is at 100 ° C (212° F) or above for a 15 seconds duration. For every degree above 100° C and 15 seconds, the engine will be derated approximately 20% to the maximum of 100%. NOTE: High pressure fuel pump troubleshooting. The high pressure fuel temperature sensor can be used to determine whether the high pressure fuel pump is faulty. Using Cat ET, monitor the temperatures for the low pressure fuel system temperature sensor and the high pressure fuel temperature sensor to determine the difference (Delta) between the two sensors. Comparing the temperatures. If the delta across the pump is greater than 40° C (72° F), there is probably a problem with the high pressure pump. The high pressure fuel pump is developing an excessive amount of heat. A replacement of the pump may be necessary.
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The fuel rail pressure sensor (1) is located in the common rail on the left side near the front of the engine. This pressure sensor is used by the Engine ECM to control rail pressure and maximize the accuracy of the fuel delivery quantity. The sensor reads the actual rail pressure. The rail pressure can be read through Caterpillar ET. The following Diagnostic Codes may be activated with a damaged or malfunctioning sensor. - 1797-3 Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor voltage above normal - 1797-4 Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor open/short to batt+ The Engine ECM may log an E396 Event Level 1 Warning or a E398 Event Level 1 Warning or a Level 2 Warning. Refer to the troubleshooting manual "KENR5398" for the C175-16 and C175-20 Engines and 793F and 797F Off Highway Trucks/Tractors.
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Fuel Transfer Pump Temperature Derate: At 65° C (149° F), the Engine ECM initiates a Level 1 Warning. When the fuel transfer temperature reaches 66° C (151° F), the engine power is derated by 20%. This derate will increase at a rate of 20% per 1° through the temperature of 70° C (158° F). At 70° C (158° F), the Engine ECM initiates the maximum of 100% derate
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Fuel Filter Restriction Derate The visual is a graph of the Level 2 Warning (Derate). The Engine ECM uses the pressure differential between the unfiltered and filtered sensors to indicate a restriction in the fuel filters. With a fuel filter differential of 104 kPa (15 psi) for a two minute duration, the Engine ECM logs a 390 Level 1 Warning. After a four hour duration of a 124 kPa (18 psi) pressure differential, a 390 Level 2 Warning derate of 17.5% is initiated. Then, after one additional second, another 17.5% derate will be added to the initial derate, totaling 35%.
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Fuel System Screen Shots When troubleshooting the high pressure fuel system, use the following screen shot group to assist in determining which component to troubleshoot. The results in the status screen will help the technician narrow the focus of the troubleshooting. When using these screen shots for troubleshooting, concentrate on the data that is located in the "Value" column. Normal high pressure pump operation values: - Desired Fuel Rail Pressure



180000 kPa



- Fuel Rail Pressure



175000 kPa to 185000 kPa



- Fuel Actuator Position



40%



- Percent Fuel Position



40%



- Fuel Pressure



500 kPa to 700 kPa
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This illustration shows a screen shot of a group containing the desired fuel rail pressure, fuel rail pressure, fuel actuator position command (FCV assembly) desired, percent fuel position (FCV assembly) actual, and fuel pressure (abs). The objective of using the status screen is to accumulate information in order to decide where the fuel system problem originated. Then, the fuel actuator position command comparison to the percent fuel pressure should be approximately equal to each other. Also, the fuel pressure (abs) is between the minimum and maximum pressure. In the following visuals, there should be enough comparison to assist a technician to troubleshoot the high pressure fuel system.
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This visual shows a probable failed fuel transfer pump. The values in the shot shows very low Fuel Rail Pressure and Fuel Pressure. The FCV assembly is receiving a PWM signal to open and signals the high pressure pump to produce the requested flow. This visual shows that the High Pressure Fuel Pump is not receiving the needed fuel to produce the desired pressure. The data in this visual shows the high pressure pump is not receiving the required fuel flow from the the fuel transfer pump.
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This visual shows a probable high pressure pump failure. The Fuel Rail Pressure is below the required amount for normal operation. The Percent Fuel Position is commanded to full flow, with the Fuel Rail Pressure not at normal flow. The FCV is being driven harder attempt to increase the fuel flow produced by the high pressure fuel pump to match the Desired Fuel Rail Pressure.
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This visual shows the status screen with a probable failed pressure regulator in the mono-block. The Desired Fuel Rail Pressure is approximately the same as the Fuel Rail Pressure. The Fuel Actuator Position Command and the Percent Fuel Position are equal but the pressure value is above the value for the normal operating high pressure fuel system.
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This visual shows the status screen with a probable failed FCV assembly in the OPEN position. The Desired Fuel Rail Pressure is correct with the Fuel Rail Pressure greater than the Desired Fuel Rail Pressure. The Percent Fuel Position is greater than the commanded fuel actuator position. Also, the fuel rail pressure is above the maximum limit. The Percent Fuel Position is at full position with the Fuel Actuator Position Command at a normal operating valve. With a failed FCV assembly in the OPEN position, the separation in values for the FCV assembly should log a diagnostic code of 18-7 Fuel Control Valve Not Responding Properly.
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This visual shows the status screen with a FCV assembly probably failed in the CLOSED position. The Desired Fuel Rail Pressure is at the maximum limit where the Fuel Rail Pressure is below the normal value. The high pressure pump is not producing the required flow or there is a large leak in the system. The Percent Fuel Position is very low in comparison with the requested fuel actuator position command. With a failed FCV assembly in the CLOSED position, the separation in values for the FCV assembly should log a diagnostic code of 18-7 Fuel Control Valve - Not Responding Properly.
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ENGINE OIL SYSTEM This schematic shows the flow of oil in the production 3524 engine. The engine oil pump draws oil from the oil pan through a screen. The engine also has a scavenge pump to transfer oil from the shallow end of the oil pan to the main sump. Oil flows from the pump through an engine oil cooler to the oil filters. The oil flows through the filters and enters the engine cylinder block to clean, cool and lubricate the internal components and the turbochargers. Some trucks are equipped with the attachment engine oil renewal system. Engine oil flows from the engine block to the engine oil renewal solenoid valve. When the solenoid is energized and de-energized, a small amount of oil flows from the engine oil renewal solenoid valve into the fuel line that returns to the fuel tank. The engine oil returns to the fuel tank with the return fuel. The engine oil mixes with the fuel in the tank and flows with the fuel to the EUI Injector to be burned.
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Shown is the 3524B front engine module oil pump. Both engine modules have their own oil lubrication system. The engine oil pumps are located on the right front side of the engine modules. The pumps draw oil from the oil pans through a screen. The relief valves (1) for the lubrication systems are located on the pumps. The engine modules also have a scavenge pump to transfer oil from the shallow end of the oil pan to the main sump. Oil flows from the pump through an engine oil cooler (2) to the engine oil filters located on the left side of the engine.
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Oil flows from the engine oil coolers to the three oil filters located on the left side of both engine modules. The oil flows through the filters and enters the engine cylinder block to clean, cool, and lubricate the internal components and the turbochargers. Engine oil should be added at the fill tube (3) and checked with the dipstick (4). The engine lubrication system is equipped with two oil pressure sensors (5). A sensor is located on each end of the oil filter base. One sensor measures engine oil pressure before the filters. The other sensor measures oil pressure after the filters. The sensors provide input signals to the engine Slave ECMs. The engine Slave ECMs provide the input signals to the VIMS, which informs the operator of the engine oil pressure. Together, these sensors inform the operator if the engine oil filters are restricted. An engine oil level switch (6) provides input signals to the engine Slave ECMs. The engine Slave ECMs provide the signal to the VIMS, which informs the operator of the engine oil level. On both engine modules, the fitting (7) can be used to drain the engine oil that is trapped above the filters. Do not add oil through the fitting because unfiltered oil will enter the engine. Any contamination could cause damage to the engine. NOTE: When changing the engine oil filters, drain the engine oil that is trapped above the oil filters through the fitting (5) to prevent spilling the oil. Oil added to the engine through the fitting will go directly to the main oil galleries without going through the engine oil filters. Adding oil to the engine through the fitting may introduce contaminant's into the system and cause damage to the engine.
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C175-20 HIGH ALTITUDE ENGINE OIL SYSTEM
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C175-20 HAA Engine Oil System Oil is drawn from the engine sump through a screen by the engine oil pump. From the pump. the oil flows through the pressure regulator. The pressure regulator is shown with the lower envelope highlighted. Under normal conditions, the pressure in the oil galley is below 550 kPa (80 psi). If the pressure in the oil galley rises above the pressure of the regulator, the pressure in the signal line from the galley acts on the top of the regulator and overrides the spring force. The regulator will shift downward allowing excess flow to return back to the sump. If the pressure in the oil system goes above 875 kPa (127 psi), the pressure limit of the relief valve, the relief valve spool shifts and sends the excess flow back to the sump. The relief valve is shown in the normal position below the activating pressure. A S·O·S port is also installed at the engine oil cooler bypass housing. From the pressure regulator, oil flows into the engine oil coolers and out of the coolers to the engine oil filters. At the inlet of the oil filters, the is a pressure sensor for the unfiltered oil.This sensor along with oil pressure sensor (filtered) calculates the restriction in the oil filters.
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The engine oil coolers are equipped with a bypass. The bypass valve is covered later in the presentation. If the differential pressure is greater than the trip point (shown in the graph on a following graph), the Engine ECM will initiate an Event code with a Level 1 Warning, or a Level 3 Shutdown depending on the differential pressure at a specific engine rpm. Also, a message will be sent to the VIMS Module and Advisor Panel to warning the operator. The unfiltered pressure sensors are located on the filter block on the right side of the engine. The filtered oil pressure sensor is located on the tube between the filter block and the engine block. An oil temperature sensor used to monitor the temperature of the oil. If the oil temperature rises above the trip points, the Engine ECM will initiate an Event code with a Level 1 Warning. A message will be sent to the VIMS Module and Advisor Panel to warn the operator. If the trip point for the oil temperature goes above110° C (230° F), the Engine ECM will initiate a Level 2 Derate. Maximum derate is 75%. At 115° C (239° F) the Engine ECM will send a Level 3 Shutdown to the operator through the Advisor Module. Filtered engine oil enters the engine block and flows through the main oil galley and is divided between different lubrication points in the engine such as the crank, the heads, and the turbos. The return lube oil from the turbos is directed back to the sump. The high pressure fuel pump uses filtered oil for lubrication. Located in the front section of the pan is the scavenge pump. The scavenge pump draws oil from the rear sump section and returns to the main sump. The prelube pump supplies lubrication oil to the system just before the engine is started and is connected between the pressure regulator and the engine oil coolers.
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C175-20 HAA Engine Oil Components In the upper illustration, the graphic shows the direction of oil flow on the left side of the engine. Unfiltered oil is drawn from the oil sump through elbow (1) by the oil pump (2). The oil flows through the regulator valve (3) and into the engine oil coolers (5). From the coolers, oil flows through tube (6) to the left side of the engine. The S·O·S port (4) is located in the housing of the bypass valve. In the lower illustration, the graphic shows the oil flow on the right side of the engine. The oil flows through tube (4) and into the filter group (8). Filtered oil then flows into tube (7) and into the engine block. The filtered oil pressure sensor and engine oil temperature sensor are installed just before the tube (7) is attached to the block.
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Oil Temperature And Pressure Sensors The unfiltered oil pressure sensor (1) is located in the engine oil filter base. The pressure sensor monitors the oil pressure at the inlet of the filter group. The following diagnostic codes are logged when there is an unfiltered oil pressure sensor fault. - CID 542 - FMI 3 - Engine Oil Press Sensor (unfiltered - voltage above normal - CID 542 - FMI 4 - Engine Oil Press Sensor (unfiltered) - voltage below normal - CID 542 - FMI 10 - Engine Oil Press Sensor (unfiltered) - abnormal rate of change An engine shutdown event is triggered when the following parameters are met: - 700 rpm - below 250 kpa (36 psi) - 1200 rpm - below 300 kpa (43 psi) - 2000 rpm - below 375 kpa (54 psi)
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The filtered oil pressure sensor (2) is located in the tube on the right rear side going into the engine block. The sensor is used to assist the Engine ECM in monitoring engine oil pressure through the filter group. The Engine ECM uses the data from the pressure sensor to calculate the differential pressure between the filtered oil pressure and the unfiltered oil pressure. This information is used to detect plugged or plugging oil filters. This pressure sensor initiates a plugged oil filter E099 Event Level 1 Warning, with a warning sent to the Advisor Panel. This will warn the operator The filtered oil pressure sensor pressure data that is sent to the Engine ECM is also used as the determining pressure for the low engine oil pressure event control. The following diagnostic codes maybe logged when there is a unfiltered oil pressure sensor fault. - CID 100 - FMI 3 - Engine Oil Pressure Sensor (filtered) - voltage above normal - CID 100 - FMI 4 - Engine Oil Pressure Sensor (Filtered) - voltage below normal - CID 100 - FMI 10 - Engine Oil Pressure Sensor (filtered) - abnormal rate of change The engine oil temperature sensor (3) is located at the rear of the engine also in the tube as shown in the visual. The temperature sensor is used to monitor the engine oil temperature for engine protection strategies. The oil temperature must be monitored to inform the operator through the Advisor panel that the oil temperature is above the limit. There is no oil temperature sensor for the oil that is leaving the engine block. Diagnostic Codes: - CID 175 - FMI 3 - Engine oil temperature sensor voltage above normal - CID 175 - FMI 4 - Engine oil temperature sensor voltage below normal The engine oil temperature sensor signals the Engine ECM to initiate a high engine oil temperature E197Level 1 Warning, a E197 Level 2 Derate, or a E197 Level 3 Shutdown event. The trip points are graphed out on the following page.
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Engine Oil Temperature Derate At 108° C (226° F), the Engine ECM initiates a Level 1 Warning. When the engine oil temperature rises above 110° C (230° F), the engine power is derated by 3%. This derate will increase at a rate of 3% through the temperature of 113° C (235° F). At 114° C (237° F) the derate increases to 25%. At 115° C (239° F), the derate goes to 50% and at 116° C (240° F) the derate goes to 75%. At a temperature above 115° C (239° F), the Engine ECM sends a shutdown message to the VIMS module alarming the operator to SAFELY shutdown the engine. The following conditions must be met for a safe engine shutdown. - The engine speed must be less than 1300 rpm - The transmission must be in NEUTRAL - The parking brake is engaged - The machine is at ZERO ground speed
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Low Engine Oil Pressure The illustration above shows a graph of the low oil pressure shutdown. The engine shutdown event is triggered by data sent to the Engine ECM by the filtered oil pressure sensor. If the oil pressure is lower than the trip point as a function of engine speed. An 360 Event will be logged and a Level 3 Shutdown alarming the operator through the Advisor Panel to begin a safe shutdown. The following is a trip point list for a Level 3 Shutdown. 700 rpm - below 250 kpa (36 psi) 1200 rpm - below 300 kpa (43 psi) 2000 rpm - below 375 kpa (54 psi) The following conditions must be met for a safe engine Level 3 Shutdown. - The engine speed must be less than 1300 rpm - The transmission must be in NEUTRAL - The parking brake is engaged - The machine is at ZERO ground speed
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The engine oil coolers are equipped with a bypass valve (1). When the oil pressure exceeds a value of 180 ± 20 kPa (26 ± 3 psi) the valve overrides the spring (2) force and moves off the seat. Oil will bypass the cooler. The bypass valve housing is a transparency in order to view the internal components. The oil pan is equipped with two level switches. The upper switch (3) is used for the Caterpillar Fast Fill option. The upper switch directs current to the indicator lamp in the Service Center to inform the service personnel when the appropriated level in the oil sump is reached. The lower switch (4) is used to inform the operator if the oil in the sump is below the desired level.
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Engine Prelube The optional prelube system consists of the prelube pump/motor (1) and the prelube electric motor relay (2). The prelube pump is a gear pump which draws oil from the engine sump to lubricate the components in the engine block during startup. The prelube motor is a DC motor which drives the prelube pump. The relay will be energized by current sent to the relay contacts (3) when the proper conditions are met. When the relay is energized, current will flow through the cables (4) to run the motor.
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The prelube system has four states: - Prelube is Off/Failed - Prelube is ready to start or prelube continuous - Prelube is waiting for oil (system waiting for a pressure gauge value of 6 kpa (1 psi)) - Prelube is disabled (not installed) The prelube relay diagnostic codes are as follows - CID 338 - FMI 5 - Engine Pre-lube pump relay: current below normal - CID 338 - FMI 6 - Engine Pre-lube pump relay: current above normal The prelube pump will run for 45 seconds or the pump will supply enough flow to supply 48 kPa (7 psi) before ending the cycle. If the prelube pressure drops below 48 kPa (7 psi) the Engine ECM logs a E233 Event - Low Engine Pre-lube Pressure. The 233 Event event will initiate a Level 3 Shutdown.
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Oil Renewal System (ORS) The purpose of the optional ORS is to increase the time interval between oil changes. The system will decrease the amount of used engine oil disposal and increase the availability of the truck. Using ORS will not shorten the life of the engine. The ORS meters engine oil that has been filtered into the monoblock for the High Pressure Fuel Pump. The used engine oil will be consumed in the engine during normal combustion. The amount of oil that is metered is calculated by the Engine ECM. The amount is based on the actual load factor or on the fuel that is consumed by the engine.
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Whenever used oil from the oil sump is injected into the return fuel line, oil from an optional makeup tank (1) is added to the oil sump through hose (8). Regular additions of new oil will allow the oil change interval to be extended. Regular S·O·S Oil Analysis will determine whether an oil change is required. The upper illustration shows the location of the ORS make-up tank (1) on top of the platform. The tank consists of a fill tube (3) and an oil level sensor (2). The sensor signals the Engine ECM when the oil in the make-up tank is below the necessary level. Hose (4) is the supply line that is connected between the make-up tank and the ORS valve. The lower illustration shows the ORS valve (9) with the connections for the flow of used oil. Hose (7) supplies the used filtered oil from the oil filter to the ORS valve. Hose (5) routes the used filtered oil from the valve to the monoblock of the high pressure fuel pump. Troubleshooting the ORS Check to see if the ORS is enabled in Cat ET before troubleshooting the system. Disconnect the rubber hose (5) from the monoblock (not shown). Connect the open end of the hose to a container. Install a plug in the monoblock connector before starting the engine. Use the override function in Cat ET to enable the ORS. The ORS valve will operate when normal operating parameters are met. If oil does not flow out of the hose and fill the container, check the following items. - Engine oil level - Fuel level - Engine oil filters - Restricted hose - Electronic faults The following are diagnostic codes for the ORS solenoid valve. This valve has a MID 033 Diagnostic Code which is engine. - CID O569 - FMI 05 Solenoid valve, open or short to +battery - CID O569 - FMI 06 Solenoid valve, short to ground
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C175-20 HAA Engine Cross Flow Design This illustration shows an internal view of the air flow within the head. Cross flow design is a change in the air flow through the head improving performance, power density, and efficiency. Air enters the intake manifold (1) through the intake passage (2) and into the cylinder (5). From the cylinder, exhaust air flows out through exhaust passage (3) and into the exhaust manifold (4). The cross flow cylinder head design provides separation between both the intake and exhaust ports. The taller head has increased valve lift of 22 mm (.866 inch) compared to 18 mm (.71 inch) on the 3524 engine. The improved air flow enables a greater amount of air in and out of the engine.
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The upper illustration shows the top side of the head with the valve springs and locks. The lower illustration shows a cutaway view showing the curve of the intake passage (1) and the exhaust passage (2). The intake passage is rounded reducing air restriction. This curve increases the efficiency of the air movement. The exhaust passage follows the same type curve as the intake passage. The head features the valves and passages rotated in such a way to provide excellent air flow characteristics.
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The C175-20 HAA Engine uses a unique injector trim file for each individual injector. The Engine ECM monitors the injector performance for fuel effeciency. The injector trim files must be flashed into the Engine ECM if any of the following conditions occur: - An injector is replaced - The Engine ECM is replaced - CID 268 - FMI 2 Diagnostic Code is active (programmed parameter fault- erratic, intermittent, or incorrect) - The Injectors are interchangeable between cylinders The lower illustration show the location of the injector trim file unique number.
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Locating Trim Files From SIS WEB The injector serial numbers and the injector confirmation code are located on the injector. Cat ET may require entry of the injector confirmation code during the process. Access SIS WEB in order to find the unique flash file for the injector that is being replaced. - Record serial number and confirmation code for each injector. - Click on “Service Software Files” in SIS Web (as shown in the upper illustration) - Click on “Injector Trim Files” (shown in the lower illustration)
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Upper illustration -Enter the serial number in the search field (upper illustration) - Download the injector trim file to the PC. (repeat this process for each injector). - Click on the “Search” button. Lower Illustration - Place the cursor over the appropriate file. Then, press the left mouse button to save the file.
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The upper illustration shows the window asking if this file should be saved. - Click the “Save” button if the file is correct. The lower illustration shows the “Save As” screen. Save the unique trim file to the desk top or a individual file. - Click the “Save button. (Ensure that the file is saved as a trim document).
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The flash file is read to be flashed. Perform the following steps in order to flash the injector. - Connect Cat ET - At the menu, select “Service”, “Calibrations”, and “Injector Trim Calibration” - Select the appropriate cylinder - Click the “Change” button - Select the appropriate injector trim file from the PC - Click the “Open” button - If you are prompted, enter the injector confirmation code - Click the “OK” button (the injector trim file is loaded into Cat ET) - Repeat the procedure for each cylinder, as required
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Valve Lash Adjustment Procedure The upper illustration shows the location of the No. 1 Valve Cover (right side, front). From No. 1, straight across the engine is No. 2 Valve Cover (left side, front). Follow this arrangement to the No. 19 Valve Cover (right side, rear) and the No. 20 Valve Cover (left side, rear). The color of the engine valve covers have been changed to maroon. The lower illustration shows the pin (arrow) inserted into the groove on the flywheel. Rotate the crankshaft in the Counterclockwise direction until the pin falls into the groove. NOTE: Counterclockwise direction when looking directly at the flywheel.
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Caterpillar Part Number 269-0550 Timing Pin is located in the upper cover (3) in the upper illustration. Caterpillar Part Number 279-3473 Barring Group should be installed in the right side of the flywheel to rotate the engine. Use a 34 mm socket and ratchet in order to rotate the engine in the counterclockwise direction. NOTE: The proper direction of rotation is Counterclockwise, when looking at the flywheel. When the pin is inserted into the groove in the flywheel, remove the valve cover for No. 1 cylinder. Check the movement in the rocker arms. If the rocker arms are moveable, the engine is most likely on the compression stroke. If the rocker arms are not moveable, the engine is most likely in the exhaust stroke. If the engine is on the wrong stroke, remove the pin and rotate the engine 360°.
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The flywheel is pinned and the correct stroke is identified. Using the charts below and 8H8581 Feeler Gauge, adjust the exhaust valve with the adjustment screw (1). Adjust the intake valve with adjustment screw (2). COMPRESSION STROKE: Intake Valves 1-2-5-6-10-11-13-14-17-18



Exhaust Valves 1-2-4-11-12-13-14-15-16



EXHAUST STROKE: Intake Valves 3-4-7-8-9-12-15-16-19-29



Valve Lash Settings: Intake Valves to 0.8 mm (0.0315 inch) Exhaust Valves to 1.3 mm (0.0512 inch)



Exhaust Valves 5-6-7-8-9-10-17-18-19-20
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C175-20 HAA VALVE TRAIN This illustration shows the valve train for one cylinder in the engine head. - Single camshaft (1) - Solid steel push rods (2) - Floating bridges (3) - Forged steel exhaust rocker (4) - Cast iron intake rocker (5) NOTE: The valve lash adjustment is shown in the previous pages.
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Fuel from the high pressure rail enters the flow limiter through passage (1). The fuel flows around the outside of piston (2) and to outlet passage (3). Fuel then flows through the quill tube (4) to the injector. The purpose of the flow limiter is to prevent over fueling of the cylinder. If an injector has excessive leakage, the increased flow acting on the bottom of the piston from the high pressure fuel rail will cause the piston to move up against the spring force. The further the piston moves up the the barrel the less fuel that is sent through the quill tube to the injector. If there is excessive flow, the piston will move up against the top of the flow limiter body and restrict all flow to the injector. Then, the excess fuel is transferred to the outer wall of the high pressure fuel rail and sent to the fuel tank.
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Leak Detection The above illustration shows a quill tube installed into the flow limiter (5). The quill tube consists of the high pressure line (2), outer wall tubing (1), O-Rings seals (7) and the flanges (3 and 4). The lower illustrations shows an example of double wall tubing that is designed to hold high pressure fuel. Leak path (6) allows fuel to flow back through the system and the fuel tank.
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The High Pressure Fuel Rail system requires special handling to ensure personnel safety, and proper function of components. The system contains spherical ball and conical joints of sealing. The system is designed to operate at approximately 180 MPa (26,000 psi) fuel pressure with a system relief of 205 MPa (30,000 psi). The above illustration shows an example of three conditions of the joint ends of the quill tube. This information is valuable when troubleshooting a leak conditions in the fuel system. When the tube has been removed from the engine, examine the contact ends of the quill tubes and the mating surfaces of the contact area. Inspect the ends and the mating surfaces, there should be a sealing band around the ends of the tubes and the mating surfaces. The joint end (1) shows an off white/light grey color band that is approximately 1 mm (.004 inch) wide this joint end should not leak fuel. Joint end (2) shows some minimal scratches in the end of the tube. The scratches do not interfere with the the sealing band and should have no problem sealing. The joint end (3) shows minimal scratches that are interfering with the sealing band. These scratches are problem points and should be replaced in order to eliminate possible leakage in the system.
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Leaks in the fuel system have been found to be caused by one of the following. - Improper alignment of the system components causing scratches similar to those shown in the previous illustration. - Paint flakes or other debris to the sealing surfaces of the conical and spherical joints. - The pressure sensor, adapters, or an O-ring seal NOTE: When a fuel system leak is positively verified, document the rate of leak, engine hours, any recent service, and other issues with the engine. This information will then be used properly troubleshoot a fuel system leak.
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Flow Limiter The flow limiter (arrow) is located in the high pressure rail. The flow limiter is not pressure dependent but rather flow dependent. The assembly is designed to close when more than 1500 ml of fuel is injected in a single injection event, nominally. An excessive, constant high pressure leak down stream of the flow limiter will also cause the limiter to close off fuel to the injector. The flow limiter is designed to protect the cylinder from over-fueling (broken injector tip, injector control valve stuck open) as the primary function. NOTE: When servicing the flow limiter, remove the flow limiter carefully. When removing the component, take care not to allow the conical joints to touch any other components. Also, never use your hands to remove or install the flow limiter. A special tool is being developed for removal of the flow limiter. Until the tool is developed, use channel locks on the flats of the limiter for removal and insertion.
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209 Handling Precautions The high fuel pressure rail system requires special handling to ensure personnel safety and proper function of the components. The system contains spherical ball and conical joints of sealing. The system is designed to operate at approximately 180 MPa (26,000 psi) fuel pressure with a system relief of 205 MPa (30,000 psi). Before opening a high pressure fuel system or removing components, ensure that the fuel pressure is relieved or purged. The operating fuel system has extremely high pressure. Always wait 15 minutes to allow fuel pressure to be relieved. In addition, check high pressure rail pressure through Caterpillar ET. If the pressure is above or between 1 to 2 MPa (145 to 290 psi) continue to monitor the pressure. Once the pressure in the high pressure fuel rail is below 1 MPa (145 psi) it is safe to open up the high pressure lines. Be aware that the fuel temperature may be warm enough to cause a burn to the skin. Once the system is safe to work on, disassemble the system to remove the damaged components. NOTE: The plastic bags that are shown and being used in the illustrations above have Caterpillar part numbers and are fuel breakdown resistant. Refer to the Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar products. Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and mandates.
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Equipment Part Numbers For Contamination Control Quill tubes - 129-1967- White lithium grease - 1P-0808 - Multipurpose grease - 9U-7072 - Protective cap (quill tube injector end, injector tip) - 9U-7088 - Protective cap (quill tube) - 9U-7087 - Protective cap (flow limiter) - 9U-7084 - Protective cap (flow limiter) - 270-5342 - Ziploc™ bags High Pressure Fuel Pump tubes - 9U-7080 - Protective cap (Inlet and crossover fuel lines) - 9U-7072 - Protective cap - 9U-7088 - Protective cap - 9U-7084 - Protective cap 9- U-7087 - Protective cap Be prepared to collect and contain all fluids during inspection, maintenance, testing, adjusting, and repair of the product. Be prepared to collect any fluids with a suitable container before opening any compartment or disassembling any components containing fluids NOTE: Refer to the Special Publication, NENG2500, “Caterpillar Tools and Shop Products Guide” for tools and supplies to collect and contain fluids on Caterpillar products. Dispose of all fluids according to local regulations and mandates.
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Leak Identification To identify which rail has the fuel leak remove plug (1) and the fitting (2) from the ends of the rail. Run the engine at high idle, while verifying which rail is leaking. Normally, leaks originate from one point and leaking fuel will escape from the joint on that particular side. NOTE: When troubleshooting a suspected problem in the double walled tubing of the high pressure fuel rail, remove and check the hose (2) to the fuel tank breather for fuel flow. This line is installed to allow leakage to flow through the hose and back to the fuel tank. Any excess fuel leakage will be directed back to the tank and NOT out of the breather. The fuel tank breather is located on the frame above the fuel tank on the left side of the truck.
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To identify a leaking injector, remove the plugs (4) from the high pressure rail. Run the engine at high idle. With a fuel joint leak, the fuel should leak out of the open hole where the plugs were removed. Also shown are the fuel injector (1), quill tube (2), and the flow limiter housing (3).
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If there is a visible leak to the outer wall of the high pressure rail, take a hand held infrared thermometer and monitor the temperature at each quill tube (double wall section). Measure the temperature of the tubing section of the quill tube. A temperature differential between quill tubes (higher in the suspected leaking head) helps to determine which quill tube to troubleshoot first. If a cylinder leak has been determined, the upper illustration shows the O-ring to remove to evaluate which area that is leaking. Remove the quill tube. Remove O-ring (arrow) from the quill tube assembly. reinstall the quill tube. Evenly tighten the bolts hand tight, torque the quill tube bolts to 20 ± 2 Nm (150 ± 1.5 lb-ft) (head side first and rail second), torque the quill tube bolts to 40 ± 2 Nm (30 ± 1.5 lb-ft) (head side first and rail second). Run the engine at high idle.
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NOTE: Ensure that ALL the fuel system components are kept extremely clean and always follow the handling precautions shown on a previous page when removing or installing ALL components in the fuel system. Observe the area around the quill tube mounting to the head for leaking fuel. If the fuel is leaking at point (arrow), the quill tube to the injector joint is probably leaking. If there is no visible leaking around the quill tube, check the mating faces between the quill tube and the flow limiter, and the flow limiter and the high pressure rail. After observation of the component joints and the problem has been identified, make the repairs as necessary. Evenly tighten the bolts hand tight, torque the quill tube bolts to 20 ± 2 Nm (150 ± 1.5 li-ft) (head side first and rail second), torque the quill tube bolts to 40 ± 2 Nm (30 ± 1.5 li-ft) (head side first and rail second). NOTE: Always, identify any defects in the O-ring during removal of any components in the fuel system.
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Checking obvious fuel leakage: If leakage is occurring from any of the cylinders, and there are no obvious scratches (leak points) across any sealing bands on the flow limiter, or the rail, replace the high pressure rail pressure sensor, adapter, and O-ring. Always follow the installation procedure for installing lines. - High pressure fuel rail sensor, adapter, and O-ring (1) - Fuel system components for No. 2 cylinder (2) - Fuel system components for No. 4 cylinder (3)
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To check for obvious fuel leakage from No. 19 and/or No. 20 cylinders with no obvious scratches (leak points) across any sealing bands on the flow limiter, or the rail, remove and inspect the high pressure crossover tube (arrow) and the rail joints for scratches. Always follow the installation procedure for installing fuel lines. Bolt torque for the bolts at assembly (1) after lubricating the joints with Lithium Grease: - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand - Torque the bolts to approximately 20 Nm (15 lb ft) - Torque the bolts to approximately 40 Nm (30 lb ft) Bolt torque for the bolts at assembly (2) after lubricating the joints with Lithium Grease: - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand - Torque the bolts to approximately 20 Nm (15 lb ft) - Torque the bolts to approximately 40 Nm (30 lb ft)
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To check for obvious fuel leakage from No. 1 cylinder with no obvious scratches (leak points) across any sealing bands on the flow limiter, or the rail. Remove and inspect tube (1), and tube (2) that is connected to the high pressure pump. Also, check the sealing surfaces on the high pressure rail for scratches. Replace any tubes with questionable sealing surfaces. When assembling the the fuel system components, always keep all the components clean and follow the torque procedures when connecting the tubes. Bolt Torque for joint (3) assembly after lubrication the with Lithium Grease: - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand - Torque the bolts to approximately 20 Nm (15 li ft) - Torque the bolts to approximately 40 Nm (30 li ft) Bolt Torque for joint (4) assembly after lubrication with Lithium Grease. With tube (1) disconnected from block (7) torque the bolts: - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand -Torque the bolts to approximately 10 Nm (7.5 li ft)
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Bolt Torque for joint (6) assembly after lubrication with Lithium Grease. - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand - Torque the bolts to approximately 20 Nm (15 li ft) - Torque the bolts to approximately 40 Nm (30 li ft) Bolt Torque for joint (5) assembly after lubrication with Lithium Grease. - Evenly tighten the bolts by hand - Torque the bolts to approximately 20 Nm (15 li ft) - Torque the bolts to approximately 40 Nm (30 li ft)
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Power Train The power train system for the "F" Series will be similar to the "B" Series. The major differences will be a change in the torque converter lockup clutch and the transmission control valve. The lockup clutch will be equipped with an additional plate and disc. The additional disc was added in order to supply the necessary power due to an increase in horsepower that is developed by the C175-20 cylinder engine. The transmission control valve on the "B" Series was equipped with a latching valve that is located below each clutch modulating valve. The latching valve consists of a shuttle spool, an orifice, and a spring type accumulator. The latching valves were used to keep the transmission in the current gear if there is a loss of electrical power to the Transmission ECM or a clutch modulating valve. On the "F" Series, the latching solenoid and valves are removed. The Transmission ECM will control the desired gear through software.
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Power Train Schematic This illustration shows the hydraulic schematic for the 797F Power Train. In the power train system oil is drawn from the sump in the torque converter housing through a magnetic screen and through the three ports in a suction log that is located in the lower section of the torque converter housing. Oil flows from the torque converter charging pump through the torque converter charging filter to the torque converter inlet relief valve. Transmission control oil joins with the torque converter charging oil at the inlet relief valve. The charging oil flows through the torque converter, the outlet relief valve, the torque converter outlet screen, and the power train oil cooler. The oil flows through the cooler and returns to the torque converter charge pump inlet. Oil flows from the transmission lube pump to the transmission lube manifold. Oil flows through the lube valve to the rear transmission module and to the front transmission module. The lubrication oil is used to cool and lubricate all of the gears, bearings, and clutches in the transmission modules.
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Oil flows from the transmission control pump to the transmission control filter. Oil flows through the control filter to the transmission control valves. When the control valve solenoids are energized by the Transmission ECM, oil flows to the transmission clutches. Oil also flows from the top of the transmission control filter to the torque converter lockup valve. Transmission control oil is used by the lockup clutch in order to provide torque converter lockup when the requirements are met. Transmission control and lubrication oil that falls to the bottom of the transmission case is drawn through the magnetic scavenge screen (in the transmission housing) by the transmission scavenge pump. Then, that oil is directed through a diffuser that is located within the torque converter housing. The scavenge oil flows to the torque converter sump.
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Torque Converter The upper illustration shows the torque converter for the 797F Truck. The torque converter is equipped with an additional plate and disc for the lock-up clutch (arrow). The extra disc and plate has been added due to the increased horse power of the C175 twenty cylinder engine. The lower illustration shows the difference between the "B" Series and the new "F" Series lockup clutch.
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Shown is the top of the 797B transmission case. Transmission main relief pressure can be measured at the pressure tap (1). Latching pressure can be measured at the latching pressure tap (2). The latching pressure sensor (3) provides an input signal to the Transmission ECM. The Transmission ECM uses the latching pressure sensor input to determine if the transmission is in the latched or unlatched mode. The pressure for clutch No. 7 can be measured at the pressure tap (4). To the right of the clutch No. 7 tap are the pressure taps for clutches No. 4, 5, and 6. The pressure for clutch No. 1 can be measured at the pressure tap (5). To the right of the clutch No. 1 tap are the pressure taps for clutches No. 3 and 2.
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797F Transmission Pressure Taps - Main relief pressure (1) - Clutch 7 (2) - Clutch 1 (3) - Converter inlet pressure (4) - Clutch 4 (5) - Clutch 5 (6) - Clutch 3 (7) - Clutch 2 (8) - Clutch 6 (9) The transmission pressure taps have been moved to a strip that is attached to the transmission control valve housing.
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The upper illustration shows the "B Series" transmission control valve. The control valve uses the latching solenoid valves to hold the transmission in the latest desired gear in case the transmission clutch was disabled. The solenoid and latching valve on the "B" Series for each modulating valves have been removed from the control valve. The latching function has been replaced by next available gear software through the Transmission ECM. The Transmission ECM will recognize any issues with a modulating valve and/or wiring. If the ECM recognizes a problem with in the control valve hardware, the ECM will signal for the next available gear by directing current to the appropriate modulating valves. These modulating valves will direct transmission oil to engage the appropriate clutch packs for the desired speed and direction.
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The lower illustration shows the new transmission manifold (control valve) with the following modulating valves. - Modulating valve for clutch No. 4 (1) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 5 (2) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 6 (3) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 3 (4) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 2 (5) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 7 (6) - Modulating valve for clutch No. 1 (7) - Transmission relief valve (8) The following table shows the clutch(s) that are engaged for the gear range. Gear range



Clutches



1st Speed Forward



No. 3 and 6



2nd Speed Forward



No. 2 and 6



3rd Speed Forward



No. 1 and 6



4th Speed Forward



No. 2 and 5



5th Speed Forward



No. 1 and 5



6th Speed Forward



No. 2 and 4



7th Speed Forward



No. 1 and 4



Neutral 1st speed Reverse



No. 2 No. 2 and 7



For the modulating valve solenoid feedback return configuration, refer to the Transmission ECM in the cab section of the presentation.
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STEERING SYSTEM



NO TURN AND PUMP CUTOUT Pressure Switch



Secondary Steering Sensor



Accumulators



Secondary Steering Motor And Pump Steering Control Valve



M



Sensor Steering Pressure Sensor



Pressure Reducing Valve



Priority Spool Hand Metering Unit (HMU)



Accumulator Purge Solenoid and Relief Valve Manifold



Orifice



Directional Spool



Orifice



Load Sense Orifice Backup Relief Valve



Crossover Relief And Check Valves



Steering Cylinder



Check Spool Amplifier Piston



Fan Motor Check Valve



Steering Cylinder With Position Sensor



Displacement Solenoid Valve High Pressure Cutoff Valve



Ball Resolver



Pump Drive



Breathers Steering Tank



Case Drain Filter



Case Drain Filter



Steering Pump



Steering Cooler



244



Steering System Schematic The steering system for the "F" Series truck is similar to the current production "B" Series. The major changes to the system is the steering cylinder on the right side of the truck and the addition of an electrically controlled secondary steering pump. The secondary steering motor and pump replaces the third accumulator that was previously used on the "B" Series. The right side steering cylinder is equipped with a position sensor. The position sensor works with the wheel speed sensors to determine if or when the Brake ECM will signal the one of the rear parking brakes to engage slowing down the wheel on the outside of the turn. The illustration shows the steering system. With the engine running and no movement made with the steering wheel. With the engine running, the pump supply oil flows to the accumulators, the accumulator purge solenoid and relief valve manifold and the pressure reducing valve. The pressure reducing valve reduces the pressure back to the resolvers to 4500 kPa (652 psi). Also, supply oil flows through the steering control valve to the Hand Metering Unit (HMU). If the steering wheel is not turned, the oil flows through the HMU and back to the tank.
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Allowing oil to circulate through the HMU while the steering wheel is stationary provides a "thermal purge" condition, which maintains a temperature differential of less than 28°C (50°F) between the HMU and the tank. This "thermal purge" prevents thermal seizure of the HMU (sticking steering wheel). Oil on both sides of the pistons within the steering cylinders have trapped oil. This oil will be blocked until the steering wheel is moved and a pilot signal is induced at one side or the other of the directional spool.
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Steering Pump The steering pump is part of a double piston pump group. The steering and fan pump is mounted on the front of the pump drive. The pump drive is locate on the inside of the right frame near the torque converter. The pump drive is driven by a drive shaft from the engine. This arrangement is similar on both series trucks The steering pump operates only when the engine is running and provides the necessary flow of oil to the accumulators for steering system operation. The Chassis ECM controls the flow of oil from the steering pump by the controlling the amount of current that is driving the solenoid valve. NOTE: The upper illustration shows the "B" Series steering and fan pump. The lower illustration shows the "F" Series steering and fan pump.
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The Chassis ECM will analyze the pressure in the accumulators and the engine speed and send between 200 and 600 milliamps to the pump solenoid. At approximately 200 mA the pump is at maximum displacement and the pump is providing maximum flow. When the Chassis ECM sends 600 mA to the solenoid valve, the pump goes to minimum displacement and the steering pump is at minimum displacement. The resistance across the solenoid valve should be approximately 22.7 Ohm. The pressure override for both pumps is now adjusted to 34500 ± 500 kPa (5000 ± 72 psi) from 28200 ± 500 kPa for the steering pump and 22750 ± 500 kPa for the fan pump. Also, the displacement for both pump is now adjusted to 190 cubic centimeters per rotation. NOTE: The major difference between the 797B steering pump and the 797F steering pump is the direction of the pump drive. The pump drive direction for the "B" Series is clockwise where the direction of the pump drive for the 797F is counterclockwise. With the change in pump drive rotation, the pump control valves are rotated 180 degrees on the pump drive. The steering pump is located next to the pump drive.
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1



248



2



Secondary Steering The 797B truck was equipped with three accumulators (arrow) shown in the upper illustration. The third accumulator was used to assist in steering the truck if there was a loss of steering oil pressure. The "B" series truck also uses a pressure switch to inform the VIMS module when primary steering pressure is lost. The steering accumulators are located behind the right front wheel. In the lower illustration, the new secondary steering motor and pump (arrow) is shown for the 797F truck. The pump and motor are located on the inside of the frame near the right front wheel. The secondary steering pump supplies steering assist oil if the the primary steering oil flow is lost. The primary steering pressure sensor is located in the block below the secondary steering pump.
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STEERING POSITION SENSOR Cylinder Head End



Sensor Head



Magnet



Rod



250



Connector



Right Steering Cylinder With A Position Sensor The 797F right steering cylinder is equipped with a position sensor. This sensor sends a Pulse Width Modulated (PM) signal to the Brake ECM indicating the cylinder piston position within the piston stroke. The sensor uses a magnetostrictive principle. A wire is stretched inside the length of the sensor rod in order to form a waveguide. At time zero, a current pulse is transmitted down the wire by the electronics in the sensor head. At the point where the pulse reaches the magnetic field of the magnet, an acoustic pulse is generated and sent back to the sensor head. Internal electronics convert the time zero to the time it takes the return pulse to reach the sensor head into an electronic PM signal. The pulse width is directly proportional to the position of the magnet. The sensor frequency is 500 Hz.
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The following is a list of the Diagnostic Codes for the steering cylinder position sensor. This position sensor Diagnostic Codes are activated through the Brake ECM. CID - 2201 - FMI 03 Right Steering Cylinder Position Sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 2201 - FMI 04 Right Steering Cylinder Position Sensor - Voltage below normal CID - 2201- FMI 08 Right Steering Cylinder Position Sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period CID - 2201- FMI 13 Right Steering Cylinder Position Sensor - Out of calibration
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1



3



252 2 4 5



Steering HMU The Hand Metering Unit (HMU) (arrow) is located at the base of the steering column behind a cover at the front of the cab. The HMU is connected to the steering wheel and controlled by the operator. The HMU meters the amount of oil sent to the steering control valve by the speed at which the steering wheel is turned. The faster the HMU is turned, the higher the flow sent to the steering cylinders from the steering control valve, and the faster the wheels will change direction. Lower illustration shows the cab on a shipping pallet. On the back side of the HMU there are four ports:- Return to tank (1) - Left turn (3)- Pump supply (2) - Right turn (4). The fifth port (not shown) is on the far side of the HMU. The fifth port is the load sensing signal line to the steering control valve. Also shown is the manual service brake valve (5).
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BRAKE SYSTEM Two separate brake systems are used on the 797F trucks. The two brake systems are: the parking brake system and the service/retarder brake system. The operation of the brake system for "F" Series is similar to the "B" Series. The major difference is the "F" Series has one chassis brake valve compared to a two section chassis brake valve on the 797B truck. The parking brakes are spring engaged and hydraulically released. The service/parking/retarder brakes are engaged hydraulically and spring released. Diagnostic Codes concerning the Brake ECM and the braking system will be MID 74 unless otherwise noted in the presentation.
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PARKING BRAKE ENGAGED AND ACCUMULATORS CHARGED



Park Brake



Service Brake



Text Reference



Park Brake



Service Brake



Traction Control Valve Pilot Operated Check Valve



Towing Enable Pump and Motor



Service Brake Valve



To Hoist Valve



Service Check Valve 2



Slack Adjuster



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



M



Orifice Sequence Valve



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valve



Relay Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Orifice



Resolver Pressure Reducing Valve



Parking Brake Accumulators



Slack Adjuster



Unloader Solenoid Valve



Park Brake Solenoid



Orifice Screen



Park Brake



Service Brake



Unloader Diverter Valve



RAX Unloading Valve



System Relief Valve



Tank Pressure System Pressure Sensor



Park Brake Valve Parking Brake Pressure Switch



Check Valve 1 Check Valve 2



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor Service Brake Accumulators



Relay Valve Front ARC



Orifice



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



System Pressure



Resolver



Accumulators Purge valve



Service Check Valve



1st Reduced Pressure



Rear ARC



Park Brake



Brake Filter



2ND Reduced Pressure Secondary Source Pressure Environment or Gas Charge



Service Brake



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter Pump Drive Box



Active Element or Movable



Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor



Front And Rear Axle Cooler Pumps
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Braking System Schematic The above illustration shows the pump drive rotating the pump group, and the brake system with the new chassis brake valve installed. This illustration shows the parking brake engaged and the accumulators are charged. When the accumulators are charged, the brake pump flow is unloaded. Supply oil flows from the brake pump through the brake filter to the new chassis brake valve. The chassis brake valve supplies service and parking brake oil pressure, the hoist and traction control pilot supply, and oil flow to the brake oil cooler diverter valve. Also, the unloaded oil is directed to the rear axle lube fan motor. The supply pressure will increase until the brake accumulators are charged and the pressure increases to 20670 ± 670 kPa (3000 ± 100 psi). When the accumulators are charged, the Brake ECM sends a signal to the unloader solenoid valve. The valve shifts upward. The oil pressure between the orifice and the unloader solenoid valve, which is also the signal oil to the unloader diverter valve, drops to approximately tank level. System oil pressure is greater than the signal pressure and the spring at the unloader diverter valve. The diverter valve shifts upward and is open to tank. If the truck is equipped with rear axle lubrication, the system oil is diverted to the Rear Axle Lube (RAXL) fan motor.
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The service brake accumulators supply oil to the brakes (service and ARC) and the parking brake accumulators supply oil to the parking brakes. System oil also flows to the pressure reducing valve which regulates the system oil to pilot pressure of approximately 3700 kPa (535 psi). The pilot oil is supplied to the TCS valve, brake cooler diverter valve, and the hoist valve. The regulated oil directed to the hoist valve is used for pilot oil. In normal operation, the service check valve 2 blocks regulated pilot oil from flowing back through the towing pump to tank. System oil (unregulated) is directed to the pilot at the right side of the TCS pilot valve. The pilot oil is used to shift the pilot valve in order to direct pilot oil (regulated) oil to the Traction Control Valve (TCV). The pilot oil at the TCS pilot valve overrides the spring, the valve shifts and allows regulated oil to flow to the pilot operated check valve in the TCS valve. The braking system is also equipped with a towing enable motor and pump. In the case of a loss of flow from the braking pump, the towing motor can be enabled through the brake release switch in the cab. At this time, towing pump oil will be directed over service brake check valve 2 through the service check valve to the parking brake system.
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Park Brake



Service Brake



Text Reference



SERVICE BRAKE APPLIED PARKING BRAKE DISENGAGED AND ACCUMULATORS CHARGING



Park Brake



Service Brake



Traction Control Valve Pilot Operated Check Valve



Towing Enable Pump and Motor



Service Brake Valve Service Check Valve 2 To Hoist Valve



Orifice



Slack Adjuster



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



Sequence Valves



M



Orifice Sequence Valves



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valves



Orifice



Resolver Parking Brake Accumulators



Pressure Reducing Valve



Slack Adjuster



Rear ARC Accumulators Purge Valve



Service Check Valve



Relay Valve



Front ARC



Park Brake Solenoid



Unloader Solenoid Valve Orifice Screen



Park Brake



Service Brake



System Pressure



Unloader Diverter Valve



RAX Unloading Valve



System Relief Valve



Tank Pressure System Pressure Sensor



Park Brake Relay Valve Parking Brake Pressure Switch



Check Valve 1 Check Valve 2



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor Accumulators



Resolver



Orifice



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



1st Reduced Pressure



Park Brake



Brake Filter



Environment or Gas Charge Active Element or Movable



Service Brake



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter



2ND Reduced Pressure Secondary Source Pressure



Sequence Valves



Relay Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Orifice



Pump Drive Box



Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pumps



Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor
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The above illustration shows the brake system schematic with the parking brake disengaged and the service brake applied. Also, the accumulators are being charged. Pump supply oil flows from the brake pump through the brake filters to the new chassis brake valve. Pump oil is directed to the parking brake proportional valve and the park brake relay valve. When the parking brake solenoid valve in energized by a cab switch input to the Brake ECM, the accumulator sends current to the park brake solenoid valve. The solenoid valve shifts downward and directs oil to the top of the parking brake relay valve. The valve shifts down and directs charge oil to the front and rear parking brakes. The front brakes are directly affected by the oil from the parking brake relay valve. The control of the rear parking brake goes through the Traction Control System (TCS) valve. When the operator releases the parking brakes, parking brake oil is directed to the TCS valve. In the TCS valve, oil closes the check valve and flows through the screen, through the right and left brake control circuit orifices, to the ends of the left and right brake reducing valve spools. When the pressure is high enough, the reducing spools shift toward the left of the TCS control valve and parking brake release oil flows to release the brakes. The traction control system is explained in the Traction Control System section.
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As the operator depresses the service brake valve, the supply oil is directed to both the resolver valves and the poppet in the resolvers blocks the port from the ARC solenoid valves. The oil from the service brake valve flows to the pilot end of the relay valves. The oil pressure on the relay valves overrides the spring force and the relay valves shift to the right. Supply oil is directed to the slack adjusters for the both the front and rear service brakes. Reduced pressure oil then flows from the service brake relay valve to the two slack adjusters and the two brake control valves. The service brake relay valve provides the flow of oil to move the slack adjuster pistons, and control the brake pressure. The slack adjuster consists of just one piston and spring to each wheel piston. As the oil pressure is applied to the brake cylinder, the oil pressure overrides the spring force and the piston engages the service brake pads. The oil flows from the service brake relay valve to the spring chambers of the slack adjusters and moves the pistons in the slack adjusters outward. The slack adjuster moves a high volume of oil to move the wheel pistons quickly. At the same time, the oil from the service brake relay valve flows through the rise rate orifices, to the sequence valves. The orifices (rise rate) control the rate of flow through the brake control valve to the wheel pistons. At approximately 517 kPa (75 psi), the sequence valves, in the brake control valves, open and allow oil to flow around the slack adjuster to the wheel pistons. This pressure dependent bypass flow path restricts the flow of oil (via the rise rate orifice) that increases brake pressure. This restriction, in conjunction with the line and brake cylinder volume, acts to dampen sudden pressure increases that occur upstream of the slack adjuster (at the brakes). How hard the brake pedal is depressed, or how far the manual or auto retarder is engaged will determine how much pressure is available at the wheel pistons. The maximum pressure at the wheels will be 5930 kPa (860 psi) when the pilot signal to the service brake relay valve is 6615 kPa (960 psi). When the operator releases the service brakes, the oil is drained from the slack adjusters and the brake control valves through the service brake relay valve. An orifice in the service brake relay valve drain port controls the rate at which the oil drains (located in a fitting at the chassis brake valve). The wheel piston return springs push the wheel pistons away from the brake discs and force the oil from the wheel piston oil chamber. This action causes the slack adjuster pistons to move toward the center of the slack adjuster and compress the slack adjuster springs. The low reverse restriction to flow fulfills the need to maintain synchronization. This is done by preventing the slack adjuster piston release movement until after the sequence valve closes, allowing unrestricted flow of oil (via the check valve) that reduces brake pressure. When the brake pressure drops, the sequence valve closes. The brake piston return springs push the wheel pistons away from the brake discs. The slack adjuster will maintain an oil volume to the brake piston chamber that positions it for consistent braking as the brake discs wear. The residual pressure balances the brake piston return springs after they have extended and returned the wheel piston. The brake discs separate allowing the cooling oil to flow between the discs for cooling purposes.
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MANUAL RETARDER OR AUTO RETARDER CONTROL ENABLED PARKING BRAKE DISENGAGED AND ACCUMULATORS CHARGED



Park Brake



Service Brake



Text Reference



Park Brake



Service Brake



Traction Control Valve Pilot Operated Check Valve



Towing Enable Pump and Motor



Service Brake Valve Service Check Valve 2 To Hoist Valve



Orifice



Slack Adjuster



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



Sequence Valve



M



Orifice Sequence Valve



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Relay Valve



Orifice



Orifice



Resolver Pressure Reducing Valve



Accumulators Slack Adjuster



Rear ARC Accumulators Purge Valve



Service Check Valve



Screen



Service Brake



System Pressure Sensor



Unloader Diverter Valve



Environment or Gas Charge Active Element or Movable



Park Brake Valve



RAX Unloading Valve Park Brake



Brake Filter



Service Brake



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter



2ND Reduced Pressure Secondary Source Pressure



Accumulators



Parking Brake Pressure Switch



System Relief Valve



Tank Pressure System Pressure



Park Brake Solenoid



Orifice



Check Valve 1 Check Valve 2



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor



Front ARC



Unloader Solenoid Valve



Park Brake



Relay Valve



Resolver



Orifice



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



1st Reduced Pressure



Sequence Valve



Pump Drive Box



Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pumps
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Automatic Retarder Control (ARC) or Manual Retarding This illustration shows the parking brake disengaged and the accumulators are charged. The Automatic Retarder Control system (ARC) is designed to modulate the service brakes during the descent of a grade. The ARC modulates the service brakes to maintain a constant engine speed. The ARC reduces the effort that is required by the operator in order to maintain a constant engine speed while operating the truck downhill. The truck is also equipped with manual retarding. Manual retarding allows the operator to modulate the service brakes through the manual retarder lever (not shown) on the steering column. This braking is available to the operators who have a preference of using the retarder lever instead of the ARC to maintain a constant engine speed while descending down a hill. The retarder lever uses a PWM signal input to the Brake ECM. The Brake ECM interpputs the PWM signal and sends out a PWM voltage to the front and rear ARC solenoid valves. The ARC solenoid valves then operate the same as if the ARC system has been enabled.
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When ARC is enabled and the engine speed/timing sensor senses an increase in desired engine speed, the Brake ECM sends a proportional current to the front and rear ARC solenoid valves. The solenoid valves shift downward sending a signal through the resolvers which the ball shifts upwards blocking flow to the signal line from the service brake valve. The signal flows through the orifices to the pilot port on the relay valves. The pressure in the line between the slack adjuster and the relay valve will act on the right side of the relay valve and modulate the movement of the relay valve and the service brake actuation. The relay valves direct second source oil to the slack adjusters. From there, the slack adjusters act identical to the manual application of the service brakes. The following conditions can cause the ARC function to be engaged: The position of the ARC switch (not shown) in the cab will be engaged and displayed on the Advisor Module. Refer to the display time line to observe which ARC feature is enabled. The VIMS with Advisor section in this presentation explains the display. Normal operation occurs when the ARC On/Off switch is in ON position or the manual retarder is activated with the engine RPM above the desired engine speed. The operator should select the correct gear for the grade, the load, and the ground conditions. When the transmission shifts up to the desired gear and the operator has released the throttle, the ARC will control the amount of service brakes keeping the engine speed at the desired engine speed. The desired engine speed may be programmed by a service person by using Cat ET. Refer to the Systems Operation manual for the "Machine Speed Limit Function" or "Machine Overload Speed Limit Function" for more information on the speed limits. Overspeed protection occurs when the ARC detects an engine overspeed situation. The ARC will engage the brakes regardless of the position of the ARC On/Off switch. Speed limiting occurs when the Brake ECM receives a machine overspeed from the Transmission ECM. If conditions are correct, the Brake ECM will engage the brakes regardless of the position of the ARC On/Off switch. The ARC system has several modes of operation. These modes of operation are visible in Cat ET. Off Mode - This mode indicates that the ARC is not controlling the brakes. Active Mode - This mode indicates that the ARC is active. However, the engine speed is too low for the engagement of the brakes. Retarding Mode - This mode indicates that the ARC is controlling the brakes in order to control the engine speed. Armed Mode - This mode indicates that the ARC system is inhibited because the throttle is depressed. The ARC will not engage the brakes in this mode.
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Fault Mode - This mode indicates that the ARC system may have a diagnostic problem. Test Mode - This mode is used to test the operation of the ARC while the machine is stationary. This mode may only be entered via Cat ET. Protect Mode - This mode indicates that there is some exceptional condition that is allowing the engine to overspeed. The ARC system is controlling the brakes in order to control the engine overspeed. The protect mode will activate the ARC when the ARC on/off switch is off and the engine is overspeeding. If the manual retarder lever and the ARC are ENGAGED at the same time, the control solenoid will receive a current that corresponds to the system that is requiring the most braking. Secondary Brake Pedal Is New The truck is now equipped with a secondary brake pedal (red pedal that is located in the cab) with a position sensor which sends a PM position signal to the Brake ECM. The secondary brake pedal is used to modulate the disengagement of the parking brakes. Depressing the pedal inputs changes the current output of Brake ECM to the parking brake solenoid. The production 797 truck has a hydraulic valve built into the foot pedal that decreased the pilot oil to the parking brake relay valve which applies the parking brake proportionally to the amount of secondary brake pedal downward movement. Under normal operation of the parking brake, full current is directed to the parking brake solenoid (designed to apply the the spring applied brakes if a problem arises with a loss of control current). Accumulator supplied oil is then directed to the side of the parking brake piston which disengages the parking brake on all four wheels. Depressing the secondary pedal sends an input to the Brake ECM. The ECM interpputs the data. Then, the ECM sends a reduction of current to the parking brake solenoid. The proportional valve moves in the upward direction and sends a portion of the pilot oil pressure going to the parking brake relay to tank. At that time, with a proportional amount of oil to the parking brake being directed back to the hydraulic tank, with the drop of pressure retracting the parking brake piston, the spring applied parking brake begins to engage the parking brake pads slowing the movement of the truck. NOTE: If the shift lever is in the park position, the parking brake is commanded to be engaged and the ECM will not recognize the secondary brake pedal position sensor signal.
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ACCUMULATOR PURGE PARKING BRAKE ENGAGED



Park Brake



Service Brake



Text Reference



Park Brake



Service Brake



Traction Control Valve Pilot Operated Check Valve



Towing Enable Pump and Motor



Service Brake Valve



Slack Adjuster



Check Valve To Hoist Valve



Orifice



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



Sequence Valve



M



Orifice Sequence Valve



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valve Orifice



Orifice



Resolver Pressure Reducing Valve



Parking Brake Accumulators



Slack Adjuster



Rear ARC Accumulators Purge Valve



Screen



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



Unloader Solenoid Valve



Secondary Source Pressure Environment or Gas Charge



Park Brake Valve



RAX Unloading Valve Park Brake



System Pressure Sensor



Brake Filter



1st Reduced Pressure 2ND Reduced Pressure



Accumulators



Parking Brake Pressure Switch



Unloader Diverter Valve System Relief Valve



Service Brake



System Pressure



Park Brake Solenoid



Screen Check Check Valve 1 Valve 2



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor



Resolver



Orifice



Park Brake



Relay Valve



Front ARC



Orifice



Tank Pressure



Sequence Valve



Relay Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Pump Drive Box



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pumps



Service Brake



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube



Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor



Active Element or Movable
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Accumulator Purge The accumulator purge solenoid on the new chassis brake valve drains accumulator oil pressure from the service and parking brake accumulators when the truck is not in operation. The accumulator purge solenoid is energized by the Brake ECM when the key start switch is moved to the OFF position. The Brake ECM energizes the purge solenoid open for 120 seconds. The oil pressure (marked by arrows) flows through the orifices through the purge valve back to the hydraulic tank.
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The 797F pilot trucks are going to be equipped with a single manifold brake chassis valve. The valve is a block with strategically drilled holes to direct oil flow for the individual systems that are to be controlled by this valve. This valve takes input oil from the cab brake valve for manual braking. The valve is equipped with proportional solenoid valves for control of the automatic retarding control of the service brakes. The service brakes also have directional valves (relay), orifices for timing and shuttle valves (resolver). The parking brake control section also uses proportional valve for control. The chassis valve is equipped with a pressure regulating valve which controls the regulated oil flow pressure for the hoist valve pilot oil, for piloting the brake cooler diverter valve, and the pilot operated check valve in the traction control valve. The valve is equipped with an ON/OFF solenoid valve to control the purging of the service brake and parking brake accumulators after the engine has been shut off. The valve is equipped with an on/off solenoid valve (with restricted free flow) to control the unloading diverter valve. This valve limit the pump supply oil to the adjusted cut-out pressure. The valve is equipped with a relief valve that is use to back up the unloader valve system. The chassis valve also has switches and sensors which send inputs to the Brake ECM.
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259 New Chassis Brake Valve The following is a list of the components, and/or ports on the new chassis brake valve. - Port (signal from the service brake valve) (1) - Port (to the parking brakes) (2) - Check valve 2 (blocks the service brake accumulators from the supply oil) (3) - Port (brake cooling diverter valve pilot) (4) - Plug (rear service brake relay valve feedback dampening orifice) (5) - Port (rear service brake) (6) - Plug (front service brake relay valve feedback dampening orifice) (7) - Port (front service brake) (8) - Solenoid valve (front ARC) (9) - Plug (front service brake relay valve pilot orifice) (10) - Solenoid valve (rear ARC) (11) - Port (supply for the hoist valve pilot) (12) - TCS valve pilot port (13)
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The following is an additional list of the components, and/or ports on the new chassis brake valve. Port (service brake valve return to tank (T1)) (1) Solenoid valve (parking brake) (2) Port (parking brake relay valve pilot orifice) (3) Sequence valve (4) Solenoid valve (pilot oil for the brake cooling diverter valve) (5) Shuttle valve (rear service brake) (6) Shuttle valve (front service brake) (7) Port (return to tank) (8) Back-up relief valve (9) Port (supply oil) (10) Solenoid valve (accumulator purge) (11) Plug (orifice between parking brake accumulator and purge solenoid valve) (12)
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261 The following is an additional list of the components, and/or ports on the new chassis brake valve. Plug (orifice between service brake accumulator and purge solenoid valve) (1) Port (pump supply pressure sensor) (2) Plug (unloading diverter valve timing orifice) (3) Logic element (pump unloading diverter) (4) Port (to RAXL hydraulic fan motor) (5) Port (return to tank) (6) Port (to parking brake accumulators) (7) Directional valve (parking brake) (8) Relay valve (front service brakes) (9) Relay valve (rear service brakes) (10) (remove to access the pilot orifice) Unloading solenoid valve (11) Port (to service brake accumulators) (12) Plug (parking brake directional valve feedback dampening orifice) (13) Port (parking brake retract pressure switch) (14) Port (to filter screen between system pressure and pressure relief valve) (15)
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The following is the list of the components, and/or ports on the ends of the new chassis brake valve. Check valve 1 (blocks the parking brake accumulators from the supply oil) (1) Port (parking brake accumulator pressure sensor) (2) Pressure reducing valve (3) Port (service brake accumulator pressure sensor) (4) Port (front brake pressure switch) (5) Solenoid valve (RAXL pump drive) (6) Port (pilot oil from the service brake pedal valve) (7)
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Troubleshooting, Diagnosis, and Repair Diagnostic Codes for the Chassis Brake Valve component reporting to the Chassis ECM: MID 057 - CID - 2250 - FMI 03 Brake Accumulator purge solenoid - Voltage above normal MID 057 - CID - 2250 - FMI 05 Brake Accumulator purge solenoid - Current below normal MID 057 - CID - 2250 - FMI 06 Brake Accumulator Purge Solenoid - Current above normal Diagnostic Codes for the Chassis Brake Valve components reporting to the Brake ECM: CID - 0689 - FMI 03 Left Brake Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 0689 - FMI 05 Left Brake Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 0689- FMI 06 Left Brake Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 0690 - FMI 03 Right Brake Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 0690 - FMI 05 Right Brake Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 0690- FMI 06 Right Brake Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 0719 - FMI 03 TCS Proportional Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 0719 - FMI 05 TCS Proportional Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 0719- FMI 06 TCS Proportional Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 0722 - FMI 03 Secondary Brake Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 0722 - FMI 05 Secondary Brake Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 0722- FMI 06 Secondary Brake Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 1231 - FMI 03 Brake Oil Diverter Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 1231 - FMI 05 Brake Oil Diverter Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 1231- FMI 06 Brake Oil Diverter Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 1437 - FMI 03 Rear Axle Pump Drive Oil Diverter Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 1437 - FMI 05 Rear Axle Pump Drive Oil Diverter Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 1437- FMI 06 Rear Axle Pump Drive Oil Diverter Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 1607 - FMI 03 Front ARC Control Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 1607 - FMI 05 Front ARC Control Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 1607- FMI 06 Front ARC Control Solenoid - Current above normal
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CID - 1608 - FMI 03 Rear ARC Control Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 1608 - FMI 05 Rear ARC Control Solenoid - Current below normal CID - 1608- FMI 06 Rear ARC Control Solenoid - Current above normal CID - 1961 - FMI 03 Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 1961 - FMI 04 Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor - Voltage below normal CID - 1961- FMI 06 Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period normal CID - 1963 - FMI 03 Brake Pump Unloading Solenoid - Voltage above normal CID - 1963 - FMI 04 Brake Pump Unloading Solenoid - Voltage below normal CID - 1963- FMI 08 Brake Pump Unloading Solenoid - Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period CID - 2813 - FMI 03 Secondary Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor - Voltage above normal CID - 2813 - FMI 05 Secondary Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor- Current below normal CID - 2813- FMI 06 Secondary Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor - Current above normal NOTE: The Secondary Brake reference in the diagnostic code list will be called the Parking Brake through out the rest of the documentation.
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Traction Control System The above illustration shows the truck moving with the Traction Control System (TCS) in normal operation (left) and with a situation where the left wheel is spinning 2.2 times faster than the right wheel (right).2.2 revolutions is considered the "Cut-in Ratio" The TCS uses the rear parking brakes that are spring engaged and hydraulically released to decrease the revolutions of a spinning wheel. The TCS allows the tire with better underfoot conditions to receive an increased amount of torque. The system is controlled through the Brake ECM. The Brake ECM monitors the drive wheels through four input signals. There is one speed sensor signal at each drive axle, and two speed sensor signals for the transmission output shaft. When a spinning drive wheel is detected, the Brake ECM sends a signal to the proportional valve and the selector valve. The selector valve engages the parking brake of the spinning wheel. The proportional solenoid valve controls the volume of oil being drained from the selected parking brake control circuit. The rate of flow is controlled by a signal from the Brake ECM. The more current that is sent to the proportional valve, the more the proportional solenoid valve is opened, and more oil pressure is drained from the selected parking brake. The production 797B Truck has a 2.2 spinning factor in the software for the cut-in wheel speed ratio.
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STEERING ANGLE VS. CUT-IN WHEEL SPEED RATIO
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NOTE: The illustration above is an example of the Steering angle versus the cut-in wheel speed ratio. These numbers are not an accurate replication of the TCS map. These numbers in the illustration is being used for training purposes, only. These numbers will probably be changing through the pilot phase. The TCS for the 797F is considered to be "enhanced" with the TCS monitoring the "Cut-in Ratio" change depending on the angle of the steering cylinder position sensor. As shown earlier in the presentation, the sensor is inside the right steering cylinder. The goal of the Traction Control is to keep the wheels speed constant. With the front wheels held in position for straight-line motion, the cut-in ratio will be lower (approximately 1.2) giving the truck the best chance for adequate traction. This would give the truck to have the best chance at having enough traction to continue moving in a straight line. In a tight turn, the numbers in the software map should ensure the wheel speed ratio is near the expected ratio of speeds between the wheels during the turn. The ratio should be somewhere between 1.55 and 2.0. The appropriate amount of traction is maintained during completion of the turn. After the TCS is engaged, the spin ratio will be locked in until TCS is disengaged. After disengagement, the spin ration will update depending on the steering cylinder angle. As an example, if the wheel starts slipping and the operator turns the wheel slightly, the ratio
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will hold at the lower value no matter what the steering angle is. TCS will have a greater impact for regaining traction. The TCS alert indicator will be illuminated steadily for the duration that the TCS is engaged. TCS has two test modes: Traction control system dynamic test mode (manual) and (semi-automatic). Manual Test The operator initiates the test by holding down the TCS test switch (located in the cab overhead on the left side). This test will reduce the cut-in spin ratio to 1.3 and allow TCS to engage during slight left or right turns. Semi-automatic Test The Traction Control System allows the operator to monitor the TCS Solenoid currents as they automatically cycle back and forth. The operator or technician can initiate this test mode if the truck is in the following state. Truck is stationary Service brakes are applied Parking brake is released TCS test switch is depressed The test is initiated through the service tool (ET) and following the on-screen instructions. The TCS will oscillate the current of each TCS solenoid (right and left) one at a time. First, the left solenoid will be engaged, and the current in the TCS Proportional Solenoid will be ramped up to full current, then down to no current. Second, the right solenoid will be engaged and the current in the TCS Proportional Solenoid will be ramped up to full current, then down to no current. The test will continue until stopped by the operator. Two Diagnostic Codes not covered in the earlier presented in the brake valve diagnostics. CID - 0607- FMI 02 Left Rear Wheel Speed Sensor - Erratic signal CID - 0607- FMI 08 Left Rear Wheel Speed Sensor- Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period CID - 0608- FMI 02 Right Rear Wheel Speed Sensor - Erratic signal CID - 0608- FMI 08 Right Rear Wheel Speed Sensor- Abnormal frequency, pulse width, or period
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The Traction Control System (TCS) valve (1) is mounted inside the rear of the left frame rail. There are two electrically controlled valves that are mounted on the (TCS) valve, the proportional valve (2) and the selector valve (3). The pilot signal pressure tap (4) is located below the TCS valve. Hose assembly (5) is connected to the right rear parking brake with pressure tap (7). Hose assembly (6) is connected to the left rear parking brake with pressure tap (8).
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797F AIR SCHEMATIC



Air Dryer Assembly No.2 Pressure Protection Valve
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Relief Valve Auto Lube Solenoid Valve



Pressure Switch Air Horn
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Air System The major difference in the air system between the "B" Series truck and the "F" Series truck is the air system will have two individual air reservoirs and new easier to service air dryer. The air system on the 797F is used for the following functions: - Engine start-up - Automatic lubrication injection (grease) - Horn Air flows from the air compressor to two individual air dryer assemblies. The air dryer remove contaminant's and moisture from the air system. Air flows from the air dryer to the air dryer switching module and the pressure protection valve. The air dryer switching module receives 24 volts. When system pressure reaches 482 kPa (70 psi), the air dryer switching module timer starts and opens a purge port to one of the air dryer every 30 seconds. The switching valve alternates control pressure between the air dryer assemblies. When supply pressure to the air dryer control module drops below 482 kPa (70 psi), the timer in the control stops the air purge cycle. This happens every time the system air pressure reaches 830 kPa (120 psi) and the air compressor governor cuts out.
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This control system provides a continuous air drying capability, as long as the key is on and the air supply pressure is at least 482 kPa (70 psi). Pilot air flows from the air tank to the air compressor governor. When the air compressor governor senses that system air pressure is at 830 kPa (120 psi) (cut-out pressure), the governor directs air flow to the unloader valve in the air compressor and air stops flowing from the air compressor to the air dryer assemblies. After the air compressor cuts out, the air dryer control module will purge one of the air dryer one last time. The air pressure between the pressure protection valve and the air dryer control module will then decrease below 482 kPa (70 psi). The air dryer control module will then stop purging the air dryer until the air system pressure drops below the air compressor governor cut-in setting. When the air compressor cuts in, the air dryer control module will start the air dryer purge cycle again when 621 kPa (90psi) air supply pressure is present at the pressure protection valve. The pressure protection valve opens at 550 kPa (80 psi) and closes at 482 kPa (70 psi). The pressure protection valve provides a backup for the check valve located on the air tank. Air flows through the pressure protection valve and the check valve and fills the air tank. The check valve prevents a loss of air in the tank if the air dryer, the air dryer control module, or the pressure protection valve require service. A relief valve is located on top of the air tank. The relief valve protects the air system if the air compressor governor fails to limit the system air pressure. The relief valve also protects the air system if the tank is filled from a remote air supply that is set too high. The setting of the relief valve is 1035 kPa (150 psi). Air flows three directions from the air reservoirs: Air flows from the two air reservoirs to the air start solenoid, the autolube grease system, and the electrically controlled air horn. Air flows to the air start solenoid. The Chassis ECM energizes the air start solenoid. The Chassis ECM will only energize the air start solenoid if the transmission is in NEUTRAL and the parking brakes are engaged. When the air start solenoid is ENERGIZED, pilot air flows to the air starter(s) in order to engage the starter pinions. When the air starter is engaged, air is directed to the diverter valve. When the air pressure is sufficient, the diverter shifts to the right and supply air is directed to the air starter. The air starters crank the engine.
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The upper illustration shows the location of the air compressor. The compressor is located on the front of the C175-20 engine and is accessed from the below on the right side of the truck. The lower illustration shows the location of the two air reservoirs. The larger reservoir (2) 500 L (132 Gal) is located closer to the front of the truck. The smaller reservoir (3) 182 L (48 Gal) is located between the left front tire and the C175-20 engine. Also located near the smaller reservoir is the the air horn (4) and the air dryer assemblies (5).
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HOIST AND BRAKE COOLING SCHEMATIC SHALLOW GRADE RETARDING AR.
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Schematic for the new Shallow Grade Arrangement Shallow grade is a new arrangement for the 797F truck. The operation of the brake cooling system for the shallow grade consists of three gear pumps drawing oil from the hydraulic tank and directing through a screen assembly. Before the two oil coolers, the supply oil is joined by the cooling oil from the hoist and brake cooling valve. The combined oil supply flow into two paths. One path is back to the hydraulic tank where there is a set of two check valves that holds sufficient flow through the brake cooling system. The second path directs oil into the two oil coolers. From the two coolers, the oil flows in two directions. One direction is to the filter and to the front brakes. In the other direction, oil flows through the orifice and to the rear brakes. From the brakes, the oil returns to the hydraulic tank.
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The illustration shows the components which supply oil for front and rear brake cooling. The oil from the hydraulic tank (4) is directed into the two coolers (3) on the back side. The cooled oil flows out of the coolers through the manifold (5). From the manifold, tube (6) sends oil carries oil through the orifice (1) and through the hose which supplies oil for the rear brake cooling. Tube (7) sends oil through filter group (2) before dividing the supply between the two front brakes. The shallow grade arrangement is using one orifice and hose interior diameter to balance the cooling between the front brakes and the rear brakes.
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This illustration shows the pump and pump drive supplying oil to the brake coolers for the shallow grade arrangement. The graphic shows the right side of the truck with the frame removed for clarity. The pump stack (1) draws oil from the hydraulic tank through three hoses. The three pump direct oil through the manifold that is attached to the discharge of each pump. From the manifold the oil flows through the screen (2). From the screen the oil flow through the tube and into the lower manifold (3). Also, the oil is flowing back to the hydraulic tank from the manifold. This oil flow through a set of check valves (4) inside the tank which have sufficient spring force to hold 790 kPa (115 psi) in the cooling system.
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HOIST AND BRAKE COOLING SCHEMATIC STEEP GRADE PILOT SOLENOID VALVE ENERGIZED PARKING BRAKE DISENGAGED
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Steep Grade Arrangement Schematic The illustration shows the hoist and brake cooling system for the steep grade arrangement. The hoist and brake cooling pump draws oil from the hydraulic tank. Oil flows from the two front pump sections and combines at the front hoist screen. Oil flows from the front hoist screen through the hoist and brake cooling control valve to the hoist cylinders. With no PM signal to the proportional valves, the oil is blocked at the hoist valve. Then, the oil is directed to the rear brake cooling diverter valve, the rear brake oil coolers, and the rear brakes. Oil flows from the two rear pump sections and combines at the rear hoist screen. Oil flows from the rear hoist screen through the hoist and brake cooling control valve to the hoist cylinders. With no PM signal to the proportional valves, the oil is blocked at the hoist valve. Then, the oil is directed to the front brake oil coolers, the front brake cooling oil filters, and the front brakes. When the hoist cylinders are not being raised or lowered, oil flows to the brakes. When the hoist cylinders are being raised or lowered, the Chassis ECM energizes the hoist pilot ON/OFF solenoid, the two hoist pump bypass solenoids, and two of the hoist control solenoids. One hoist control solenoid is energized to provide supply oil to the hoist cylinders and another solenoid is energized to drain oil from the hoist cylinders.
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Rear brake cooling oil flows through the diverter valve. The diverter valve is located behind on the right side of the truck next to the brake system filter. When brake oil temperature is greater than 107°C (225°F), the Brake ECM sends +24 Volts to energize the brake cooling oil diverter valve solenoid. When the solenoid is energized, signal oil flows from the chassis brake valve to the diverter valve. When signal oil is present, oil flows through the diverter valve and the rear brake oil coolers, to the rear brakes. When the solenoid is de-energized, the hoist pump oil bypasses the rear brake oil coolers and flows directly to the rear brakes. Hoist pilot oil pressure is controlled at the chassis brake valve by a pressure reducing valve. Hoist pilot oil flows to the hoist valve manifold. The pilot oil enable solenoid controls the flow of pilot oil to the top and bottom of all of the directional spools in the hoist valve. A brake cooling drive pump is located at the bottom rear of the pump drive. Oil flows from the brake cooling drive pump to the brake cooling drive motor and drives three brake cooling pumps located in the hydraulic tank. Oil flows from the rear brake cooling pump and joins with the hoist oil to cool the front brakes. Oil flows from the two front pumps and joins with the hoist oil to cool the rear brakes. The Brake ECM controls a solenoid on the brake cooling drive pump. When brake oil temperature is less than 102°C (215°F), the solenoid for the brake cooling drive pump is deenergized. The piston pump goes to low pressure standby. Only oil necessary for response and lubrication is developed by the brake cooling pump. When brake oil temperature is greater than 102°C (215°F) but less than 107°C (225°F), the Brake ECM sends a PM signal to the brake cooling drive pump to modulate the brake cooling flow from the pumps. When brake oil temperature is greater than 107°C (225°F), the Brake/Cooling ECM sends a signal to the brake cooling drive pump to provide maximum brake cooling flow from the pumps. The rotation of the hydraulic pumps that are driven by the pump drive have changed from counterclockwise direction to clockwise direction. The pump drive rotation has changed due to the engine power out drive shaft rotation on the C175 engine is now reversed compared to the "B" series.
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Brake Oil Coolers The upper illustration shows the rear brake oil coolers (1) for the 797B Trucks. The two front brake coolers are located on the left side of the truck. The lower illustration show the coolers (2) (front cooler directed oil to the front brakes and the two rear coolers direct oil the rear brakes) which are replacements for the five oil coolers on the "B" Series. The new square coolers are now used for improved cooling.
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CONCLUSION This presentation has provided information for the Caterpillar 797F pilot trucks. All the new and different components and their locations were identified. The information in this package should assist the technician to analyze problems in any of the major systems on this machine.
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LAB OBJECTIVES This laboratory exercises measures your ability to identify, point out, and describe the systems on the 797F Pilot trucks. In the labs, follow the directions in the worksheets to complete the labs. During the class presentation, take notes as the function, operation and location of different component discussed in the presentation about the new 797F Pilot Truck.



INDIVIDUAL LAB OBJECTIVES LAB A:



1. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, locate and identify the C175-20 components during the lab exercise.



LAB B:



2. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, locate and identify the Cab components during the lab exercise.



LAB C:



3. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, match the operation at the left with the callouts (graphic) for the new externally mounted transmission pressure tap block.



LAB D:



4. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, with the provided writing instrument, write a brief explanation about what is shown in the brake graphic



LAB E:



5. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, with the provided writing instrument, write a brief explanation about what is shown in the second brake graphic



LAB F:



6. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, with the provided writing instrument, match the component numbers in the graphic with the components listed to the right.



LAB G:



7. Given a 797F Series Pilot Truck, with the provided writing instrument, write a brief explanation about what is shown in the schematic for the shallow grade (graphic)
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Lab A: Caterpillar C175-20 Engine Component Identification Worksheet Use this worksheet during the presentation to fill in the blank spaces indicating the location and function of each component. If the instructor decides to use tags in the lab exercise, match the tag attached to the component with the correct name.



797F Truck Engine Component Locations And Functions ___



Engine ECM Location: Function:



___



Engine oil low level switch Location: Function:



___



High pressure fuel rail pressure sensor Location: Function:



___



Engine oil cooler cores Location: Function:



___



Crankshaft speed/timing sensor Location: Function:



___



Engine oil sight glass Location: Function:



___



Coolant pump Location: Function: .



___



Block coolant outlet temperature sensor Location: Function:
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Lab A: Caterpillar C175-20 Engine Component Identification Worksheet (continued) ___



Intake manifold temperature sensor Location: Function:



___



Block oil pressure and temperature sensors Location: Function:



___



Fuel transfer pump and pressure sensor Location: Function:



___



Camshaft speed/timing sensors Location: Function:



___



High pressure fuel pump and monoblock block Location: Function:



___



Secondary fuel filters and pressure sensors Location: Function:



___



Air conditioning compressor Location: Function:



___



Crankcase pressure sensors Location: Function:



___



Block coolant outlet pressure sensor Location: Function: Atmospheric pressure sensor Location: Function:



___
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Lab B: 797F Cab Component Identification Worksheet Use this worksheet during the presentation to fill in the blank spaces indicating the location and function of each component. If the instructor decides to use tags in the lab exercise, match the tag attached to the component with the correct name. 797F Truck Engine Component Locations And Functions ___



Transmission ECM Location: Function:



___



VIMS Main module Location: Function:



___



Service connector Location: Function:



___



Fuel accelerator pedal Location: Function:



___



24 to 12 volt converter Location: Function:



___



Secondary brake pedal sensor Location: Function:



___



Chassis ECM Location: Function: .



___



Service brake pedal Location: Function:



___



Left side light and switch Location: Function:
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Lab B: Implement Hydraulic System Component Identification Worksheet (continued) ___



Traction control test switch Location: Function:



___



Secondary steering test switch Location: Function:



___



Shift down button switch Location: Function:



___



Throttle lock switch Location: Function:



___



Brake retract switch Location: Function:



___



HVAC condenser relay Location: Function:



___



VIMS analysis module Location: Function:



___



Auto retarding switch Location: Function:



___



Left hand window rocker switch Location: Function:



___



Transmission shift lever Location: Function:



___



Brake ECM Location: Function:
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Lab C: 797F Transmission Control Pressure Tap Worksheet Use this worksheet during the presentation to fill in the blank spaces matching the the pressure tap callous in the graphic with the list below.



1



6



4



2 3



5



797F Transmission Pressure Taps - Clutch 5



___



- Clutch 2



___



- Clutch 6



___



- Clutch 1



___



- Clutch 3



___



- Main relief pressure



___



- Clutch 7



___



- Clutch 4



___



- Converter inlet pressure



___



8 7



9
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Service Brake



Park Brake



Service Brake



Traction Control Valve Pilot Operated Check Valve



Towing Enable Pump and Motor



Service Brake Valve



To Hoist Valve



Service Check Valve 2



Slack Adjuster



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



M



Orifice Sequence Valve



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valve



Relay Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Orifice



Resolver Pressure Reducing Valve



Parking Brake Accumulators



Slack Adjuster



Relay Valve



Unloader Solenoid Valve



Park Brake Solenoid



Orifice Screen



Park Brake



Service Brake



Unloader Diverter Valve



RAX Unloading Valve



System Relief Valve



Tank Pressure System Pressure Sensor



Park Brake Valve Parking Brake Pressure Switch



Check Valve 1 Check Valve 2



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor Service Brake Accumulators



Front ARC



Orifice



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



System Pressure



Resolver



Accumulators Purge valve



Service Check Valve



1st Reduced Pressure



Rear ARC



Park Brake



Brake Filter



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter



2ND Reduced Pressure Secondary Source Pressure Environment or Gas Charge



Service Brake



Pump Drive Box



Active Element or Movable



Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor



Front And Rear Axle Cooler Pumps



Lab D: Brake System Study the graphic, with the supplied writing instrument write a brief description explaining the operation shown in the graphic.
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Service Brake Valve Service Check Valve 2 To Hoist Valve



Orifice



Slack Adjuster



To / From Brake Cooler Diverter Valve



Sequence Valves



M



Orifice Sequence Valves



Service Brake Pressure Switch



Sequence Valves



Orifice



Resolver Parking Brake Accumulators



Pressure Reducing Valve



Slack Adjuster



Rear ARC Accumulators Purge Valve



Service Check Valve



Relay Valve



Front ARC



Park Brake Solenoid



Unloader Solenoid Valve Orifice Screen



Park Brake Check Valve 2



System Pressure



Unloader Diverter Valve



RAX Unloading Valve



System Relief Valve



Tank Pressure System Pressure Sensor



Park Brake Relay Valve Parking Brake Pressure Switch



Check Valve 1



Service Brake



Service Brake Accumulator Pressure Sensor Accumulators



Resolver



Orifice



Accumulator Pressure Sensor



1st Reduced Pressure



Park Brake



Brake Filter



Environment or Gas Charge



Service Brake



Hoist Pilot Drain Makeup Flow from Filter



2ND Reduced Pressure Secondary Source Pressure



Sequence Valves



Relay Valve



TCS Pilot Valve



Orifice



Pump Drive Box



Active Element or Movable



Fan Motor Rear Axle Lube Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pumps



Brake Cooling Pump(s)



Front and Rear Axle Cooler Pump Motor



Lab E: Brake System Study the graphic, with the supplied writing instrument write a brief description explaining the operation shown in the graphic.
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797 AIR SCHEMATICS RESERVOIRS CHARGED



5 3 2



7 1



Reservoir



Auto Lube



Reservoir



9 6 8 Air Horn



Lab F: Air system components Match the numbers next to the component in the graphic with the component name _____ Air start solenoid _____



Air dryer switching module



_____



Auto lube solenoid valve



_____



Air starter



_____



Horn solenoid



_____



Air dryer assembly No. 2



_____



Air dryer assembly No. 1



_____



Air dryer switching module



_____



Pressure protection valve



_____



Governor assembly
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From Brake Valve



Check Valve



Service Brake



Parking Brake



Front Brake Cooling Bypass Valve



Relief Valve Raise Head end to Tank



Hoist Cylinders



Check Valve Lower Pump to Rod End



Rear Brake Cooling Bypass Valve



Parking Brake Check Valve



Pilot Solenoid Valve



Service Brake



Raise Pump to Head End



Relief Valve



Lower Rod End to Tank



Check Valve Relief Valve



Check Valve



Relief Valve Orifice



Check Valve



Bypass Valve and Pressure Switch



Pump Drive Box Service Brake



Parking Brake



Coolers



Filter Groups



Parking Brake



Service Brake



Hoist And Cooling Pump Cooling Pumps



LAB G: Schematic for the Shallow Grade Arrangement Study the graphic, with the supplied writing instrument write a brief description explaining the operation shown in the graphic.
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797F Transmission Pressure Taps - Clutch 5



_6__



- Clutch 2



_8__



- Clutch 6



_9__



- Clutch 1



_3__



- Clutch 3



_7__



- Main relief pressure



_1__



- Clutch 7



_2__



- Clutch 4



_5__



- Converter inlet pressure



_4__



LAB ANSWERS



8 7
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797 AIR SCHEMATICS RESERVOIRS CHARGED



5 3 2



7 1



Reservoir



Auto Lube



Reservoir



9 6 8 Air Horn



Lab F: Air system components Match the numbers next to the component with the component name __8__ Air start solenoid __5__



Air dryer switching module



__10_



Auto lube solenoid valve



__2__



Air starter



__6__



Horn solenoid



__3__



Air dryer assembly No. 2



__4__



Air dryer assembly No. 1



__5__



Air dryer switching module



__7__



Pressure protection valve



__1__



Governor assembly
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VIMS MAIN MODULE INTERNET PROTOCOLS SET-UP WITH CAT ET
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Internet Protocols In The Main Module Connecting Cat ET to the truck for resetting the Internet Protocols (IP address). Before attempting to connect with the VIMS Main module, ensure that the computer being used is equipped with Caterpillar ET Version 2007C or later. Connect the new 305-5528 - Cable to the VIMS port in the cab and the serial plug of the cable to the serial port on the backside of the off-board computer. Do not connect the Ethernet section of the cable at this time To communicate between the off-board computer and the VIMS modules, there are some directions that need to be followed. Double click on the Cat ET icon on the off-board computer and follow the directions on the screen. When the connections are correct, the screen will show a vertical list of the truck ECMs. The first step is to change the internet protocols in the VIMS Main Module. Follow the directions to complete the setup.
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Double click on the ET icon on the desktop to open ET. When ECMS in Cat ET are synchronized, a list of ECMs will appear on the screen. (Shown in the illustration). Click on the VIMS Main Module to ensure that the VIMS Main Module will be first on the vertical list. Click "OK."
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-ECM Summary



File View Information Service Utilities Help



Available ECM(s) VIMS Main Module



Description



Value



ECM Part Number ECM Serial Number



2584548-00 27948014HU



Personality Module Part Number Personality Module Release Date



2830051-06 OCT06



Personality Module Description



VIMS 3G Phase2 ECUA1.1



I VIMS Main Module



3



The illustration shows the location of the configuration symbol (circled in red). Click on the icon to open the configuration screen showing the internet protocols that will be required to changed in order to communicate through the ethernet section of the cable.
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When the list of ECMs appear on the computer screen, locate the VIMS Main Module. Scroll down to the title line "Internet Protocol." Click on "Internet Protocol" until the screen appears as shown in the upper illustration. Scroll down in the description fields to "Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status." Click on the "Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status." Click on the "Change" on the lower level of the ET Screen.
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When the screen in the lower illustration appears, proceed to the "New Value:" drop down box until Disabled appears. Then, click on the "OK" button.
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When the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status has been changed to Disabled, you can start reconfiguring the IP address in the VIMS Main Module.
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Double click on the Internet Protocol (IPv4) Address in the Description field. The screen in the lower illustration will appear. Type the new IP address as shown below in the New Value: window. 192.168.1.21 Then click on the "OK" button.
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Electronic Technician window will ask to verify whether this new IP address should be reprogrammed into the VIMS Main Module. Click on the "Yes" button.
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After the Internet Protocol Address change has been verified, click on the "Internet Protocol (IPv4) Network Mask" line in the Description field. Click on the "Change" button. The change screen will appear. At this time, type the new IP Network Mask address as shown below in the New Value: window. 255.255.255.0 Then, click on the "OK" button.
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The Electronic Technician screen will appear and ask if you are sure that the new Network Mask parameter should be reprogrammed. Click on the "Yes" button to confirm.
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After the Network Mask has been changed, click on the "Network Default Gateway Internal Protocol (IPv4) Address" line in the "Description" field. Click on the "Change" button. The screen in the upper illustration will appear. Type the new IP address as shown below in the New Value: window. 192.168.1.1 Then, click on the "OK" button.
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The Electronic Technician screen will appear and ask if you are sure that the new Network Default Gateway Internal Protocol address parameter should be reprogrammed. Click on the "Yes" button to confirm.
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Verification Screen for the VIMS Main Module parameters
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VIMS APPLICATION MODULE INTERNET PROTOCOLS SET-UP WITH CAT ET
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Internet Protocols In The Application Module Connecting Cat ET to the truck for resetting the Internet Protocols (IP address). Before attempting to connect with the VIMS Application module, ensure that the computer being used is equipped with Caterpillar ET Version 2007C or later. Connect the new 305-5528 - Cable to the VIMS port in the cab and the serial plug of the cable to the serial port on the backside of the off-board computer. The Ethernet cable is not plugged in at this time. To communicate between the off-board computer and the VIMS modules, there are some directions that need to be followed. Double click on the Cat ET icon on the off-board computer and follow the directions on the screen. When the connections are correct, the screen will show a vertical list of the truck ECMs. The first step is to change the internet protocols in the VIMS Application Module. Follow the directions to complete the setup. NOTE: To change the VIMS Application Module IP address, the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Enable Status must be reprogrammed to be Disabled. Follow the instructions for disabling the DHCP that is in the VIMS Main Module section.
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The illustration shows the location of the configuration symbol (circled in red). Click on the icon to open the configuration screen showing the internet protocols that will be required to changed in order to communicate through the ethernet section of the cable. Refer to Page 4
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When the list of ECMs appear on the computer screen, locate the VIMS Application Module. Scroll down to the title line "Internet Protocol." Click on "Internet Protocol" until the screen appears as shown. Scroll down in the description fields to "Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status." If the DHCP is enabled, it must be changed.
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Click on the "Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status." Click on the "Change" on the lower level of the ET Screen. When the screen in the lower illustration appears, proceed to the "New Value:" drop down box until Disabled appears. Then, click on the "OK" button.
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Verification screen for acknowledgement of the DHCP Change
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When the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Enable Status has been changed to Disabled, you can start changing the IP address in the VIMS Application Module. Double click on the Internet Protocol (IPv4) Address in the Description field. The screen in the lower illustration will appear. Type the new IP address as shown below in the New Value: window. 192.30.52.45 Then click on the "OK" button.
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Verification screen for acknowledgement of the Internet Protocol Change for the VIMS Application Module. Click the "Yes" button for verification
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After the Internet Protocol Address has been changed, click on the "Internet Protocol (IPv4) Network Mask" line in the Description field. Click on the "Change" button. The screen in the upper illustration will appear. Type the new IP address as shown below in the New Value: window. 255.255.255.0 Then, click on the "OK" button.
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Verification screen for acknowledgement of the Internet Protocol Network Mask Change for the VIMS Application Module. Click the "Yes" button for verification.
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22 After the Network Mask has been changed, click on the "Network Default Gateway Internal Protocol (IPv4) Address" line in the Description field. Click on the "Change" button. The screen in the upper illustration will appear. Type the new IP address as shown below in the New Value: window. 192.30.52.1 Then, click on the "OK" button.
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The screen in the lower illustration will appear and ask to verify that the new Network Default Gateway Internet Protocol address parameter should be reprogrammed. Click on the "Yes" button for verification.
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If all the values in the three Internet Protocols are correct, the protocols are entered. Close the Cat ET. NOTE: Cycle the key start switch in order to save the configuration in the VIMS modules. This step is necessary to set the configuration data into the VIMS Main Module and the VIMS Application Module.
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Open up My Computer from the desktop (or use the Windows key along with the "e" key). Select the C: \ drive. Go to Program Files\Vims on the C: drive. Click on the file IP_Address.txt
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This default screen will appear. This txt screen must be rewritten. Proceed to the next page for the proper IP address.
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When the text files window come up on the screen, The IP address for the application module that is shown in the upper illustration needs to be changed. Change the IP address for the Application module as shown in the lower illustration. The following IP address should be typed in the application module IP address field. 192.30.52.45 After the IP address has been changed, go to the tool bar. - Click on File. - Click on Save. - Click on File. - Click on Exit.
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Proceed to the Desktop and double click on My Computer. Double click on the Local Disk (C:) Icon. Right mouse click on the ConnectVIMS.netsh file. When the screen comes up, Select "Open with." When the "Open With" window appears, click on either "Note Pad" or "Word Pad." Click "OK."
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If you are planning to connect to the VIMS service port in the cab, type the correct IP addresses in the text file shown. static addr=192.168.1.20 mask=255.255.255.0 gateway=192.168.1.21
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If you are planning to connect to the VIMS service port on the bumper, type the correct address in the text file as shown in the lower illustration. The data flow through the service port at the bumper is slower than the data flow through the VIMS service port in the cab.



static addr=192.30.52.44 mask=255.255.255.0 gateway=192.30.52.45
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When the values are entered in the text file, go to File. Then click on Save in the menu. After you click on Save, close out of the "ConnectVIMS.netsh - Notepad" window.
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Before proceeding with VIMSpc 3G you MUST disconnect the wireless option on the off-board computer. The following list has various ways to disconnect wireless. If the off-board computer has a Off/On wireless switch, move the switch to the OFF position Press the "Start" key. Click on Network Connections. Then, right click on the wireless communication Icon. When the wireless window appears, click on "disabled." Then, close the window. Hold down the Fn key and press the F3 (if you are using a Dell laptop) After the wireless is disabled, plug in the individual Ethernet plug from the 305-5528 Cable into the connector at the backside of the off-board computer.
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VIMSpc 3G - Open VIMSpc 3G - Go to File on the toolbar - Select Connect Machine, as shown in the upper illustration
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The illustration shows that VIMSpc 3G is connected. Refer to the closed head phone icon on the lower left corner. The two sections have come together. Also, when VIMSpc 3G is connected, the arrows pointed inward turn green.
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VIMSpc 3G is open - Go to the tool bar - Click on Data - Click on machine status The machine status shows the configuration data and machine status data such a serial number, model number, and data and time etc.
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VIMSpc 3G. is open. - Go to the tool bar - Select Data - Select download. When the window in the upper illustration appears, check the box in front of Continuous Data Logger. Then, select the "Download" button at the bottom of the window. The download will begin. When the download is complete "100%" will show up in the Overall Progress window (no graphic, similiar to page 47). Once the download is complete, select the "Close" button
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Go to the tool bar - Select File. - Scroll down to Merge and select Merge. When the window appears - Select the machine. - Click on the "Merge" button.
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If this is the first download merge for this machine, the "Machine Information Mismatch" window will appear. - Click the "Update Offboard" button. A window will appear asking if you really want to create a new machine serial number in the off-board database. Click the "Yes" button.
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With VIMSpc 3G open and after merging the Continuous Data Logger, go to the tool bar - Select Report. - Select Maintenance and Data Logger. - Click on the "Select Machine" button When the select machine window appears, select the required machine - Select the Type of Report: Tabular or Graphic - Select the last merged data logger you wish to view based on the download date and time. When reporting using the Continuous Data Logger as a graphic, you can show as many as three sets of data. Pick the required data from the three different graph parameters. Then select the machine. Click the "Generate" button to view the Continuous Data Logger report.
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To activate the Standard Data Logger, follow the directions. - Go to the tool bar - Click on Data - Click on Activate Data Logger - Go to Action Performed (as shown in the illustration) - Click on the "ON" button The Standard Data Logger can record up to 30 minutes of data, and will automatically stop once the program has timed out. The Standard Data Logger will be OFF when the data logger feature is initialized.
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To start the Standard Data Logger, go to Action Performed Click the "ON" button. This is shown in the illustration. The screen shot shown is for a Standard Data Logger. The Standard Data Logger logs data for up to 30 minutes or until you tell it to stop. The Continuous Data Logger records 1 hour's worth of data silently. The Continuous Data Logger cannot be controlled by the user. When the Continuous Data Logger is full it automatically overwrites the oldest data, so in effect the data is always keeps the last 1 hour of data recorded.
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You can manually stop the Data Logger by going to Action performed. - Click the "OFF" button in the Activate Data Logger window. In order to download the Standard Data Logger, follow the procedure listed on Pages 38 through 41 for the Continuous Data Logger. Select Data Logger instead of Continuous Data Logger in all the download and merge screens.
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You can also clear the Data Logger at any point in time by clicking on the "Reset" button in the Activate Data Logger window. However, you must make sure that the Data Logger is stopped. Action Performed must be set to OFF, before you attempt to reset the Data Logger. If the "Reset" button was selected, the Data Logger will be OFF as shown in the illustration.
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With VIMSpc 3G open, download a snapshot. - Go to the tool bar - Select Data - Select download. - Select Snapshot The screen in the illustration will appear. Place a check mark in front of the small window for "Snapshot." The Event box will automatically be checked when the Snapshot box is checked. NOTE: A snapshot can only be triggered through the associated Advisor Screen or through a specific Event on the truck.
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Click on the "Download" button at the bottom of the screen. When the Overall Progress shows 100% and the download is complete, select the "Close" button.
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At the VIMSpc 3G screen, go to the tool bar. Click on File. Click on the Merge Download Files.
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When the Merge Download Files window in the illustration appears, select the files listed in the window that have been downloaded but not merged. To view the data, the files must be merged. After selecting the files to be merged, click on the "Merge" button.
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The files have been merged. - At the VIMSpc 3G screen, go the tool bar - Click on Report - Click on Maintenance - click on Snapshot
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When the window in the illustration appears, click on the "Select Machines" button. (Refer to the screen shot on the next page). In the "Select Machines" window, select the machine whose snapshot data you wish to view. - Select the Type of Report. Either a graphical or tabular report can be developed. Select the snapshot data you wish to view based on the trigger time. - Click the "Generate" button to view the snapshot report.
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When the Select Machine window appears, scroll down the appropriate machine that is being checked. Highlight that machine. Click the "OK" button.
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